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For my father.

You have a right to perform your prescribed
duties, but you are not entitled to the fruits of
your actions. Never consider yourself to be the
cause of the results of your activities, nor be
attached to inaction.
BHAGAVAD-GITA
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• PROLOGUE •

It was a warm June night in 2018, a couple of days after the 40-goal exhibition at
Cowdray Park Polo Club, in England, and I couldn’t sleep a wink. The funny feeling
that had crept up on me on the train back to London after the match had lingered.
Everything had gone to plan, and we had achieved something monumental: eight
10-goal players had come together to play at Lawns. It was a fantastic match, and the
10-goalers were able to show the virtues and dynamism implicit in the style of polo we
were promoting. But I was a little uneasy. I felt strange, detached—almost depressed.
It was only after that night of insomnia that I realised why: the 40-goal exhibition at
Cowdray clearly marked the end of a cycle for the All Pro Polo League. The functional
stage—revolving around practices, smaller tournaments, exhibitions around the world
to showcase the rules—had come to an end, and that was weighing me down, even
though I knew that this didn’t imply the end of the project. On the contrary, from
here on out we would have to work harder to see if we could transform what we had
built into something economically viable. Almost four years had passed since that first
meeting at Pilarchico, in Argentina, when we gathered 25 kids below the age of 23 to
share our ideas with them. Four amazing years, where I received unconditional support
and trust from so many people, where I made new friends, discovered amazing places,
and got to travel around the world with my family.
As I had this sort of epiphany, I was filled with a sudden desire to write. It had
been almost ten years since I published the essay that served as a touchstone for
everything that followed. While I always knew that part two would come, I had never
felt compelled to write it. Before we begin, I would like to quote the great Uruguayan
writer, Juan Carlos Onetti:
It is said that there are several ways of lying; but the most repugnant of all is
telling the truth, the whole truth, hiding the soul of the facts. Because facts are
always empty, they are recipients that take the shape of the sentiment that fills
them.
In my previous essay, I made the decision to not share what I thought about
particular people, or to not bring up certain things that happen in polo, things that
no-one talks about, because I didn’t think that it was necessary. It was not my intention
to make enemies. But that tactic did not bring about any results. For the want of being
politically correct, I left a lot of things unsaid. Many people congratulated me, but
everything continued just as it was. So now I am going to try a different strategy. I am
not going to hold anything back. It is likely that many will not share my opinions, and
what I write may offend a few sensibilities, but I would like nothing more than to hear
rational arguments that prove I am mistaken.

I am going to have to concentrate and remember with clarity all that transpired
over these last four years, because it is in the smallest details that we may find, as Onetti
says, the ‘soul of the facts.’ This is the only way I will be able to fully explain my reasons,
and those of my team’s, for building the All Pro Polo League. This project has a soul—if
I am not able to transmit that, then this text will be utterly useless. I hope to do our
story justice, and by sharing it, help the sport we love so much, the one we carry in our
blood, and deep within our hearts.
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In June 2009, I published an essay entitled Reflecting on Polo in Argentina. In it,
I analysed the current state of polo in the country, and discussed what I saw to be a
tremendous decline in the quality of the game. To better understand this text, I suggest
the reader take the time to look over the first essay, found here.
The panorama at that point looked more or less like this: polo was getting worse
and worse, the matches lasted longer, chukkas were dominated by fouls, and games were
decidedly more boring than ever before. Palermo came to an end, with everyone saying,
“What a mess, this polo is sh—,” December came around, Christmas, New Year’s, some
went off to Punta del Este, others to Villa La Angostura, a few to ski in Aspen, February
came along, everyone migrated to their Estancias—and nobody did anything to
improve the sport. March arrived and the autumn season began. Year after year, season
after season.
To write the first essay, I had met with as many people as possible: players, directors,
umpires, former players, vets. The conclusion had been that polo urgently needed to
update its rules, especially since players had found a way to slow things down and take
the rhythm out of the game. Rhythm, in my opinion, is not only what makes polo
fun to watch, but it is what differentiates high goal from low goal. At the end of the
essay, I listed 18 new ideas—some my own, others gathered from the interviews I had
conducted—for various associations and committees to take into consideration, and
test the ones they thought might be helpful. But nothing happened, mainly because
the majority of the polo world believed that the rules did not need amending. They
held that the umpiring criteria, the one that had been in use for 30 years, was perfectly
valid. It was funny, because I kept hearing the phrase, “The rules are perfect!”, as if they
had been written by some celestial being, or engraved on sacred stones. I would reply
by pointing out that there are many rules not mentioned by these polo prophets, simply
because they were not relevant to players at the time. I remember one night when, at an
asado, after having had a fair share of wine, I was discussing this idea with a couple of
friends. I was struggling to get my point across, so I conjured up an extreme example:
“Can I ask you all a question?” I interrupted. “What would happen if during the
first match of the Argentine Open, a player came onto the field with his mother-in-law
riding behind him? And then another player rides out with his mother-in-law? And
then every player starts doing the same thing. What would the umpires say?”
My friends looked at me in disbelief. I continued, undeterred.
“The umpires would tell the players to get their mother-in-laws off their horses
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immediately! Now, does the rulebook say anything about not being able to play with
your mother-in-law mounted behind you? Is it forbidden? No, it is not, just like many
other things are not forbidden, because nobody is going to do it. But if one player does
it, then another, and then all of them start doing it, it is likely that there will eventually
be a rule prohibiting players from riding out, not only with their mother-in-laws, but
with anyone at all!” I concluded, raising my voice slightly more than necessary.
My friends exchanged worried looks and called it a night.
*
In September 2009, just before the start of the season, I got a call from Luisito
Lalor, who had been elected President of the Argentine Association of Polo (AAP) in
May. He told me that the Association had taken my essay into consideration. Everyone
had liked it, he said, but they were not going to try a single rule I had proposed. They
were just going to be stricter penalising turning when a player in defence had a rider
nearby who had line from behind. That wasn’t a bad idea. In fact, it was one of the rules
I mentioned in the essay. The sport improved marginally, but it ended up going to ruin
because of the lack of criteria from the majority of the umpires, who would invariably
end up favouring the player who showed up late to the play. But we will discuss this
further on. Polo changed, but only slightly, and those of us asking for a new set of rules
were certainly in the minority.
Two or three years went by, without many changes. I was at ease, because I thought
(erroneously) that I had done my bit. Another thing that I have learnt over the last
ten years is that talking and doing are two very different concepts. There is a grey area
where things can get confused, however. I thought that I had done something in writing
my essay, but in reality I had not done anything at all. I had only talked about what I
thought had to be done to set things straight. I was just like the hundreds of polo players
who sit and talk, but don’t ever put their ideas into action. Topo Braun described this
notion perfectly to me one day:
“In the polo world, everyone is an Aiken Cura,” he said, with a half smile.1
“What?” I said, not understanding.
“Yes, Aike [you have to] do this, Aike [you have to] do that. Everyone goes on
about what you have to do to change polo, but nobody does anything about it!”
He was absolutely right, and even if I hadn’t realised it, I was just another Aiken Cura,
despite being mildly satisfied with my contribution. Yes, I had written 90 pages of ideas
and suggestions, but they were still just words, not actions. The only thing I had achieved
was to become a point of reference on the subject of rules, even outside of

______________________
1 Aiken Cura was a famous stallion played by Adolfo Cambiaso. The horse won the Susan Townley
Cup for Best Playing Pony in the final of the Argentine Open on three occasions.
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Argentina, since the essay had been translated into English and made its way through
the international polo world. I would occasionally receive messages from the farthest
corners of the earth; people asking about a certain rule, or offering their views on a topic.
It was curious, because I would often hear, “Hey Javier, since you like the topic
of rules so much, what do you think about…” and I would feel a type of comic anger
brewing up inside which would make me want to shout: “NO! I don’t like rules! They
bore me to death! I hate them! But I have to do something about them because they are
responsible for the decline in our sport! And because we haven’t updated them, we are
now seeing these terrible matches, matches that don’t convey the essence of our sport in
the slightest! If I thought that the problem with polo came from bad fields, then I would
have written an essay about watering systems and herbicides!”
There was also another factor at play. Every once in a while, very rarely, when the
conditions were just right, one could happen upon a good polo match (I am referring to
Triple Crown matches only). If both teams went out with the intention of hitting the
ball and playing open polo, and if the umpires had enough foresight (and courage) to let
them play without fear of losing control of the game, one could witness a real spectacle.
I remember one particular example in 2011 or 2012. It was the final of the Tortugas
Open, which was played on Palermo’s number two ground, and I think Ellerstina won
by a goal. I only mention this match because, for those who believed in the polo prophets
and their unwavering wisdom, it served as the perfect example of why the rules were fine
as they were.
“See, Javier,” they would say. “It was a great match. We don’t need to change a
thing.”
The truth is that I did doubt myself occasionally. On the other hand, four or
five years had passed since my father’s death, and as well as missing him hugely, I was
constantly thinking about what he would make of all this. In the last few years of his
life, rule related questions were already hovering in the air, and while he, along with
Juan Badiola and several others on the committee, tested the waters with the players to
see what they thought about eliminating throw-ins, he had disagreed with me when I
suggested bigger changes, like penalising slow play, prohibiting horse changes, and so
on. I remember being in his office one day drinking mate, telling him that this or that
needed to be done, because that was what had happened in tennis.
“OK, then,” he said. “Next time, tell the players to leave their mallets at home and
ride out with a racquet, because that is what they do in tennis.”
Very sarcastic, but his point was not exempt from pragmatism.
*
Those were years of little action on my part, but of much reflection. I spent hours
and hours thinking, asking myself simple questions (the best kind) about why certain
things were the way they were. I reached several conclusions. I realised, for example, that
the Argentine high goal polo model is absolutely perverse. Every year, at the beginning
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of September, the AAP committee would meet with the umpires and players to discuss
a new concept that could improve the game or instil more discipline. Tortugas would
start and a slight change could be seen compared to the last matches of the previous
season. “How polo has changed!” they would cry. “Wow, now we really are seeing some
amazing games!” they would chant. But as the season rolled on, the matches seemed to
look more and more like they did before. By the time we reached the semifinals of the
Hurlingham Open, back to modern polo we went.
It took me a while to figure it out, but I finally realised why this happens. It has to
do with handicaps. When the time comes to analyse who should go up or who should
go down, a player’s performance in Tortugas is hardly ever considered. It is only from
the Hurlingham semifinals onwards that a player’s performance and his handicap are
judged. This, even if they are unable to rationalise it, affects a player’s behaviour on
the field. When the season starts and there is less pressure to win, players tend not to
get too involved with the umpires. That is why those matches are generally more open
and less fouls are committed. As soon as the semifinals of the Hurlingham Open come
around, however, players know that they are now being put to the test, that they are
being measured, and that their handicap is being considered. This is when they start
pushing the umpires. Unable to handle the pressure, untrained as they are in this area,
most umpires turn to their favourite ally, the thing that always bails them out of trouble:
their beloved whistle.
I also noticed something else that always happened up until a few years ago: aside
from the two big teams, as well as Alegría, La Aguada, and one other organisation, the
smaller teams were always changing. They never lasted more than two or three years. The
name changed, so did the line-up, and everything was done so that the team could qualify
directly for the Open and play on Palermo’s number one ground, the best platform for
any player. That is where patrons take their pick, choosing which professionals to hire to
play the international polo circuit with them.
To pitch this next point, I ask you to imagine a fictitious team, formed of two
7-goalers and two 8-goalers. Total handicap: 30. The season starts and this team plays a
couple of good matches, beating teams of a similar handicap, and losing only narrowly
to the big organisations. Automatically, player handicaps come into question. Has there
ever been a time in the history of polo where the handicap of all four players on a single
team has gone up? Never. So, the players know that if they do well in the Open, two
of the four players will go up. This is the root of the problem and the reason why I call
this a perverse system. These players, albeit unknowingly, eventually end up competing
against their own teammates. The fear comes from the possibility that, at the end of
the year, the two 8-goalers go up to 9. If this occurs, they will surely be recruited by a
better team, and without thinking twice, they will abandon the two 7-goalers. So long,
sayonara, auf wiedersehen.
Of course, if the team does badly, the same thing happens. They know that one or
two players will be put down. That is when the sidelines turn into a fountain of gossip:
rumours fly, wives give their two cents, parents chip in, the clingers and hangers-on,
the wannabes and the has-beens begin to talk out of place. Players on the same team
end up competing against each other to see who goes down and who survives the cut.
The system is perverse simply because someone (I don’t know who) decided that the
best way to establish a ranking was by adding together the four handicaps of players on
a certain team, instead of following the example of the great majority of team sports,
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where a club’s performance in the previous tournament dictates its place in next season’s
ranking. You are going to tell me that this is no longer the case, and that is true, but to
this day the players are the ones who maintain their qualification spot, not the clubs.
This leads us to another grave error in the structure of our sport: as the players (and their
individual handicaps) determine the team’s ranking, clubs inevitably begin to disappear
once the good players grow past their prime. The Duggans retire, goodbye Trébol;
the Cavanaghs stop playing and Venado Tuerto stops growing; the Harriotts hang up
their boots, so long Suárez; the Heguys dismount, adios Chapa I & II. Nowadays, a
typical polo loving family is made up of a grandfather who hailed El Trébol, but his son
worshiped La Espadaña, and now the grandson is obsessed with La Dolfina. How can
we expect a sport to grow and attract a bigger audience if the weakest link is precisely
the club, the piece of the puzzle which is most valued, most treasured, and most revered,
in every other sport? A Boca Juniors fan loves Boca Juniors more than he or she loves
football, wouldn’t you say? The same happens in rugby, basketball, hockey, and in all
team sports. And why do they love the club so much? Because it is generally one of
the easiest and most efficient ways of manifesting filial love. Sport is used as a means
of bringing people together, and not just families, but friends, too. A club generates
an overwhelming feeling of belonging; shirts are sold, tickets are bought, content is
created—it is an endless world of information.
It is worth mentioning that everything I describe here happened between 2011 and
2014, when there was no indication of the crisis that was to hit the polo world. While
in 2009 and 2010 the sport had felt the bite of the American financial crisis, the global
economy was slowly recovering, and so was polo. Ten teams in the US Open, 14 in the
Queen’s Cup and the British Gold Cup; the Ellerstina Gold Cup was in full swing, as
was the Diamond Cup at La Dolfina, and in the Argentine spring auctions fillies were
being sold for extortionate prices. And there I was, with my little book under my arm,
walking around like a street preacher foreseeing disaster. The truth is that I didn’t see
it coming that clearly either, but I knew that we were on the wrong course. However,
I was filming a documentary about the construction of a labyrinth in homage to Jorge
Luis Borges at the time, and that was the most important thing on my mind. I had not
forgotten about the perils facing polo, to be sure, but they were not my top priority.
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In May 2014, I received a call from Juan Badiola telling me that Franky Dorignac,
President of the AAP at the time, had reread my essay and was keen to meet with me. I
went to visit him one morning in his office at Tortugas. We spoke about the current state
of polo, and in a meeting which must have lasted about an hour, I expressed my point
of view and listed a few of the changes that I thought should be made. Towards the
end of the meeting, Franky said that I was right, the rules did need a few adjustments.
He asked whether I would be willing to preside over a sub-committee that would have
the firm objective of reviving the Argentine high goal, making it more dynamic, easier
to understand, and more accessible for the general public. I agreed immediately. I
understood that if I wished to see changes, I had to get involved directly. I know a lot of
people who talk the talk, but when push comes to shove, they evaporate into thin air.
I was unaware of it at the time, but by accepting the role of President of the SubCommittee of Rules, I was ticking the final box on the ‘AAP – High Goal Player’
diorama. I had now witnessed this relationship from every angle: first, I was the son
of one of these high goal players (one of the best of his time); I then became a player
myself (a good or a bad one, you decide), competing in the Open a few times and in the
Cámara de Diputados Cup on several occasions; I then became the son of the President
of the AAP (that lasted four years); and now, suddenly I was becoming a Director in
that same Association. I highlight this to show that I was able to see, from every possible
perspective, how relationships between the different actors were created, consolidated,
and later, how they crumbled. I now realise (not then, but now) that the relationship
between polo players and the directors of our sport is, has always been, and always will
be, a toxic one. A relationship totally devoid of trust, where those standing on the other
side of the line are viewed as the enemy, as an opposing force. Neither party gives an
inch for fear of being taken advantage of. Meetings are war zones, and one must enter
with a bullet proof vest, and a bag full of explosive arguments. They don’t feel part of
the same whole, and that is why the solution to the problems in our sport will never
come from within the AAP. But I only know that now. I was unaware of it back then,
and that is why, somewhat naively, I said yes to Franky. I only asked for three things:
that the sub-committee not be too big, that I be allowed to suggest a few members, and
that Juan Badiola be a part of it, because, in my opinion, he has the best judgment out
of everyone who has been through the AAP. Badiola has a very clear view of polo. He
is an extraordinary person, and was also one of my father’s best friends. They played the
Open together for many years, and Badiola supported my father during his term as AAP
President.
My requests were accepted, and I was told that the sub-committee would be
composed of Franky, Badiola, Gonzalo Pieres, and myself. I was given the possibility of
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choosing a fifth member. That was when the dance started, because I had the brilliant
idea of courting the one and only Horacito Heguy, alias Buchaka—a nihilist in the
truest sense of the word. Horacito had been an amazing player back in the day, but
beyond that, he knows a lot about polo and has a very distinct vision of the sport. He
was raised among legendary polo figures—his father, uncles and brothers—and he saw
with his own eyes how the most successful polo team in history, Coronel Suárez, rose
to the top. He also wore the number 3 shirt on one of the best polo teams ever: Chapa
I. That team, in my opinion, played some of the most beautiful polo I have ever seen,
perfectly combining team play with individual skill—and of course, running flat out
every second of the match.
But at the same time, and maybe because of challenging circumstances life has
placed in his path, Horacito is a bit aberrant. He sees everything drenched in negativity.
Nothing works, everything is useless, everyone is a papanatas (sucker), and that is why I
call him a nihilist. But I care for him deeply and I respect him, and I know that he feels
the same way about me. That is why I called him to back me up in this whole thing. It
took me the better part of an hour on the phone to convince him.
“Buchaka,” I said towards the end of our conversation. “If we want things to change
we have to get involved with the AAP. The Association does many things I don’t agree
with, but I don’t think that it is a bad idea to get a foot inside the door and see how
everything works. Then, if individuals more attuned to our way of thinking come along,
we will be in a position to make the changes that are necessary to improve polo.”
Happily, he said yes. We agreed to wait until the winter had passed and scheduled
the first sub-committee meeting for the first week of August. What followed was one of
the most surreal, bizarre, and ridiculous experiences of my life. I live in the countryside,
about 400 kilometres from Buenos Aires, and I seldom travel to the city, but I figured
that this meeting warranted my presence, especially as I was the President of the SubCommittee. So I drove up the afternoon before to make sure that I was at the meeting
at 11am sharp. Franky corners me as soon as I arrive.
“I took the liberty of inviting a few former players and old friends to share their
opinions,” he says, almost adding legends of polo to the mix.
“What?” I replied in disbelief. “Hadn’t we agreed that the first meeting would be
just between us five? To sit and talk about ideas, to see where we are, where we want to
go, to talk about the rules, and evaluate what needs work?”
“Yes—but no,” says Franky.
He immediately turns on his heel and makes a beeline for the meeting room. I follow
him in, only to be faced with a group of 12 or 13 people—several former 10-goalers
and Argentine Open champions, directors, committee members, and a couple of faces I
had never before set eyes on. At the end of the table sits Horacito, who looks at me as if
saying, “What the hell are we doing here?”. Gonzalo Pieres, the only person who should
have been there, wasn’t (even to this day I think that he never knew that he formed part
of any sub-committee). The gathering looked just like a painting of the Declaration
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of Independence of 1816, with all those past glories sharing a table. They were all like
uncles to me, players I had idolised throughout my childhood. They had watched me
grow up, and they had played with and against my father for over 20 years. They had
played the polo I was trying to recover, and I knew that they were there because they
truly wanted to help. They all had good intentions, but I don’t think they could see that
nothing concrete would ever come from that meeting.
Several of the men in the room, taking a pamphlet out of a folder, and raising their
voices, began: “In 2007, I published this article in Tacos y Bochas, which talks about bla,
bla, bla…”. It was all very strange. The only time they all shut their mouths was when
Horacito spoke. It is a shame that we didn’t film those meetings (believe it or not, there
was more than one, and they were all the same), because the things that Buchaka said
were just too good. According to him, polo players didn’t exist anymore. Instead, there
were just people who rode (badly) and hit a ball (occasionally, and any which way). Polo
was no longer a team sport and the new generations were all lost, because no one had
taught them anything. Players only knew how to do one thing, which was to look for
the foul, and that was exactly why, he thought, everything could be fixed by making the
field goal worth two points, something which I admit gave me serious doubts from the
start.
The concept was not a bad one, but with the terrible quality of umpiring the
following scenario was sure to happen: the defending team, when threatened with a
goal, would foul on purpose, and that way only concede one goal against instead of two.
That was the problem I saw with changing the value of certain fouls. If we reduce the
punishment, a team benefits more from fouling than by not. On the other hand, if we
strengthen the punishment, with the current umpires, the other team will benefit from
winning the foul (which is what happens when a player nowadays gets to the 60-yard
line). Players start to form a long line, squirming their way to goal, with half the players
behind the ball, and the other half in front, and it all invariably results in a foul in favour
of the attacking team.
I tried to explain this to Horacito after the meeting, but he was set in his intentions,
and wouldn’t give an inch. In the end, after two or three identical meetings, and with the
season on the horizon, it was decided that we should try implementing the rule where
a field goal is worth double. This would be tested in the first two matches of the San
Jorge Open, which was almost like not trying anything at all, mainly because I don’t
think that the rule changes much, and also because there was a rumour going around
that “neither Cambiaso nor the Pieres were going to try any new rule,” which switched a
warning light on in my head, and made me doubt what I considered, at my young age,
to be an unquestionable axiom: that changes in polo could only be made from within
the Association of Argentine Polo.
The Triple Crown that year came and went, with not much of note, apart from
the fact that Alegría appeared on the scene to challenge the reign of La Dolfina and
Ellerstina. Since 2007, the same two teams had been playing the final of the Argentine
Open, but that season Alegría beat Ellerstina in the semis and faced La Dolfina as an
equal rival for the first four chukkas of the final. Apart from that, not much to report.
Seeing what little chances I had available to try different rules from my shining new role,
I called Badiola to tell him that I was out. But Juan asked me to stick with it, especially
because of the rule situation, where the AAP had been working with the USPA and the
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HPA for a while in the attempt to unify the rules of the sport as a whole, and he thought
that I could help with this.
I have always known just how much Juan Badiola supported my father when he was
President. I know that he had to put up with long meetings, disasters, internal struggles,
and a lot more. So I couldn’t, and I didn’t want to, say no to him. The year came to an
end, “What a mess, this polo is sh—,” Christmas, New Year’s, some went off to Punta del
Este, others to Villa La Angostura, a few to ski in Aspen, February came along, everyone
migrated to their Estancias—and there I was, filled with pain and anger, watching the
sport that I so loved fall further into the abyss.
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In February 2015, I got a call from Carlitos Miguens, my uncle, telling me that
he was going on an official AAP trip to Palm Beach with Badiola to discuss a few
commercial ideas with the USPA. They wanted me to go with them. Carlitos had
joined the Association a few years before at Franky’s request, who had asked him to
help with the commercial side of things. Carlitos is a very well respected businessman in
Argentina, with many contacts, and he has always been tied to polo through his family.
He quickly got up to speed with ins and outs of polo, and was instantly surprised when
he learnt that the USPA had developed a self titled clothing line (US Polo Assn.) that
brought in millions of dollars a year. After several years of litigation with Ralph Lauren,
they had managed to show that the United States Polo Association, established in 1890,
came before the registered POLO brand founded by Ralph Lauren. That allowed them
to use their brand commercially in the clothing market.
Quite rightly, the USPA designed a logo almost identical to Ralph Lauren’s, with
two players instead of one, and the US Polo Assn. quickly became a successful offshoot,
cheaper in price and lower in quality than Ralph Lauren. The brand honed in on the
Asian market, where instead of cashing out 75 dollars for a Ralph Lauren shirt, customers
bought a US Polo Assn. shirt for a third of the price and were more than happy. It was a
money making machine.
Carlitos, who has always had a sixth sense for business, decided that something
similar should be done with the Polo Argentino brand, which had recently been made
property of the AAP after a ridiculous two year litigation with the Asociación Argentina
de Criadores de Caballos de Polo (AACCP, or the Argentine Polo Horse Breeders
Association) for the rights to the name.
This litigation made me think of Borges’ description of the Falklands War: ‘They
look like two bald men fighting over a comb.’ The reality is that neither Association
had the time, structure, or the knowledge to develop a clothing line. The only thing
they achieved was to lose a vast amount of time, energy and resources, all which could
have been put to better use. But the issue had been resolved, and Carlitos wanted to
go to the US and offer the USPA our super brand, Polo Argentino, for them to license,
in exchange for which the AAP would receive (dreaming is free, they say) millions of
dollars.
Badiola told us before leaving that he had spoken with Cambiaso to let him know
about our trip, and that he had organised an asado with all the players at Valiente on the
night of our arrival, so that we could talk about the idea we were going to propose to
the USPA. We were also going to discuss a few issues relating to the spring calendar, the
number of teams in the Open, the qualification system, and other formalities.
On the plane, talking to Carlitos and Badiola about our strategy for the USPA
meeting, we realised that, if we wanted this thing to work out, we would have to offer
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them something invaluable in return. Without thinking too much about it, we realised
that the most valuable part of the AAP and Argentine polo as a whole is our ability
to form high goal players. That is our biggest strength, something no other country,
regardless of their economic power, is able to access. It was perhaps enough to tempt the
USPA to develop a clothing line with us. We would help them form three or four 10goal players, and they would support our brand.
*
We arrived at Valiente late in the afternoon. Adolfito welcomed us with his patron,
Bob Jornayvaz, the owner of the club, who instantly brought us up to speed on all the
happenings in Wellington and its surroundings: the USPA, IPC, Bellisimo, the Ganzis.
Nothing new under the sun. The players began arriving and we went upstairs, where an
asado was underway. I might be forgetting a few, but I remember the following players
being present that evening: Adolfito, Facu and Nico Pieres, Mariano Aguerre, Miguel
and Edu Novillo, Sapo Caset, Facu Sola, Magoo Laprida, I can’t remember if Pelón and
Juanma, and maybe a Merlos.
As soon as I walked in, I perceived that there was a somewhat hostile climate.
I had attended many meetings between directors and players, standing in numerous
positions, but this was the first time that I officially represented the AAP. Carlitos began
by sharing the reason behind the trip. There were a couple of questions, but no one
seemed to have any doubts or be against what we were going to do (neither did they
seem overly interested). We then get to the subject of rules, and Badiola tells the players
that I had been in charge of the corresponding sub-committee as of last year. I step
forward to speak.
“The truth is, I thought that my essay would be the end of my involvement in the
matter,” I began. “But I saw that there was very little quorum to try new rules. When I
was asked to form part of the sub-committee, I said yes because I was assured that we
would be able to try a few things out, and so try to recover the type of fast, open polo
that, in my opinion, has been lost.”
Silence.
Adolfito speaks up.
“I don’t think there is anything that needs changing,” he says. “We don’t need
to invent anything or add new rules. Every time a new rule is added, people only get
confused, and no one knows what is or isn’t a foul. Anyway,” he concludes, “it doesn’t
matter what rule you make up, we will always find a way around it.”
That last phrase shot out of his mouth like a bullet, and hit me right between the
eyes. At the same time, while I absorbed what he was actually saying, I had a moment
of clarity: Adolfo Cambiaso and I were watching two totally different films. Imagine a
cinema, where one room is showing Polo 1, and another is showing Polo 2. He sits in
one, and I sit in another. If we happen to be asked if it is true that we are at the cinema
watching a film about polo, we would both say yes. But we are not watching the same
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film. I am watching a film where the best polo player in the world doesn’t have to find
his way around the rules set by the directors, because he trusts that those are the best
possible rules and that they will help the sport grow. Rules that won’t favour one player
over another, or one particular style of play. In the film I am watching, we are all on the
same side. I don’t come up with rules to ruin the lives of players, and they don’t try to
find their way around them so that they don’t work.
This doesn’t mean that I didn’t understand the reasons why he was telling me this,
or that I didn’t understand everything that had happened. From the moment he became
the best player in the world, at the age of 16, he adopted a very particular style of play,
one that was totally individualistic, which prioritised possession of the ball as the most
important feat, so that he could then do things that only he was capable of doing. To
achieve this, he slowed the game down, and invented blocking. Associations tried to
find a way of stopping him from doing this; they invented the ‘walking’ rule first, and
then a few others, all of which, as he so clearly put it, he had found a way to sidestep. For
these reasons, I knew that he would be able to adapt to any new rule, and still continue
winning. What I couldn’t get him to understand was that none of this was against him
personally, it was against a particular style of play that was just not entertaining to
watch.
I certainly don’t think, nor did I then, that the film I am watching is superior to
the other one. It could be the case that he is right, and that time will show my ideas
to be terrible, and that I am a hazard to the sport. That could be true. But from the
moment I heard that phrase come out of his mouth, I realised that in order to bring
about the changes I wanted, it would be impossible to rely on people who thought like
him. Adolfo and I have known each other for decades, and there was a time when we
were good friends. So apart from the admiration I have for him as a sportsman, and for
everything he has achieved in his career, I do care for him.
After that moment, the conversation softened slightly and we continued talking
about polo, about Horacito’s double goal idea, about getting rid of the throw-in,
changing the qualification system for the Open, and so on. I realised that even within that
group of players there was a generation gap. The older players were the most conflictive.
Everything was a problem. Man matures and becomes more complicated than ever.
The younger guys—Facu, Nico, Magoo, Facu Sola, Sapo—however, were more open to
trying new things, and had a more passive approach to certain ideas, an attitude which
said, “OK, you guys make the decisions and we’ll go along with them.” But I decided that,
for the time being, I would not be able to rely on any of them. The conversation ended
on common ground—horses, breeding, embryos, bloodlines. When it comes to horses
(clones aside) it seems like we are all in the same cinema, watching the same film.
*
The next day we had our first meeting with the Americans in the USPA offices on
Lake Worth Ave. Badiola, Carlitos and I were there representing Argentina, and on the
USPA side were Peter Rizzo (Chairman at the time), Charlie Muldoon and Bobby Puetz,
who I had not met before. The meeting was friendly. We showed them our proposal, we
exchanged ideas, gave a few suggestions, and presented our Polo Argentino brand with
the confidence we were brought up with. We sold it like it was the best thing since sliced
bread, believing that because we had the best players in the world everyone else would
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fall at our feet (something which I later realised is not only far from the truth, but is in
fact the total opposite of the truth). When it was my turn to speak, I explained how
important it was for the sport that countries like the US, England, France, Spain, and
so on, form high goal players. I told them why I thought this did not happen, and how
we could, in exchange for their help with our brand, help their players break the 6-goal
glass ceiling.
The idea was to put together a program where they could send their best kids to
Argentina to play competitive polo with players better than themselves, and at a level
higher than the one they were used to. At the end of the meeting, they said they would
have to discuss the proposal with the chairman of the USPA, Bob Meyer, and with the
brain behind the US Polo Assn. clothing line licensing scheme, David Cummings. I
had met David back when he was manager of the Santa Barbara Polo & Racquet Club,
in California, and knew that he was an extremely smart man. We were invited to lunch
with them at International Polo Club (IPC) the following day, before the final of the
Gold Cup, so that we could get to know each other a bit more. They would have a reply
by then, they assured.
Long story short: their answer was a resounding no. Very diplomatically, they told
us that the process for developing their brand, and especially winning the legal battle
against Ralph Lauren had taken up a lot of energy, time, and money, and it was not
in their interest to go through the same thing with other brands related to polo. But
we could count on them for support, should we want to go about it alone. What they
didn’t tell us (and what David Cummings told only me three years later), was that the
last thing they wanted was another clothing line competing against them, let alone one
they would have to share royalties with. A rational response, basic common sense, really,
that we, for some reason or other, failed to consider. We accepted their objection as
something logical and valid on their part.
Once the topic of licensing Polo Argentino was closed and we were leaving the
conference room, Charlie Muldoon holds me back.
“Javier, Bobby and I thought about what you said about taking our players to
Argentina, and even though the deal with the clothing line did not work out, we would
like to work together and see what we can do,” he says. “We agree, polo needs a new set
of rules—urgently.”
I told him that would be great, that the reason why, in my opinion, there was
such a big difference between Argentine and foreign players was purely economical,
and didn’t relate to any other factors, even though many people in Argentina think
differently. They believe that our kids are superbly gifted, and possess a superior genetic
make-up—that enviable mix of gaucho and immigrant—that turns them into better
players. It is utter nonsense. It all comes down to money, as we will see further on when
we dig deeper into the topic. Once the meeting had finished, we went to dinner at Ollies
with Carlitos, Badiola, their wives, and Sapo Caset and his wife Ines, Badiola’s daughter.
Delicious food, good wine, and off to bed. But I didn’t sleep at all that night. In a long
stretch of insomnia in the Hamptons Inn in Wellington, the All Pro Polo League began
to take shape in my mind.
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The dictionary defines insomnia to be the following: “habitual sleeplessness;
inability to sleep.” But in this case, I had no intention of going to sleep. It was a sweet
type of insomnia, and I fell into a mental frequency where thoughts were interconnected.
Hours went by; two in the morning, three, four, and only when dawn was breaking did
I drift off into sleep, with a feeling that I had hit upon something worthwhile.
That night I connected two thoughts, putting together the two events that had
taken place in the last 48 hours. I was then able to see very clearly what I had to do. I had
left Valiente two nights ago convinced that it would be impossible to change anything at
all from within the AAP, and believing that I could not count on the high goal players.
I would have to spend a lot of energy and time persuading everyone to try things that,
because they couldn’t see the use in them, would not work. On the other hand, I had
stumbled across two very rational guys, who held important roles within the USPA,
who shared my vision on a few matters, and were willing to work together on a project
to change polo.
At the same time, I felt a pull which has to do with my way of being, with the
strong artistic and creative force I discovered during my adolescence. I am a person who
is motivated by the creative process of a project. I am constantly thinking about ways
to change and improve that which already exists, and, in this case, I knew that I would
have little room to develop my creative flair from my position in the AAP. But if I set
up something of my own, I wouldn’t have to ask anyone for permission. I would have
a big white page in front of me, where I could conjure ideas, scribble new rules, dream
up concepts, and orchestrate an umpiring criteria, almost as if I was inventing a new
sport. Was that what I wanted? Absolutely not. I wanted to recover the sport that I had
lost, the one my eyes had first seen at the age of two, from the bonnet of a car parked
against the boards. The game I had learnt to watch and play, guided by my father, my
uncle Jorge, and all the legends of his generation: the Harriotts, the Heguys, the Pieres’,
Trotz, Juni Crotto, Alex Garrahan, Badiola, and Benjamin Araya, to name just a few.
The game I had played alongside my dearest of friends, Pancho Bensadón, Ale Agote,
Mono Gassiebayle, and Justo Saavedra. The sport that, for several reasons, was being
lost.
As the night wore on, the idea grew stronger and brighter in my mind. On one
hand, I was going to round up the top 30 Argentine kids between 17 and 24 years of age.
I was going to explain my idea to them; I was going to show them how polo was played
before and demonstrate why we had to recover it; then I was going to explain the rules
that I thought should be incorporated into the sport. On the other hand, I would gather
the best international players—the same level, the same age, with the same talent as the
Argentine players—and between us we would reformulate the game. We would use a
code of conduct similar to the one applied in rugby, enforce an open style of play, make
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it more dynamic and easier to understand, with less dead time, and more rhythm.
I shared my idea with Carlitos and Badiola over breakfast the following morning.
Their eyes met briefly; I found it hard to read their thoughts, but I doubt they ever
suspected that that breakfast at the Deli, besides the old Publix, and that four day trip
to Palm Beach in 2015, would end up filling three or four pages of this story. It is even
less likely that they realised that the idea born on that trip would be the wellspring for
something that, for one reason or other, is destined to change polo.
*
Back at home, I started piecing the project together. As I said before, in the years
after the publication of my essay, my opinion regarding several subjects had changed—
but my views on many other concepts had stayed the same. Standing firmly in the latter
category was undoubtedly the most important point of all: that the admission of patrons
onto the field had changed the game. The rules in every team sport were written on the
premise that players would perform at a similar level. Professionals would play among
themselves, as would amateurs, kids with kids, women with women, and so on. If good
players and bad players got together to play competitively in any other team sport, the
dynamic of that game would change. It would go from being a team sport to a more
individualistic game. This is exactly what happened in polo.
The first thing we had to do, then, was to mark this division in a clear manner.
This was mentioned only briefly in my last essay, but I realised that we have been mixing
apples and oranges for far too long. Let’s talk about polo outside of Argentina. We put
the patron, who pays us, on the field to play a game which at the same time must be
entertaining for the viewer, a spectacle that people must pay to watch. Under that same
premise, we expect ESPN and other sporting platforms to livestream our matches. A
ridiculous idea; what we are doing is completely underestimating the spectator. Nobody
wants to watch people doing things badly. If I am invited to watch a football match
in which Jeff Bezos is playing in the number nine position, would I go? Doubtful. I
would love to hear him give a speech on how he started Amazon, of course, but I have
absolutely zero interest in watching him attempt to play football. This misunderstanding
penetrates our sport and is the reason why less and less people play polo, and even less
come to watch it.
Parallel to all of this is the polo that is played in Argentina, in the Triple Crown.
That was once a different sport to the one played abroad, but slowly the spectacle began
deteriorating, and it looks a lot more like the polo of patrons than the polo of high goal
professionals. Why? They all have the same umpires, unable to differentiate between
one level and another; thanks to them, the players realised that they would benefit more
from slowing down, keeping possession of the ball, and asking for the foul. It hurt me
deeply to sit in the stands at Palermo and see eight amazing players all tangled up in one
corner, or riding as casually as if they were only stick and balling. That is what I set out
to change. So when it came time to christen the project, I didn’t hesitate for an instant:
All Pro Polo League. Only for the best professional players, just like every other sport.
Patrons, out; low goal players, out; amateurs, out. If we intended that polo be considered
a serious sport, not just a millionaire’s hobby, then this was the only way to go about it.
Now that I think about it, it is likely that I was not totally conscious of the impact
the idea, especially the name, would have on the closed minded world of polo. I suddenly
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became a type of antichrist.
“Javier wants to eliminate the few guys who want to pay us, the ones who feed us
and keep the polo industry alive!” I could almost hear them saying in the distance. “Has
he gone mad?”
“No, he’s always been mad.”
That may be, but the reality is that I didn’t want to exclude anyone, I only wanted
to create an alternative that could co-exist and that would compliment that which was
already out there. That’s why I was doing something private, on my own terms, with
my money, and without interfering with the fixtures of any association. With the name
chosen and logo designed, the first thing that came to mind was a model of tournaments
that could be played during November of that year, in Argentina. I came up with an
equation (which ended up being delusional and wrong) that could potentially make it
economically viable. I supposed that if I offered foreign players the chance of playing a
competitive tournament with players their own age, at a reasonable price, there would
be a lot of people interested. With what they paid I could rent good horses, rent fields,
pay tournament expenses, and pay the Argentine players something, too.
I sent a letter communicating my idea to the presidents of the primary polo
associations around the world: England, USA, France, Canada, Chile, Peru, Mexico,
South Africa, Australia, and so on.
At the same time, I had to put together a group of young Argentine players. Not
only do I not have any sons, but at that moment my eldest daughter was five years old,
which meant that I had not watched any kids tournament like the Potrillos, Tolo Polo,
or the Inter-collegiate since I had played them myself. I had only heard of the names of a
few boys, the ones being mentioned in every mate round: a certain Bayugar who played
well; Juan Martín Zubía, Jero Del Carril, a Britos kid, Piki’s son, Min Podestá, Segundo
Bocchino, the sons of Tomás and Morocho Fernández Llorente, and a couple more. Jero
Del Carril’s father, Justo, and I had done a deal with some horses a few years back, and
while he wasn’t one of my closest friends, I had known him all my life and I considered
him to be a good guy. When I next travelled up to La Junta, his farm in Lonquimay,
to check on some horses we had together, I made the most of the trip and shared my
idea with him. Justo had played professionally in the US for many years. He had also
published a didactic book called Polo Tips, which I had read, and that to this day sells
very well.
The poet Jacinto Benavente says, “He who does not think before he speaks is,
precisely, he who says what he thinks.” Now that I know him well, I can’t think of a better
phrase to describe Justo. He is crazy about polo and full of life; intense, intelligent, and
direct to the extreme (this last quality not overly favoured in the polo world). I arrived
at La Junta and he showed me the horses. Afterwards, we headed back to the polo field,
where a gaucho was preparing an asado for us. Once there, on a warm day in August,
with a bottle of red between us, I told him my idea.
His first response was enough to let me know that we were on the same page.
“The only thing I know is that we have to do something or this is all going to sh—,”
he said, looking me straight in the eye.
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I understood that he was foreseeing a crisis in the polo world, too. A crisis that—and
I realised this later on—doesn’t only correspond to the lack of patrons, but to the fact
that polo has become an activity where nobody makes money. Everyone, especially the
players, just watches as the money floats by. But I don’t want to digress; there will be
time to discuss that later. After just a few minutes of talking to Justo, I realised that he
was a person who understood the weight of the problem. He saw straight to the core
of the issue. His son, Jero, was already one of the most talented of his generation, but
the fact that his surname was not Pieres, Cambiaso, Novillo Astrada, Merlos, nor Mac
Donough meant that it would be very difficult for him to get to 10-goals, and that he
would have to invest every dollar he made over the next 15 years in horses if he wanted
to reach the top. Justo knew this very well, and he was conscious that not only the rule
book, but the whole system, needed an urgent reboot.
After discussing the more practical side of the project, I explained how I thought
I would be able to support the whole thing financially, with the help of foreign players,
who would pay to cover the costs of the tournaments. With what was left over, I hoped
to be able to pay the young Argentines.
“What?” Justo stopped me short. “You’re thinking of paying these kids? Are you
crazy?”
“Well, yes,” I replied. “I think that if we are going to ask them to play the way we
want them to, then we have to pay them,” I said, slightly lacking in conviction.
“No, Javier, I don’t see it that way at all,” he said. “First, you have to try them out to
see if they are capable of playing this type of polo, to see if they can make the change and
start running, hitting the ball, and all that. They have never played that way. They grew
up blocking, stopping, and keeping possession.”
A fine point. One that also highlights his integrity and ethics, because the reason I had
gone to see him was to hire his son and his friends, and there he was, telling me that I
didn’t have to pay them. We agreed to keep talking, but I remember that I left La Junta
with the feeling that I had just found a partner.
Three days later, I get a call from Justo.
“Loquito, I’ve been thinking,” he says, notably excited. “The truth is that your idea
is a good one, but if we want to do something this spring then we have to get moving and
put together a good group of kids. I am going to Buenos Aires tomorrow. I can stop by
your farm and we can continue talking, is that good with you?”
It was great. This is something quite curious, which made me learn a lot: I shared the
idea with those who wanted to hear it—my brothers, in-laws, uncles, friends. Almost
everyone replied saying, “That sounds amazing, let me know if you need anything.”
But they would then vanish. The ones who really cared took the time to call me, and
that was when I realised who understood what I was trying to achieve and who saw the
potential of the project. Everyone who today forms part of this project does so because
at one point or another they called me. Justo was the first to do so, but not the only one.
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There have been times when I have gone into a meeting one hundred percent sure that
that person would support the project, only never to hear from them again. Similarly,
someone would appear out of what seemed like nowhere, wanting to join us. This still
happens today, and I hope it continues.
*
Justo’s point about not having to pay the kids, apart from being very reasonable,
came at the right moment, because just then I started receiving replies from the
international polo associations. Apart from one or two who never got back to me, the
remaining associations showed interest—until I told them how much they would have
to pay. After that, it was as if the ground had swallowed them whole. I knew full well
that, apart from the USPA, the rest of the polo associations didn’t have a dime. They have
been struggling for years, and it wasn’t my intention that this come out of their yearly
budget. But I did think that they would want to put together a program to help their
young, talented players finally become high goal stars. They could appeal to patrons or
former patrons, to polo families, corporative sponsors, or try crowd funding, something
that was becoming very popular at the time, especially in semi-professional sports like
yachting, gymnastics, and Olympic disciplines. But none of that happened, for many
reasons, which I understand only now. The first and foremost barrier they hit upon was
the utter sense of distrust that anyone in the world feels when an Argentine calls them
asking for money. My proposal ended up in a draw alongside letters from people selling
sticks, horses, polo lessons, tack—you name it. Also, while many of them had read my
Reflections, I had not been able to transmit that this was something philanthropically
motivated. Add to that potential political risk, where many presidents didn’t dare to
make the first move for fear of being criticised by their internal enemies; the never
ending push and pull that you find within these organisations, always ready to throw
someone into the flames for just one false move.
What about the USPA, the people who had originally backed the initiative? It’s
a great idea. We are on the same page, and we will support you in your effort to take polo
to the next level. Sure, thanks; it was time for action and they were hiding behind their
words. Bobby Puetz had become my point of contact, mainly because he understood
the idea from the start, and because we had been trying to unify the rules between the
Big Three (USA, England, Argentina) a while back, without much success, as is usual
when two or more polo associations try to get together to improve the sport. But Bobby
occupied a minor role in the USPA at the time, and, even though he didn’t exactly spell
it out, he could not push this too much for fear that the Association believe that he
had a special interest in the project, or that he was winning some sort of commission,
which of course was not the case. The USPA, he told me, always received offers relating
to services that would supposedly benefit polo, the majority from Americans, meaning
that my proposal was always at the back of the queue. One day, Bobby was totally frank
with me.
“Look Javier, I think your idea is a good one,” he said. “But, for the moment, I can’t
see how we would be able to support you economically.”
“Of course,” I replied. “We’ll be in touch. Thank you for your interest.”
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Even though things hadn’t worked out this time, I had a feeling that Bobby and I
would meet again.
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A plan of action gradually began to take shape in my mind, and I started to see an
outline of the steps I knew I had to follow if I wanted to go anywhere with this. It was
like a map, and the trail passed through the following points:

1. In order to improve polo in Argentina, and recover the sport that was being
lost, the rules needed to change.
2. In order to persuade the players to try new rules, I needed to create something
economically viable that would motivate them to join the project.
3. In order to create an economically viable sport without patrons on the field,
I would have to approach brands.
4. In order to make this sport attractive for such brands and sponsors, I needed
to gather and train good players from around the world.

This last point was fundamental, because it highlights how the psyche of the majority
of international sporting fans works: they show interest when a fellow countryman or
woman is competing. In Argentina, this feeling reaches fever pitch, especially in the
Olympics. We suddenly learn that an Argentine has qualified for the finals of the canoe
slalom, for example, and we immediately start asking what time transmission starts
and what channel covers this thrilling event. We know nothing about the sport, or the
Olympian fighting for the medal, but he or she is Argentine and that is more than enough
reason to tune in. It happened with Los Pumas in rugby, then Las Leonas in women’s
hockey, and so on. Back to polo, it is an unquestionable fact that Argentina is the world
leader in this sport, but this doesn’t actually benefit anyone. We are so superior that
we have no real competition, and the rest of the world doesn’t care about a sport that
is so irrevocably dominated by South Americans—Argentines, no less (in other words,
arrogant liars). Here is where I find that there is a great difference between the ways
we think we are viewed, and how we are actually perceived. The truth is, that for some
reason or other, people just don’t like us.
But it seems that I was not able to express this concept clearly, and I couldn’t make
people from other countries see that I wasn’t doing them a favour, because having good
players of other nationalities, especially from first world countries, would be beneficial
for us, too. I gave up the hope of funding the project with money paid by foreigners; I
even thought about having them play for free, but the reality is that I needed money to
rent horses for them. It was one thing to gather young Argentines and ask them to play,
but going out and asking people to lend me horses was a different matter all together.
I’m crazy, but not as far gone as to sit and chew on broken glass. So, around the end
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of August 2015, I realised that, at least during this initial stage, the project was going
to have to be non-profit, where whoever jumped onboard did so because they saw the
potential it had and shared my vision, and that the funds for all of this were going to
come out of the only pocket possible: mine.
A fundamental part of the project was the topic of umpires, because I was conscious
that it is one thing to find the right rules for the sport to prosper—for the game to
reclaim its open, fast-flowing rhythm—and it is quite another task to make sure those
rules are applied correctly. The umpiring system in Argentina back then had two flaws
that clearly jumped out:

1. Umpires do not follow the indications or instructions of the AAP; they
respond to the players.
This mainly happens because, for as far back as I can remember, the AAP allows
players (I am talking about those who form part of the two most important teams)
to intervene when it comes to choosing umpires. Everyone knows which umpires are
favoured by one team, and which are preferred by the other. So a few days shy of the final
of the Open, the bell rings and the rounds start: if one team chooses Ricky, the other
chooses Bobby, and so on. With the present crisis, patron-based polo tournaments in
Argentina are quite undervalued, but it was only four or five years ago that the top
three or four teams in the Open (La Dolfina, Ellerstina and La Aguada) hosted very
competitive tournaments with a high number of registered teams. This meant that
there was a high demand for umpires. Put clearly, the clubs that had a team competing
in the Open were (or weren’t) hiring the same people who would then direct them on
the field, the ones who were in charge of sanctioning them should that need to be done.
Logically, the players realised that they could use this as a selling point, and that is
exactly what they did, right under the nose of the AAP. This is wrong, and it is a pressing
problem in polo. No serious sport would allow an umpire to be hired by a player or a
club that they must then objectively oversee and direct. What happens as a result is
that the umpire begins penalising what the players consider to be fouls; we suddenly
have umpires turning a blind eye when a player changes their horse mid-chukka and
their teammate, waiting for them to come back onto the field, is taking a little too
long to hit-in; or when a player gets injured and 20 minutes pass before play resumes.
But what we see most of all are umpires not penalising players when they need to be
punished, when there is dangerous play, or when they protest. Every decision made by
the umpire determines whether the almighty thumb goes up or down when the time
comes for the polo stars to choose someone to direct the final of the Open, oversee a
private tournament, or when they need to hire umpires to travel, be it to Venezuela,
Sotogrande, or wherever.
2. Umpiring in polo does not come about because of a vocation, but out of
economic necessity.
Obviously there are exceptions, but the majority of people who turn to umpiring
are former players who, for one reason or another, are looking for a job. To clarify this
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point, I have to go back a bit, and share how I learnt this to be true. Towards the end
of 2014, after that disastrous final, feeling frustrated that I couldn’t do anything from
within the AAP, I decided to form an umpiring school. I wanted to attract qualified
players, former players, or polo lovers who had the umpiring vocation, similar to the
one I saw in rugby (the only requirement was that you had to know how to ride a horse
and know the rules of the sport). I love naming a project, so I came up with Escuela de
Referees de Polo (School of Polo Umpires), but quickly realised that the acronym ERP
was not going to be too well received in the military circles that are so strongly tied to
the AAP, the polo field at Palermo, and the sport in general. 2 So I left the name aside for
the time being and got to work contacting Horacio Elizondo, one of the best umpires
in Argentine football. He was the one chosen to direct the 2006 World Cup final in
Germany, in that famous match where he pulled a red on Zidane for head butting
Materazzi. I called him up and told him a bit about the situation in polo. We spoke
several times and he was able to generously highlight certain parts of the equation that
I was overlooking.
“Who are the supervisors?” he asked, shortly into our first conversation.
“The what?” I replied, confused.
“The supervisors, the people who oversee everything,” he explained. “Who
evaluates the umpires at the end of every game?”
“Nobody,” I said. “There aren’t any supervisors.”
“OK, there’s your first problem,” says Elizondo. “When an umpire goes onto the
field, it is like he is walking into the exam room, so there needs to be someone to mark
his paper at the end of the day, so to speak. An umpire is going to do a good job as
long as he is required to do so. I didn’t go to the World Cup because I was Grondona’s
favourite, or because I was friends with the top dogs at FIFA. I went because I had the
highest overall score in the preliminary rounds. That was what made me concentrate,
act accordingly, and apply the rules properly—because every time I walked out onto the
football field, I had someone evaluating me,” he concluded, firmly.
In later talks he also shared a valuable insight. In practically no other important
sport, including football, does an umpire depend on that work to make a living. It is true
that they get paid to umpire, but they all have parallel jobs which provide their main
source of income. The only umpires who, according to Elizondo, are 100% professionals,
are the rugby umpires who direct international test matches, because their constant
travel makes it hard to have another fixed job. But every umpire (even those who work
in test match rugby) gets into umpiring because it is something they enjoy. They like
umpiring. They start by signing up to a specialised school, they pay the initial enrolment
and monthly fee, they study, train, take exams—they go all in.
______________________
2 The Ejército Revolucionario del Pueblo (People’s Revolutionary Army), abbreviated as ERP, was
the military branch of the communist Partido Revolucionario de los Trabajadores (PRT, Workers’
Revolutionary Party) in Argentina.
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Imagine if we gave polo umpires the choice between any other polo related activity
(coach, player, manager) that required the same amount of time, allowed them to have
the same lifestyle, and paid them exactly the same. Would they choose to continue being
an umpire, or trade it in for another job? I would venture to guess that the majority would
hang up the whistle and dive head first into any other opportunity, because being an polo
umpire is utterly unrewarding, in every sense of the word. They are hugely unpopular;
criticised and hated by some, discriminated by all, forced to live like secondary citizens,
and snubbed by everyone. “Did you hear that Joe Bloggs has become an umpire?” remarks
one bright soul in the daily mate rounds. On hearing that comment, the listener knows
at once that poor old Joe found no other job option in the polo world, and he gave up.
That is when they start wondering, “What type of an umpire will he be? Maybe
he will be a good one because he made it to 5-goals, no?” One thing is clear: even if he
did reach 5-goals, it is unlikely that he will make a good umpire, because this is not his
vocation. He is doing this because it is the only way he can continue working in polo.
Why don’t we see former football players umpiring? For the two reasons we mentioned
before: they can’t make a living from it, and because there are others who, from a young
age, had the vocation to umpire and learnt to do so. They trained for that job, and that
is why they are more qualified to umpire than any retired football player will ever be.
The first thing I realised was that I needed to find someone to take charge of the
umpiring side of the project. I immediately thought of my good friend Marcos Aldao.
For six or seven years, Marcos had successfully organised the Ascochinga Gold Cup, in
Cordoba, one of the most entertaining tournaments I have played in my life. While that
tournament was not overly competitive, I had seen Marcos umpire many times (both
on and off the field) and I thought that he had sound judgment and a good attitude.
He showed authority, but was still respectful towards the players. He didn’t intimidate
or condescend. What I admire most about rugby umpires is precisely the way in which
they transmit that they are not the enemy; the umpire is there to help, without him the
match would not be possible. Marcos gave me that same feeling, and he was also a dear
friend—a great guy, honest and hard-working. I called him up and he invited me to
lunch at Croque Madame. I ordered the butternut squash raviolis, and by the time my
food arrived, I had a new partner.
*
Now, we didn’t have too much time before we had to start gathering the players.
With Justo and Marcos by my side, we started figuring out which (and how many) rules
we wanted to add. The first we agreed on, without any doubt, was to prohibit the midchukka horse change. It was so obvious that this was causing harm, not only to polo as a
sport, but to horses and to the way they were being bred. It also wasn’t a beneficial way
for young players to learn to play polo. This was the first thing we had to change if we
wanted to recover the sport. The fact that players are allowed to change as many times as
they so please is short-changing both the horses and the players themselves, preventing
them from showing the full scope of their talents. I explain this in depth in Reflections,
and it is not my intention to repeat myself; I recommend that readers who have no
knowledge of what I am referring to take time to read that chapter of the essay, because
it is there that I express not only my opinion, but those of vets, trainers, riders, and
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players—all individuals who know a lot about the subject. But I will lay out the concept
in brief: back when only one horse was played per chukka, one could immediately make
out the bad riders, because they were the ones unable to properly administer the horse’s
energy. One could smell a bad player from a mile away, because they didn’t know how
to play as a team; wanting to do everything themselves, they exhausted their mounts.
Also, one could spot a bad horse immediately, because they didn’t have the lungs, or the
conditions, to make it through the chukka. This one horse per chukka rule laid out a
sort of natural selection process, where only the best horses and the best players made it
to the number one ground at Palermo. Everyone else fell short.
With changes being allowed during a chukka, all these bad players and bad horses
started to fall under the radar. A vicious circle was formed, where, without having
the need to manage a horse properly, no-one bothered to pass this knowledge on to
upcoming players. Why do I say that this is also damaging to the breeding industry?
Because we started to lie—to ourselves and to everyone else. Before, only the good
horses made it to Palermo. Suddenly, around 2000, top teams and players realised that
they had a lot of fillies to sell and the auctioning of fillies boomed. However, not all of
them were offspring of mares that played the Open. What to do? Back to our old friend
Joe Bloggs. Joe has a mare, let’s call her Cumparsita; she’s mediocre at best, but he puts
her in to play a minute and a half in the Open—not a second more, otherwise our dear
Cumparsita will open her mouth and crash straight into the wall at the end of the field.
Now, the following year Cumparsita’s daughter is up for sale in the auction, and the
catalogue proudly states that the dam played the Open with good old Joe. As a result,
some hopeful breeder lifts his hand high in the air (there is usually alcohol involved in
this process) and buys the filly for an extortionate amount. He trains her, sends her to
an embryo center and starts breeding. But he will never produce a good polo horse in
his life, because genetics are infallible, and it is certain that all of Cumparsita’s offspring
will also head straight for that back wall. The trainer gets bored of spending money,
decides to pack it all in, and this is where we are now. Welcome. We are reaping what we
sowed. I say we because I admit that my family and I did the same thing in our auctions
with the horses we bred. Thanks to the rule that permits players to change during the
chukka, we were all able to fill lines and lines in our catalogues and sell our fillies at
higher prices. Paradoxically, the only player who has not done this (because he never
needed to, perhaps?) is the same player who started changing horses during the chukka
in the first place: Cambiaso. He always played on the best horses he could find, not
caring who they belonged to, or who trained them, and that is why he has been best
mounted player for over 25 years.
The other incentive for banning changes in the chukka is economically motivated,
a point which I admit was not a priority at the time and it didn’t seem to be a fundamental
cause of the crisis that would come years later. I realised that unlimited changes benefitted
the richer players and patrons, transforming polo into a notably uneven sport. As a
result, polo became boring. The patron with the most money (or the one who spent the
most on polo, which is not the same thing), from Peter Brant onwards, quickly learnt
that it was useless hiring the best polo players if they did not spend money on horses,
and vice versa. In the 1980s, White Birch was the best mounted team out there, and on
top of that, they had the Pieres’ playing for them. They were unbeatable. When patrons
stopped owning all the horses and started hiring well mounted players (the worst thing
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to happen to polo, in every way possible), this continued. The best patrons would hire
the best players, and thanks to that they could buy the best horses, which made them
win more tournaments, which in turn led to the best jobs with the best patrons.
A perfect cycle, and the divide between good and bad players grew steadily. It is
strange, however; every time I have heard someone ask a player (good, bad or ugly) if
they would accept the idea of limiting the number of horses per chukka, they all respond
negatively, arguing that that would ‘lower the bar,’ a phrase I have heard repeated so
many times that I suspect few actually take into account what they are saying.
Let’s say that the day before the final, in a team meeting, players find out that, due
to a sudden rule change, each player can only take ten horses to the field, instead of the
14 previously permitted. Which four horses do you think they will drop? The worst
four, of course, or the ones not totally fit. But in either case, the last thing each player
is going to do is lower the bar. The player is going to select his best horses. Twenty-two
players go to the football World Cup to play for their country, right? Why not 25? The
two or three players that don’t make the cut when the manager puts up the final team
list are still players worth millions of dollars and are important figures in their European
clubs. When they don’t make the team, is that because we are lowering the bar? If we
think that to be true, then we can also argue that 25 players would not be enough, and
in fact 50 should go to the World Cup, because there are legions of good players in the
countries where football is played, right? But this doesn’t happen, because every sport
that relies on numbers—that is to say, limitation of players, teams, tournaments—is
put together in a way that is economically viable, so that the competition be as evenly
matched as possible. That is why we call our team Selección Argentina de Fútbol—
Argentine Football Selection—because it is made up of the best of the best. The same
happens with wine, food, cattle, you name it. Lowering the bar is what is happening
today; the mid-chukka change allows bad horses and bad players onto the field, and
if we add bad rules and bad umpires to the equation, we have a recipe for disaster: bad
polo à la carte.
Obviously, we can’t intend on playing one horse per chukka without shortening
the length of the chukka. So we decided to implement five minute chukkas to see how
players and horses would react. We then sat down and talked about what other rules
needed to be adapted. Blocking had to be punished, that was a certainty, as did slow
play. In those fouls, we agreed that if the umpire blew the whistle it was because the
player had not hit the ball yet, so we thought it would be a good idea to continue play
with that same ball, meaning that the clock did not stop and the other team had to
resume play quickly. To differentiate these rules from the others, we decided to put them
in the Penalty B category.
What does a Penalty A consist of then, I hear you wonder? This is when I made
the most of the fact that this was a private project, where I could try things without fear
of failure. After our conversations with Marcos and Justo, we decided to eliminate 5B
penalties, as well as 60, 40, and 30 yard penalties. We wanted to see what would happen
if we left the player who had been fouled (Player A) alone with the ball, without anyone
between them and the goal they were attacking. The player who had committed the
foul (Player B) would stand 15 yards behind him, and the other six players would be
positioned a further 15 yards behind Player B. This turned out to be the APPL’s most
controversial rule by a mile, dividing opinions drastically and causing several heated
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debates—but I don’t want to get ahead of myself. I think it would be best to share a few
things that happened before that.
The remaining changes related more to common sense than anything else. When
the ball goes over the boards, the team who had not hit the ball out would resume play
(the horse was to be considered as a continuation of the player). After a goal was scored,
we decided that the team who had suffered the goal should hit in from their 60-yard
mark (sides were not to change after each goal, but only at half time); this was mainly
to avoid 80% of the throw-ins that are seen in a match, as well as the 25 seconds that are
always wasted between a conversion and the throw-in. Our rules were to be enforced
by a rigorous code of conduct, similar in style to the one seen in rugby, the sport we
believed to have the highest standard of umpiring.
At the same time, I was growing increasingly interested in the technological
advancements taking place in other sports, and I actively sought to learn as much about
these innovations as possible. We’re talking GPS, biometric sensors, data input, gimbal
cameras—the works. Video analysis was being incorporated as a tool to improve team
strategy, and I thought all this could be an excellent tool for polo, something which
could help improve the spectacle, especially because these variables (GPS, data input,
etc) recorded objective data, differing hugely from the wholly subjective outlook
provided by an umpire. No matter how good umpires are, they will each have different
opinions about a particular play.
Alejo Yael, my friend and partner in all my audiovisual projects, knew about my
mission from the start. Together we designed the All Pro Polo League logo, built the
website, and put together the graphic design. Alejo, alongside his brother Mateo, founded
Yaeltex, a company that creates MIDI controllers for music and makes audiovisual
content. Acutely aware that I was shortly going to be standing in front of 25 to 30 boys,
all under the age of 23, with little to no knowledge of how polo was played three decades
ago, I sat down and started watching old videos of Argentine Open finals, from 1987
onwards, to refresh my memory. I found myself wondering if there would be any type
of data that could highlight the difference between that polo and the one played today.
I wanted hard numbers, not subjective suggestions. I realised that there was. On one
hand, 30 years ago, players hit the ball straight away, and consequently tapped the ball
a lot less. On the other, they hardly spent any time lifting their sticks in the air asking
for a foul. As a result, there were less fouls and matches had more rhythm. I grabbed a
notebook and prepared to watch a DVD of the 1987 final. I made two columns, one
per team, with two rows: HITS and CHALLENGES. Anytime a player from either
team hit the ball, I put a mark in the HITS section, and anytime they put their stick in
the air asking for a foul, I made note of it in the CHALLENGES section. I borrowed
the term ‘challenges’ from tennis; I realised that when a tennis player challenges a call,
he gestures (lifts his hand in the air) in a way very similar to when a polo player asks
for a foul (lifting his stick in the air). I kept track of these two factors throughout the
whole game, with a pen in each hand, dividing my body in two, just like a musician does
when playing an instrument. At the end of the game, I realised that knowing the hits
and challenges was not enough, because efficiency in polo is measured by the number of
goals scored by a team, regardless of how many times players hit the ball.
So I came up with the following: if I was to divide the total hits made by one team by
the number of goals they scored, I would get a sort of ratio, HITS x GOAL, something
comparable to the measurements in golf, where players are rewarded for getting the ball
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in the hole in the fewest number of shots possible. Likewise, if I subtracted the total
number of CHALLENGES (times a player asked for a foul) made by one team from
the number of fouls they were awarded, this gave me the number of times a player had
lifted his stick and the umpires had decided that he had no right to the challenge.
I realised that we could use these two numbers to either award or punish teams
for playing or not playing the type of polo we wanted to see. We intended to reward
the team with less hits per goal, because that meant that they were playing an open style
of polo, and the team that asked for less fouls, because that would result in more fluid
matches, as the umpires would be less pressured to blow the whistle.
I took this idea to Alejo and asked him to design a controller like the ones he
made for music, but with different buttons. Four buttons per team (hits, challenges,
fouls in favour, goals in favour), and another to change chukka. This controller would
be connected to a laptop with simple software, a counter that translated taps on the
buttons into numerical variables. Only one person could work the control during a live
match. Our new gadget was ready in less than a month, and I was raring to go.
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On September 3, 2015, I sent an e-mail out to 28 players below the age of 24. It
went as follows:
Dear [Player],
I write to invite you to play a tournament during the upcoming spring season in
Argentina. The objective is to try out new rules, which have been designed to make polo
more dynamic and attractive to watch. I attach tournament details.
If you are interested in the project and think that you might be able to play, let me
know and I will organise a meeting with all the players to further explain the details.
Best,
Javier T.
In the attachment I mentioned the new rules, but I didn’t specify which ones they
were. That was it. We already had a logo (a first draft, not the final version) and specific
typography which spelt out ALL PRO POLO LEAGUE in red letters; details which
might motivate the players and let them know that this was something more or less
serious. Even though I had played the Open for a few years, I had never really shone
as a player, and I retired at 32 years young, in 2003. Fed up of my teammates shouting
“parate, parate, parate!” (“stop, stop, stop”), I finally listened to them and, one holy day, I
stopped, got off the horse, and went to live in anther province. That is why the majority
of these kids had no idea who I was, and I didn’t know much about them, either. I
assumed that my surname might ring a bell, because of my father and our breeding
program. I only knew Jero del Carril, and Alfonsito Pieres and Juan Martín Zubía from
Pilarchico, the club where I grew up and learnt to play polo. Luckily, nearly all of the
kids got back to me saying that they were interested.
One factor to consider was the reaction from the parents. I had heard stories of
those sideline fathers who, with the expectation that their children achieve what they
never could, shouted insults at the umpires and got into fist fights with other parents.
It happens in every sport, and in this case I knew that I had to be very careful. Polo is
already a dangerous sport, and here I was insisting that less fouls be blown and that
players ride faster, two variables that, badly applied, could be disastrous.
However, it is known that the most dangerous accidents, the ones where a player is
at the highest risk of sustaining a critical injury, occur at slow speed. A fall at high speed
can result in a broken leg or cracked collar bone, but head injuries are less likely to be
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sustained the higher the speed of the rider. So if the kids played flat out, we would be
reducing the risks of a serious accident. In fact, over these four years, there have been a
number of falls, but none resulted in anything critical.
In this first meeting, however, we decided that it would be better to not involve the
parents; we wanted to communicate our reasons behind the project and our objectives
directly to the kids, and have them pass the message on to their parents later. The only
person I did call to attend the meeting, for several reasons, was Martín Zubía. He had
been a spectacular player in the Open, and was one of the best players I had ever seen
play abroad. He experienced all the changes that happened in polo first hand, and every
time we spoke I got the feeling that we had a very similar vision of the sport. He was one
of my father’s best friends, and I needed people from that generation who would give
the project the soul and mysticism of the polo we wanted to recover. Lastly, he managed
Pilarchico, the club that, for several reasons, I wanted to be the headquarters of the All
Pro Polo League.
The last addition to our team was Carolina Beresford, who I asked to handle
the press, content and social media side of things. Vita Ariztegui had helped us in
the beginning (and continues to do so), but I felt like I needed someone who knew
the international polo world inside and out, and Carolina was just the person for the
job. Her family tree holds a fantastic mix of character traits: the Chilean charm of the
Donoso family, combined with the Irish poise of the Beresford lineage. Raised between
Argentina, England and Chile, she knows everyone. Carolina turned out to be a very
efficient, sensitive, imaginative, and happy person, with a very good heart. She earned
her place on the team, and today she is not only partner and owner of a percentage of All
Pro Polo, but she has become a great friend, and we share a lot of laughs working together.
As if this wasn’t enough, Carolina is a tenacious environmentalist, raising awareness
about issues relating to the negative impacts of plastic waste and excess consumerism, as
well as promoting conscious and sustainable habits which positively impact the planet.
She is a truly brilliant person.
We put together the first meeting on a frosty Friday in September, in the clubhouse
at Pilarchico. In attendance were Juan Martín Zubía, Juano Britos, Isidro Strada, Jero
del Carril, Juan Zubiaurre, Segundo Bocchino, Marcos Menditeguy, Pablito Llorente,
Alfon Pieres, Fran Rodriguez Mera, Manu Elizalde, Torito Ruiz, Fran Crotto, Manu
Sundblad, Marquitos Panelo, and Juan Cruz Merlos. Justo, Zubía, Marcos, and I gave
a brief introduction to the project. Justo has a very direct way of speaking, and the fact
that he was the father of one of them helped, because he knew them all quite well. He
used humour but at the same time he respected them, a feeling which was reciprocated.
He tried to make them see the bigger picture, and think long term; he tried to make
them see the woods instead of the trees. He explained that in the profession they were
about to pick, if everything continued as it was, then they would be condemned to
spending (or investing, which when it comes to horses is the same thing) everything
they earned over the next 15 years on horses, only to retire at 45.
The group of boys, with the exception of one or two who I think came to the
meeting with a few prejudices (inherited, or course), made a good impression on me.
They are all healthy, with their heads screwed on, well educated, have a good attitude,
and most importantly of all, crazy about polo. Some spoke more than others, asking
questions and sharing their opinions on the subject. We agreed to set up a first practice
as soon as possible. I remember heading back to the farm the next day feeling positive,
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as if, without knowing how or why, we were starting something that would benefit polo.
The first All Pro Polo League practice took place in September 2015, on what was
probably the coldest day of that month in the last 100 years. The cloudy sky was grey,
and a biting thirty knot wind chilled everyone to the bone. We gathered at Miramar
Club, kindly leant to us by Ale Quentín. If I remember correctly, 16 kids came out and
we played two six chukka practices. Marcos and I umpired a practice each. Two chukkas
into the first match I realised that this was going to work. The kids were running any
which way, of course. They were in such a rush and so intent on sticking to our ‘hit
and run’ maxim that they didn’t tap the ball at all, even when they were unmarked. I
immediately thought of a conversation I had had with Bauti Heguy, years before. It was
my first year playing the Triple Crown; half the season had gone by and I felt completely
lost on the field.
“Don’t worry,” Bauti had said. “This happens to everyone. It is normal to be lost
the first year you play this polo. Anything above 30 goals is a completely different sport.
It takes time before you realise that you have to anticipate plays, turn the right way, look
for the middle of the field to get to the play first, learn to cut the play. I remember being
totally confused the first time I played the Open,” he concluded.
His words reassured me, especially since, at the time (circa 1999), Bauti was, along with
Cambiaso, one of the two best players in the world.
Whenever one started playing the style of polo played before, one did so with
the guidance of older, more experienced players, who knew how to play, where to turn,
when to stop, and so on. I thought that if I could get Marcos Heguy and Miguel Novillo,
for example, in that practice to guide the kids, things would be easier for them. For the
time being, however, that wasn’t a possibility, but the kids were quick learners, and as
the practices went on they started to grasp the concept and understand the virtues of
playing open polo. They began thinking faster, anticipating, passing the ball and better
administering the energy of their horses.
*
By this point we had already broken the news of our first tournament—scheduled
for November, even thought the exact dates and location were yet to be confirmed—
on our website and social media platforms. Discarding the possibility of financing the
project through foreign players, our only other option was to try and find sponsors and
brands to support the league. Alejo, Caro, and I put together a presentation explaining
the concept and inviting brands to join us. Once we put our proposal together, we sent
it off to the relevant people thinking that, in just a few hours time, the phone would be
ringing off the hook and sponsors would be fighting over what we thought was a unique
opportunity. But we only heard crickets; tumbleweed rolling across an open plain. I
can now see that this happened for several reasons, first and foremost because of our
total innocence and the precariousness of our proposal from the point of view of brands
accustomed to supporting polo tournaments.
It was a reality check that made us aware of how diminished and limited the market
is. We realised how little brands are willing to invest, what poor return on investment
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they receive, the short reach they had, and the huge turnover of brands that get into polo
thinking that it is a panacea, only to realise two or three years down the line that their
investment is not sustainable. Making power point presentations and meeting sponsors
was new to me, and even though I knew I was not the right person for that job, I had
to do it, because at the end of the day, it was my project. It was an illuminating process
after all. I started to grasp the real dimension of patron-based polo, and understand
how certain individuals sustain the polo world. Of course, the spectacle diminished as a
result—a key factor for sponsors deciding whether to get involved or not.
I always say that polo is like a big party, paid for by only two people—they are on
the field, one per team, and they want to win. End of story. We all (players, umpires,
directors, clubs) serve that model, and have done so for four decades. What do we care
about more: A yerba brand, a winery, or a saddlery that offers two pesos, or a patron
who splashes out hundreds of thousands of dollars? The patron, of course. This formed
the current structure of polo, in both positive and negative ways. It was beneficial in
the sense that a flourishing industry was born, one which employs many people, and
also because it multiplied the number of players, clubs, horses, breeders, blacksmiths,
vets, trainers, saddlers, and so on. However, this model is corroding the sport. It is like
a fish, grown so big that it has started devouring its own tail. We’ve had years and years
of freedom in extremis; like a huge sailboat without a helmsman, moving through the
water unguided, our fate dependant on the mercy of the elements. No rules, no limits.
Years and years went by where every association was a sort of no man’s land, and players
and patrons influenced everything: rules, handicaps, and even disciplinary committees.
I had always considered the saying, “Power corrupts, and absolute power corrupts
absolutely,” to be somewhat left wing, betraying strands of underlying resentment, but
the truth is that the last 20 years of polo history are enough to verify this statement.
The fate of the sport was left in the hands of a few, individuals who only wanted to
win, and given their high level of competitiveness, everything they did was for their
own benefit, and little thought was given to the impact their actions would have on the
sport as a whole. The Indian philosopher and writer Krishnamurti sums up my line of
thinking nicely, musing that the state of the world is a reflection of those who inhabit
it. Taking this thought as our starting point, we can take the state of the polo world
to be a reflection of those who play, direct, and organise it. If we all behave selfishly,
we are going to have a sport that revolves around the needs of certain individuals. If
we assume a role in an association in order to change the rules for our own benefit,
those rules are not going to be the appropriate ones. Putting people from our own social
circle in handicap committees to decide who goes up and who goes down, not based on
their playing level but on what is convenient for us in order to put together the most
competitive team next season, is wrong. It helps us win the tournament, but that way of
thinking is so miserable and cheap that it turns the whole sport into a farce.
Anyway, we can all see right through it; spectators get bored of watching fixed
games, patrons get bored of being screwed by the system, and that is when we start,
during our daily mate rounds, wondering why there is less work: “Things are tough, this
crisis is intense, it is really hard to make a penny nowadays.” We stick our heads in the sand
and refuse to see that what is really happening is a consequence of our actions, and as
Krishnamurti would say, of our day to day behaviour and outlook.
I’ve gone off track, haven’t I? I’m always going off on tangents like that. The
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Argentine poet Oliverio Andrade once wrote a hilarious piece, where he spends four
pages jumping from one topic to the next, culminating with a phrase akin to, “Wondering
off into the branches; the only way to explore the whole tree.” I’m a bit like that, I must
admit. The best ideas usually come when I’m following the branches.
So the idea of attracting sponsors to finance the All Pro Polo League fell to
the ground like a lead balloon, and with less than a month left until the start of the
tournament, I realised that I was going to have to cover all the costs myself. It wasn’t
something that worried me too much; I knew that it wouldn’t be very expensive. At
most, I would have to hire a few fields, a photographer, and maybe a film crew. We could
get creative with the prizes, and that was about it. The benefit of paying for it all myself
meant that I didn’t owe anyone anything, this was still a philanthropic project, or better
yet, philo-polo-anthropic (philo meaning love), a type of collective think tank we could
use to try alternatives. It also meant that if the project had to be put on hold for some
reason or other, the only pocket affected would be my own. That gave me an invaluable
feeling of freedom. All my partners shared the same philosophy. And if it was a success?
If we built something spectacular and unbelievably lucrative? No problem, we would
soon find a way of putting the money to good use. My skepticism with the AAP, and
the organisations controlling polo, also related to the fact that they are all non-profit,
and when there isn’t economic motivation, people tend to lack urgency when it comes
to lifting a finger. Half of the issues with the Open, I thought, related to the fact that
players were not paid even half of what they deserved; the other half of the problems
came from the reality that directors are not being paid enough, either.
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Speaking of the AAP, did they consider my initiative? Did they agree with what
I was doing? Did they care? To better illustrate the answers to these questions, I have
invented a metaphor that I like to call the chicken theory. During my period as a polo
director (and after it, as well), I realised that every time I went to the AAP offices to talk
about rule related subjects, or to present my APPL project, there was always something
more important going on. I would be told to be at the offices at 2pm, for example,
so off I went with my folder under my arm, full of pages laying out potential rules in
great detail, only to have the directors appear an hour and a half later, rushing out of a
conference room and heading off in different directions. Someone would stop by and
whisper, “Sorry, but there has been another scandal with the military” or “this sponsor wants
to renegotiate their contract” or “the players have demanded this, and they are not backing
down” and I would be left standing in the entrance hall, confused and bewildered, with
no meeting.
I remember once, shortly before the start of the first APPL tournament, when
I arrived not only with my folder full of rules, but with my flashy new data input
controller. The same thing happened; I waited what seemed like forever until they all
shot out of their previous meeting, hours later, with the urgency of firefighters, running
to extinguish whatever very important matter had gone up in flames. I ended up in the
little office near reception, showing Luz Lalor and another employee, whose name I
don’t remember, the machine that was supposedly going to revolutionise polo. What I
do remember, however, was the look they exchanged when I finished explaining what I
wanted to do: a mix of awe and intrigue about what psychoactive substances I had been
consuming lately.
I searched around for a way to describe what was happening, and so was born the
aforementioned chicken theory. Imagine that polo in Argentina is like a type of fried
chicken shop. The shop is located in the center of the city, it’s well put together, and we
have always made ends meet. Suddenly, we realise that over the last few years, less and less
people have come to eat our chicken. The telephone rings less, the demand for take-outs
has diminished, and our numbers are down. We start asking questions, trying to figure
out what the problem is. Is it the BBQ we are using? Is the cook not good enough? Are
the waiters too grumpy? Is the roof too old and worn? No, it’s none of that. The problem
is that our chicken is not good. We suddenly started taking our product for granted,
and we were being sent poor quality chicken. But we are so busy asking questions about
everything else related to the business—the BBQ, waiters, roof—that we fail to see the
problem: our product is bad. With that being the case, no BBQ, waiters, or roof will
attract customers to our shop.
Let’s apply this idea to polo. We can see that the sport has been deteriorating over
the years, and it has transformed into a bad spectacle. Matches last almost three hours,
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40 fouls are blown per game, everyone is protesting, sticks in the air, blocking, stopping,
piling up in one corner of the ground, semifinals of the Open that finish 15-1, thousands
of games where the disparity between the level of play is so big that it is clear to everyone
who is going to win. That is our product, our chicken, and we can’t see that nothing will
change unless we dedicate time to improving it. Sponsors are going to continue leaving
the sport, or wanting to pay less and less, and each year we will see fewer ticket sales. Our
priority is to improve our product. If we do that, everything else will fall into place.
*
Ten days before our first tournament, we were all set. We put the teams together
hoping that they would be as evenly balanced as possible, and we had assigned a name
to each formation (Pampas, Kings, Eagles, Bantúes, Koalas). The only thing left to figure
out was where to play. While several people had lent us fields for our practices (Ale
Quentín, Nacho Figueras, and a few more), I wanted, even if I had to pay for it, a place
that symbolised what we stood for, and Pilarchico was that place in every sense of the
word.
Founded in the eighties by my father and three of the four Pieres brothers, it was
the best club in Argentina for over 20 years. All the best high goal players were based
there, and quality polo graced its grounds everyday. That was what I wanted to recover:
open polo. I met with Zubía and Juan Harriott, the club’s President at the time, and
in two minutes we settled on a price which left everyone happy. My cousin, Martín
Vidou, has a house next to the clubhouse, overlooking ground two; I rented it off him
and set up the APPL headquarters, christened by Juanchi Lagos as the PARLASUR,
because he said that all this All Pro stuff looked like an organisation full of leaders,
but where no one really knew what they were doing.3 These leaders, apart from Justo,
Marcos and I, included our friends the Goti brothers, Pococho Azumendi, Eduardo
Cernadas (who from the start was the official asador of the project—a role of utmost
importance), Pancho Bensadón, Mono Gassiebayle, Ale Agote, and of course, Juanchi
himself, who never missed a game. The parents of the kids who played also came out to
show support: Nacho Lafuente, Pancho Crotto, Cristián Sundblad, Juan Britos, Julito
Menditeguy, Mariano Bocchino, and many more. In terms of my aforementioned fears
when it came to the parents, I must admit that these were completely unfounded, born
of my own prejudices and myopia. We never had any problems; they always let us take
the reins, and if they did come forward, it was only to congratulate us or offer sound
advice. Part of the success we had with the kids was thanks to the warmth and kindness
of their parents.
We thought the best thing to do would be to spread the tournament out over a
month, hosting matches on Friday afternoons. This gave me time to bring my family over
from the farm and spend the weekend together at Pilarchico, but we also thought that
having a set day and time throughout November would give people ample opportunity
to come and see what we were up to. APPL: Every Friday, 4pm onwards, at Pilarchico.
We also had several new recruits in terms of players: Juan Calafell, Silvestre Grahn,
Tommy Beresford, and a few more.
______________________
3 PARLASUR is the parliamentary institution of the MERCOSUR (officially Southern Common
Market) trade bloc. It is composed of 81 MPs, each from member states of the bloc as well as associate
members.
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I was reading a lot about science, quantum physics, and biology at the time. I had
put fiction aside and was spending time trying to understand how the world works. As
a result, during those first few matches at Pilarchico, I realised that there was a direct
correlation between the rhythm of a polo match and the release of hormones associated
with wellbeing and enjoyment. Endorphins, serotonins, oxytocin, and dopamine are
known as the four ‘happy hormones’ that act on different neurotransmitters to produce
a feeling of happiness. Rhythm (from the greek rhythmos, related to rhein meaning to
flow) is associated not only with artistic activities like music, dance, and poetry, but with
everything done by man, from walking, talking, having sex, or playing sports. And that
flow is what, in the case of polo and so many other activities, triggers our body to release
these hormones, making us feel good and enjoy the spectacle we are experiencing.
The first time Mariano Aguerre saw an APPL match was in February 2017, in
Palm Beach; after the game, he sent me a voice note saying that he didn’t really know
how to express it, but “watching that type of polo lets your eyes rest.” In other words, he
described exactly what I am trying to explain. While it is true that the kids were playing
this polo for the first time, with no one on the field to organise them, the polo they
played still looked a hell of a lot more attractive than the polo we had grown accustomed
to watching.
The teams and players changed every fixture, of course, as a majority of the guys had
previously signed up for varios AAP tournaments, and it was usual that, come Thursday
night, we still weren’t a 100% sure who would be playing the following day. A few were
also playing patron-based tournaments, which they obviously had to prioritise, so we
realised that we had to be flexible. Our fixtures revolved around multiples of four. Eight
players meant one game. A few more were available? Great, then we did a round robin of
three. A couple more? We tried to make twelve and build four teams. The feedback from
the players at the beginning was good, partly because they liked playing at full speed,
but also because they enjoyed playing with kids their age. Polo is a trans-generational
sport, a positive character trait, by all means, but it is also true that there is a stage in life
when playing with old men is not all that thrilling. I remember a tournament I played in
1989 to qualify for the Berlin World Cup; I was 18 and I had the time of my life, mainly
because most of my team were about my age. As it happens, one of my teammates in that
tournament was none other than Marcos Aldao.
Our first APPL tournament, that November in 2015, went very well. It turned
out to be a good decision to host the matches on Fridays, as the event inevitably ran
into the night. For the After Polo, we would hire Delfín Rueda and his fabulous busbar, fiesta sobre ruedas; Justo or I would bring a lamb over from the farm to stick on the
parrilla; we’d get forty chorizos, five kilos of bread, ice cold beers, good music, and we
were good to go. The kids (all very healthy, of course, especially since the idea was to
form sportsmen) stayed on after their matches, grabbed a bite, and gradually left as the
sun started to set. But we would stay on, the members of the PARLASUR, with three
or four fathers, all with an extremely high percentage of alcohol in our blood, debating
how we could save the polo world, shouting over each other and laughing like children.
I have no idea what will happen to the All Pro Polo League—I don’t know if our dream
of changing the sport and forming a professional polo tour will become a reality. I do
know, however, that those Fridays at Pilarchico were for me, and for several others, some
of the happiest moments of our lives.
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We decided to make the last Friday a type of finals day, which wasn’t exactly true as
the teams had changed quite a bit, so we chose the eight players who had been the most
consistent in their attendance, as a way of rewarding their perseverance and commitment.
The press were already behind us, media and digital magazines who understood the
objective of our project from the word go. Not everyone stood by us, however. ESPN
showed up with quite a few empty promises and little action. They had originally told
us that they were going to film the whole tournament and air the footage during the
week, yet that never happened. Of course, we were more than grateful for the support
we did receive: to Javier Herrera and Sebastian Amaya of Pololine, and Carlitos Beer of
Clickpolo, I am hugely grateful for your support over the years. You saw the project’s
potential and understood that we were creating an alternative to patron based polo—
something which could be interpreted as an attempt to extinguish the only source of
income there is in the sport—and you still gave us space to promote our ideas. Most
importantly of all, you didn’t let fear influence your actions.
I say this because, back then, we started realising that many people (other magazines,
but also polo players, patrons, and people in the polo world) saw the APPL as a threat
to the status quo. What are these people behind the All Pro Polo League doing? Getting
rid of the patrons, the only ones who maintain the polo industry alive, and who we depend
on to make a living? Limiting the number of horses and therefore decreasing demand in a
market that is already depressed? Helping players in other countries get to 10-goals and end
Argentina’s reign as the best in the world? Are they crazy?
Yes, we wanted to do all those things, but we were not crazy. I am going to go into
greater detail about these three points—they are crucial to understanding our outlook,
and they shed a light on why we think this will be beneficial in the long term.
1. The APPL wants to take patrons off the field.
This can be absolutely true, or not, depending on how you look at it. We don’t
want to take any patron off the field, or interfere with any existing tournaments, both
here in Argentina or abroad. What we want to do is gather the best players in the world
so that they can play among themselves, on fields that are not in use at the time, and only
if the owners of those fields, or members of those clubs, are in agreement. We want polo
to be attractive to watch, like all the other sports and spectacles shown on TV and other
digital platforms. Until we manage to get only the best players on the field at one time,
no one is going to be interested in watching polo.
There is a story that is at least 35 years old, but still relevant today. Bill Ylvisaker,
founder of Palm Beach Polo & Country Club, was my father’s patron for many years,
in a team called Boehm Palm Beach. One day, in the early eighties, he calls my old man,
who at the time was one of the stars on the circuit, and asks him to accompany him to a
meeting with the top dogs of one of the big American TV broadcasters, CBS or NBC, I
can’t remember which. The aim of the meeting was to present polo as an opportunity to
develop a sport—one that Bill believed to be underestimated and have huge potential.
They went to the meeting, spoke about their beloved polo, the television directors took
notes, and said that they needed a few days to analyse the sport in detail. Twenty days
later, my father and Bill get a call back from the channel: “If you want to put polo on
TV, the first thing you must do is take the fat guys off the field.” They could not have put it
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clearer. Of course, when they said ‘fat guys’ they also meant ‘bad players,’ and that sure
enough included Bill himself.
This phrase, first uttered over three decades ago, would be repeated to me by every
director or businessman I approached with the intention of bringing a wider audience
to polo. To this day, we are still mixing apples and oranges, promoting finals of the
US Open and the Gold Cup, streamed live on ESPN or Chukker TV, or any digital
platform, with fat guys right in the middle the field. And as a result, nobody tunes in,
because people are not stupid. No one wants to watch people doing things badly. If
I turn the TV on and start zapping, I only see people doing things well. A good chef
on the cooking channel; good journalists on the news; I watch a film and I see good
actors; I put the football on and see good players; if I go to watch a band it is because
the musicians are good at what they do. People are not dumb. As a result, everything has
become a joke, and we are all trying to convince ourselves that polo is a great sport. It is,
of course, but not with these players.
2. The APPL is going to limit the number of horses per player, making the horse
market smaller by decreasing demand.
I don’t think we need to go into too much depth to realise that this is not true.
This can be demonstrated with a simple example. For years now, the high goal season in
Sotogrande, which is played in August every year, has been struggling to attract teams.
At one point there were 12, then ten, then eight—until three years ago, when there were
barely five teams competing. Let’s suppose that every team has an average of 50 horses
(approximately 12 per player). That would mean that between five teams there would
be 250 horses. If one day we applied a rule stating that each player could only ride four
horses per match, it wouldn’t make sense for players to bring 12 horses to the field,
so they would keep fewer horses overall. With less horses, they would suddenly have
less expenses, which would mean that they could charge their patrons less. The season
would be cheaper for the patron, and as a result, more patrons would be keen to play. In
the future, then, we could see those same 250 horses in Sotogrande, but spread out over
ten teams, not five. This would generate more jobs for professionals, imply higher green
fees for clubs, more entertaining tournaments, a better atmosphere, and so on.
By limiting the number of horses, our aim is to lower the cost of polo, knowing
that this will increase the number of players, incorporating a big segment into the
socioeconomic pyramid. Beyond an individual tournament, this would benefit Argentina
because there would be more members in each club, higher sales of polo paraphernalia,
more people at Palermo, and so on. The horse, directly or indirectly, represents 85% of
the cost of playing polo. If we restrict the number of horses required per player, we can
increase the number of players, and that will lead to a growth in polo as a whole.
3. The APPL wants to help players from other countries get to 10-goals, therefore
ending Argentina’s reign as the best in the world.
This point about Argentina being the best in the world reminds me of a Chinese
fable about a frog in a well:
There once was a frog who lived in a well.
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One day, the frog met a turtle from the sea.
The frog said to the turtle, “I am so happy! When I go out, I jump about on the
railing beside the mouth of the well. When I come home, I rest in the holes on
the broken wall of the well. If I jump into the water, it comes up to my armpits
and holds up my cheeks. If I walk in the mud, it covers up my feet. I look around
at the wriggly worms, crabs and tadpoles, and none of them can compare with
me. Moreover, I am Lord of this trough of water and I stand up tall in this
shallow well. My happiness is full. My dear sir, why don’t you come and look
around my place?”
Before the turtle from the East Sea could get its left foot in the well, its right
knee got stuck.
It hesitated, and retreated.
The turtle told the frog about the East Sea. “Even a distance of a thousand li
cannot give you an idea of the sea’s width; even a height of a thousand ren cannot
give you an idea of its depth. In the time of King Yu of the Xia dynasty, there
were floods nine years out of ten, but the waters in the sea did not increase. In
the time of King Tang of the Shang dynasty there were droughts seven years
out of eight, but the waters in the sea did not decrease. The sea does not change
along with the passage of time and its level does not rise or fall according to the
amount of rain. The greatest happiness is to live in the East Sea.”
After listening to these words, the frog of the shallow well was shocked
into realisation of his own insignificance and became very ill at ease, he felt
embarrassed and somewhat ashamed of his arrogance.

The turtle struggles to explain just how big the ocean is, because the frog doesn’t know
anything beyond the walls of his well. The fable ends somewhat abruptly, like all Chinese
stories do, because when the frog finally begins to comprehend the sheer size of the
ocean, his brain explodes, unable as he is to process such information.
The ending is insignificant for our purposes, but I wanted to share it because it
relates to how we Argentines feel about our place on the international polo stage. We are
the frog in the story, no doubt about it. We believe that polo is the size of an ocean, when
it is in fact as small as a well, and we are just four lonely souls blinded by love. If people
already view Argentines with disdain, considering us arrogant and obnoxious because
we think we are the best in the world, imagine what happens when this is actually true,
as is the case in polo. Instead of attracting fans to the sport, Argentina’s dominance is
alienating people. But let’s forget for a moment that Argentina is the best in the world,
because the truth is that when any one country dominants a sport so categorically, it makes
international competition at the highest level impossible, and international competition
is what attracts people to sports. They want to see their compatriots competing and
having even the slightest chance of winning a medal. It’s what we all want to see.
On the other hand, there are a few simple questions that I ask myself. If we
Argentines work to encourage players from other countries to reach the highest level,
and as a result the sport grows five or tenfold, which country is going to reap the majority
of the benefits of this growth? Argentina, obviously. Where are the majority of these
10-goalers, wherever they are from, going to train and play? Argentina. Where will all
the polo players comes to buy horses? Argentina. I can’t emphasise this enough: we have
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to look beyond our well.
Lastly, a subjective opinion: I believe that I have a right to speak poorly about
Argentina because it is my country, and because I am in some way responsible for this
reality, but I also say it because I despise, and am opposed to, any sort of nationalism. I
believe it to be one of the biggest blindspots of humanity, and alongside religion, it is
responsible for much of the division and misery in the world. I fully agree with Einstein’s
remark: “Nationalism is an infantile disease. It is the measles of mankind.”
*
Back to Pilarchico, and the day of the final. Omitting a small incident relating
to our co-founder and Umpiring Director Marcos Aldao—who had the misfortune of
mounting a tricky mare to umpire, only to be bucked off, smack his head on a car bonnet,
and be knocked out for a few minutes—everything went smoothly. For the prizes, we
had customised mates with the APPL logo. I had always thought that traditional polo
prizes were so boring; those typical Black Carbajal cups were uninteresting, as well
as expensive, so we set out to revolutionise polo presentations with some fresh ideas.
Due to a lack of funds, we had to get creative, and to this day we still hold a maxim on
creativity when it comes to our prizes.
The finals were fast, open matches, and very attractive to watch. I was happy to see
Badiola and Carlitos Miguens at the game, because even though I had not received great
support from the AAP, I knew that they had come because they cared about me, and
they had been direct witnesses of the events that had motivated me to begin the project.
Bobby Puetz from the USPA was also there, showing me that even though he could not
bring his American boys over, he was in favour of the project.
During the tournament, I think it was after the first or second fixture, I met a
young American called Ty MacCarty. Ty, together with Rob Jornayvaz, son of Valiente
patron Bob, owns a film and polo production company called Horseplay.TV. I was
already familiar with their work, having watched a few of their live streams on my last
trip to Palm Beach. They were the first to use the drone, and apart from having good
equipment, they were very creative boys. Ty told me that if I hired a scissor lift, he and
his team could film my matches free of charge, because they were very interested in the
project.
“We want to take polo to the next level,” Ty told me.
This was music to my ears, because Marcos, Justo, Alejo and I were always talking about
how we needed to not only get the new generation of polo players involved, but also
incorporate people their age off the field, to produce content for social media, for focus
on photography, design, film, you name it.
A little while after the APPL final, Ty tells me that he had been speaking to Bob
Jornayvaz, and he had told him about the All Pro Polo League. Ty said that Bob had liked
the idea and was interested in meeting with me. Of course, I said. I did find it amusing
that the man who had been hiring Cambiaso for years was interested in learning about
a project that, apart from not being all too favoured by his leading professional, was
supposedly against patrons. We waited for the Open to conclude and met the following
day in my office at Cuatro Vientos. In attendance were Bob, Ty, Robert Zedda, a friend
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of Bob’s I hadn’t met before, and myself. We spoke for 40 minutes. I explained as much
as I could about the motivations behind the project, and Bob asked me about my plans
for the future.
“I want to take this concept around the world,” I said. “I think it will be beneficial
for players, clubs, and everyone involved in polo.”
“OK,” he replied. “You can count on us if you want to host an All Pro tournament
at Valiente during our next winter season.”
The season ended, Christmas came around, the New Year ringing in, the wealthy
people in the polo world headed off on their holidays to Punta del Este, Villa La
Angostura, or Aspen, February arrived and everyone was back at their estancias—but
at least during those lazy days in the sun, polo lovers had a new subject on their lips. On
the seashore, or on the ski lifts of Snowmass, they muttered, “What’s the deal with this
APPL project of Tanoira’s? He is such a clown / hippie / nutcase [insert word of choice].”
Personally, I felt good. I looked back on the start of the year, now drawing to an end,
when I was without much direction, about to quit my role in the AAP due to an overall
lack of support, with all the high goalers against me, refusing to even try anything
new. I was now finishing 2015 with a new, independent project, supported by good
friends, which had got off to a positive start, and had great potential. To top it all off, the
most powerful patron in the sport, the man who chose to spend the most on polo, was
interested in our project. What more could I ask for?
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I would like to clarify something before continuing. Up to this point, I have
spoken about directors, players, umpires, patrons, and auctions in quite a critical way. I
have done so with a touch of humour—a tool that makes certain truths more digestible
while also clarifying several aspects of the narrative—but I am taking this very seriously.
No one is to blame, however: we are all victims. Everybody acted (and acts) according
to their own needs. The players are victims, the umpires are victims, the patrons are
victims. And of course, the spectators are victims, suffering near fatal blows. I must say
things as I see them, because otherwise I would be wasting both the reader’s time and my
own. A few days ago, I read an interview in La Nación on Beatriz Sarlo, a magnificent
Argentine literary and cultural critic. She was discussing the #MeToo movement and
the legalisation of abortion. One particular phrase stood out to me:
The weak speak when they can. The strong speak when they must.
This made me realise two things. Firstly, that I not only have to speak because
I want to, but because I must. Secondly, that my strength does not come from who I
am, from my surname, from who my father was, and especially not from my status as
a player. My strength comes from being able to say exactly what I want to say, without
fear, because I have nothing to lose. I am not the employee of any patron, or club, I
am not the director of any association—nothing. My only link to polo is my family’s
breeding program and the commercialisation of horses. Will people stop buying horses
from me because I write an essay that makes them uncomfortable? I don’t think so; a
good horse can lead even the hardest of men down the path of forgiveness. And the bad
ones, of which I have many, too, I will never sell, and have never sold, to anyone. But
even if that were not the case, and there was a chance that my horse business could go
bust, this is still a risk I am willing to take. I am trying to be as respectful as possible; I do
believe, however, that the time has come to speak in a more direct way than ever before.
*
Onwards with my story: beginning of 2016, e-mails are flying between Rob
Jornayvaz and his business partner, Ty. Ideas, tentative dates, players, fields—all good.
Pre-contract between parties, roles, obligations, and stipulated percentages—not so
good. When I received their last e-mail, I thought something was off, but I am a bit slow
and naive when it comes to these things. I shared it with a few people whose judgement I
trust, including my brother Talo, who knows a lot about business, and the conclusion was
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unanimous: hugely disadvantageous for me, to put it elegantly. Far from getting angry
or severing ties, I put this move down to their youth, a touch of voracity characteristic
of Americans, and a business strategy that is not uncommon in the savage world of
capitalism, meaning, throwing a high number in the air to kick start negotiations. A
few days went by, and I replied that I would rather discuss this in person. I knew that,
beyond this e-mail, I had to make the most of the momentum we had gained in the
Pilarchico tournament. The polo world was moving onto Palm Beach, and the All Pro
had to follow the circuit. Besides, I had had a few good conversations with Bob Puetz
and Charlie Muldoon, and I wanted to continue cultivating that relationship. I jumped
on a plane and landed in the States at the end of January.
“I’m an artist,” I told Ty and Rob as soon as we met at Valiente.
They looked at each other, not understanding what I was trying to say. I didn’t even
really know what I was trying to say at that moment, but those words fell out of my
mouth in an attempt to be, not understood, but seen, somehow. I was doing this out
of my love for polo, and while I knew that this had to be economically viable, we were
still light years away from being able to form a partnership, a company, or whatever
this needed to be. This was a time for action for playing our ideas out on the field and
taking—Rob and Ty with their drones and cameras, and me with my rules—polo to
the next level. It was not the time to be talking percentages, shares or future dividends,
because we didn’t know if this was even going to make it to the end of the month, the
year, or if it was going to last a lifetime. We didn’t know whether it was going to be
worth a cent or millions of dollars. And if we thought that the All Pro was useless and
had to be binned, then we would do that; if we had to give it to someone more capable
and with more means of managing the project, then we would give it to them, too.
That was when one word became vivid in my mind, a concept that would be
fundamental when the time came to see who would or would not follow me on this
journey: trust. In that moment, I needed their trust, in every sense of the word. Trust
that together we would build something of value, trust that, on the journey, each person
would receive what we thought they deserved. That has been the purest demonstration
of love and the best gift that everyone who forms part of the All Pro Polo League has
given me. Happen what may, that trust is the most wonderful thing that has come out
of these four years, and it is what motivates me to continue, so that I can return it a
thousand times over.
Curiously, my self imposed title as an artist, so ridiculous and pompous as it now
seems, had the intended impact on the boys. Initially, they seemed to be a bit bewildered,
constantly looking at each other for approval, until Rob spoke.
“OK, let’s forget about the proposal in the e-mail,” he said. “It might be that it
wasn’t the best suggestion. Let’s continue working together and see how we get on.”
They were able to trust me. As soon as I told them that I was an artist and approached
them honestly, they lowered their guard and began to have a little faith.
*
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Over the course of the four days that I was in Palm Beach, I made the most of
my time to meet with Bob and talk about the possibility of putting together a serious
program so that young Americans could travel to Argentina. Rob and Ty organised a
meeting at Valiente with all the American kids, which was a very positive introduction
and sparked an interesting exchange of ideas. We played a practice with a few of them,
and they promised me that they would put together an exhibition at Valiente towards
the end of March. They kept their word and organised a great exhibition, with a few
drones as prizes. Alfredito Capella, Santi Torres, Robert Zedda, Matt Coppola, Jared
Zenni, Wes Finlayson, and Anthony Calle, took part, as did Juan Martín Obregón,
who had also played at Pilarchico and was very helpful when it came to organising
the exhibition and getting the players together. The incident with the Horseplay boys
clarified a few things for me. First, that I was far from forming something that even
resembled a company or anything that would be self-sustaining in financial terms. But,
on the other hand, I realised that I had a weapon more powerful than money, at least
during this initial stage, and that was the ability to inspire trust. Many people came
forward to help and participate because they could see that this was a project with a
soul. People can invest their money in many ways, but there are not many places where
people can put their soul, or their trust.
A day before heading back to Argentina, I met up with a very good friend of mine,
Martín Panelo. Tincho, as he is known, doesn’t play polo himself, but comes from a
great polo dynasty. His father was one of the founders of La Espadaña Club, in Lobos;
his brother Esteban reached 9-goals in America; his nephews are all professional polo
players; and his sister Florencia, married to Paul Pieres, is Polito Pieres’ mother. Tincho
is a great person; the youngest of nine brothers, he has always had a special type of charm
and character. He moved to Palm Beach at the age of 12, following his mother who was
selling jewellery at the time. He decided to stay there, married Andrea, an American,
had two children with her, and never looked back. He works on ecological gas projects,
recycling waste on a large scale, and has a very interesting outlook on polo. He carries
the sport in his blood and knows everybody, but at the same time he has a wider vantage
point, and sees beyond the flimsy walls of the bubble most of us are trapped in. He was
one of the people who, a few days after hearing about my project, picked up the phone
and called me to say that he loved the idea, and that he was in. Today he is one of my
partners in the All Pro Polo League.
Tincho and I met in Palm Beach, where he told me that we had to start structuring
the legal side of the project, registering the name and the logo, forming a company that
could invoice sponsors, and so on. In short, we had to do everything that I hated doing,
for which I needed to use the left side of my brain (the analytic, logical, mathematical
side) that had sort of fallen into a state of permanent hibernation.
“You have to protect your idea,” Tincho said. “What if someone comes and steals
it?”
“Steal my idea?” I repeated, fascinated with the concept. “You think that there
exists someone out there who wants to do the same thing? Someone who is prepared
to invest time, energy, and money on this? Someone who is willing to write 30 e-mails
a week, and hundreds of messages per day, to get this done? Someone who is keen to
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organise practices, matches, tournaments, set fixtures, and umpire? If such a person
exists, tell them that I await with open arms, ready to hand my idea and logo over to
them, all wrapped up in tissue paper and with a beautiful silk bow on the top! That way
I can return to my farm and continue watering my tomato plants, undisturbed.”
Tincho couldn’t help but laugh, but he said that even if I wanted to give it away for
free, the person receiving my generous gift would need the brand to be protected. So it was
something that had to be done, because it would be fundamental for the future growth
of the project. He also said that I shouldn’t just hire anybody. I took his advice because
I knew that he was well informed on the matter, so we hired the services of Marshall,
Gerstein & Borun, a Chicago based company that deals with intellectual property law.
I work with two or three lawyers whom I call, as The Beatles labelled the businessmen
who handled their contracts at the start of the sixties, the men in suits. By that I mean
the very formal people who live their life in a suit and tie, who are indispensable in this
concrete, capitalist jungle. To this day, these lawyers are protecting our brand around
the world, making sure that the bow on top of our package is in pristine condition,
should the time come to hand it over.
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Back in Argentina, in March 2016, I started thinking about what the next step
should be, and I realised that if we wanted to continue spreading the word about the
league, and attract more kids to play this type of polo, then we had to do something
in Europe. The previous year, I had made the decision to send some horses over to
Sotogrande, to finish training them there, and eventually sell. Winter in the farm is
hard and long, and this seemed like a good way of escaping the cold, saving my family
from the frosty mornings and short, sharp days that permeate the season. Sotogrande,
in my opinion, is hands down the best place to play polo in Europe. As well as having
perfect climate in the summer, it has superb installations and fields, not only at Santa
María Polo Club, but also at Ayala, La Capilla, and Dos Lunas (the latter belonging to
Alvaro Vicuña, an uncle, twice removed, of mine). On top of that, Santa María Polo
Club had been excellently managed for years by David Stirling, Pelon’s father, who laid
the foundations for what the club is today. During the month of August, Sotogrande
hosts the highest level of polo in Europe.
I had played there on many occasions, between 1992 and 2004, and I have the
best memories of those times. Polo, parties, friends, beaches, Tarifa, Marbella, Gibraltar,
Ronda, Granada—Andalucía at its finest. Without a doubt, Sotogrande is one of my
favourite polo related places in the world, and it had to be the next fixture on the All
Pro calendar. I called Tommy Fernández Llorente and shared my idea. I told him that
for this first stage we were going to need the support of Santa María Polo Club and its
owners, the Mora Figueroa family, who I know very well and have always maintained
a good relationship with. Tommy spoke to them, and a few days later, I had the green
light. With the club’s support and the fields secured, we set the date for the final days of
July, right before the start of the high goal season.
I had put a lot of thought into what should be the appropriate length of a chukka,
and the possibility of limiting the number of horses each player could ride. It was June
2016, and the crisis was already peering over the horizon. The auctioning of fillies,
always a good indication of activity in our sport, was frankly in recession, partly because
of the crisis and partly because the supply of fillies far exceeded the demand, as almost
overnight, clients stopped buying and started selling. Believing that by organising an
auction they could match the status of respected breeders, clients-turned-sellers began
hosting a type of party, with all the trimmings, where at some point in the evening 20
fillies were sold, and badly at that.
The patron based tournaments in Argentina were also suffering, with fewer teams
registered to play in the Ellerstina Gold Cup, the La Dolfina Diamond Cup, the Julio
Novillo Astrada at La Aguada, and so on. With trouble brewing, those who previously
defended the rulebook written in 1906 by those illuminated beings began to recognise
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that it might be worth revisiting, and that, maybe, well, why not, I mean, perhaps, just a
few commas could be changed, a line reworded, or a paragraph added to see whether the
game could be made a tad quicker, so that the players no longer thought the only way of
winning was to pile up in a corner, slashing their sticks through the air in an attempt to
gain possession, and so matches didn’t have to last three long hours.
I grew more and more convinced that the incoming crisis was strongly linked to
the number of horses players needed to participate in the sport. I reread my 2009 essay
and realised that, when I had spoken about prohibiting the mid-chukka change (rule
16 in the appendix), I mention that this would help polo become a team sport, would
reward the good rider and the good horse, but in no place do I say that one of the main
reasons in favour of this rule is to lower the cost of polo. It is logical. Having horses is
like having children: you have to create them (embryo), raise them (breeding), educate
them and send them to school (training), put a roof over their heads (boxes), feed them
(hay, grains), take care of them when they are sick (vets, medication), buy clothes (rugs,
saddles, reins, bandages), shoes (blacksmith), travel with them (lorry, trailer, plane), let
them rest (paddocks), as well as the thousands of unexpected events that we are all too
familiar with.
How many couples decide how many children to have depending on their financial
situation? Millions. And when it comes to horses, the situation is the same, because even
if they do so unconsciously, the level at which a patron or an amateur player competes
depends on the size of their wallet. More horses, higher costs; higher costs, less players. I
believe I have already said this, but I don’t care, I’ll say it again: the horse also affects the
indirect costs of polo, just like the salary of the players. Why do players charge so much?
Because they have a lot of expenses, I’m sure. What do they spend the majority of their
money on, you ask? Well, on horses, primarily.
I always linked the crisis to the lack of patrons, players, and registered teams in
each tournament, but I soon saw that there is something missing in this equation. It was
an alarming realisation. Our current model, I finally understood, not only means that a
lot of players are out of work, but it means that even those who do work don’t earn any
money. Between what they have to invest—in horses, obviously—to be well mounted in
Argentina and abroad, and what they spend on keeping those horses healthy and in good
shape, they are left without a penny to spare. Maybe I am wrong, but omitting Cambiaso,
the Pieres family, and three or four others, I would be willing to bet that almost every
other professional polo player is caught in the middle of a constant exchange of money,
unable to save a cent. The level of reinvestment (or better put, spending, because buying
a horse looks a lot more like spending than investing) is so high that if a player stops
putting all his money into horses, a few years down the line they will be without a job.
This is the sad reality we live in.
*
I suddenly realised that, beyond the support of Tommy and the Mora family, I was
going to have to get moving if I intended to put four teams together. It was one thing
doing it in Argentina, where there are a lot of mounted players, but quite another to
organise it in Europe, where there are less players, less horses, and everyone is tied up
with their patrons. But I came up with a way of getting kids over from Argentina to play
in Sotogrande without having to spend money on renting horses. As a kid I had formed
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part of my high school rugby team, and I was lucky enough to travel to several countries
with the squad. Instead of going to a hotel, it was usual for each player to stay in the
house of one of the local players. When it was time for the locals to travel, the favour
was returned. I borrowed this model and added a string of horses to the mix. I shared my
idea with the Alvarez family (originally from Sevilla, they are good friends of mine and
had known my father well), with Pelayo Berazadi, Rocho Torreguitar, Diogo Gallego,
and a few others. I told the Argentines about the deal, and Segundo Bocchino, Marcos
Menditeguy, Santi Loza and Jero Del Carril were able to come out, the latter mounted
by the one and only Daniel Gariador, alias Peludo, a good friend of Justo’s, Jero’s father.
With this system in place, we recruited around six or eight players, but I needed
another eight. So I had to make a bold move: invite the players who were already out
in Sotogrande with their horses, preparing for the high goal season, to participate: Jejo
Taranco, Martín Iturraspe, Nico Espain, and Santi Zubiaurre. All professionals who,
apart from being good players, were used to charging a fee to play. This is when that
magic word, trust, reappears, because I don’t really know how I managed to express my
idea to them, and explain that what we were doing was for the benefit of polo. Luckily,
they all said yes, and we continued moving full steam ahead.
Here I have to pause for a second, once again, because I have already spoken (and
I will continue speaking) about patrons. I have said positive and negative things about
them, but I realised, not too long ago, that if I could say one thing to all the patrons
out there, it would be a massive thank you. The All Pro Polo League was only able to
travel beyond Argentina because there were professionals available to play, and that is
because their work in patron-based tournaments was secure—before, during, and after
our matches. There were patrons who, apart from assuming the costs, let their players
take part in a project that supposedly wanted to boot them off the field. I can assure you
that we don’t intend on doing anything of the sort. Quite the opposite, in fact: we are
changing the rules of polo so that every patron in the world can one day spend half the
amount they are currently spending on polo, and have twice as much fun.
In the first Pilarchico tournament we had set up six chukka matches, with each
period lasting five minutes. But in Sotogrande, I had two problems. Firstly, I didn’t have
enough horses to mount the Argentines—because even though they went as part of the
exchange programme, no one had too many horses to spare. On the other hand, Jejo,
Martín, Nico, and Santi told me that they needed to get their horses fit for August; they
all had more than six horses each, and if we only played six chukkas, with one horse
per chukka, then half of their string would be left standing still. So I came up with a
solution to both problems: eight chukkas, four minutes in length. Whoever was short
of horses played four and then repeated; those with six repeated two; and the player
who wanted to move eight horses could also do so. That kept everyone happy. The truth
is that the tournament turned out very well, and I came out of it with a viable way of
limiting the number of horses in the future, and lowering the costs of polo. Four horses
per player, eight chukkas, each horse plays eight minutes, thirty-two minute matches.
Is it too much to play a horse for two whole periods of four minutes? I think not. And
if a horse cannot last those four minutes, it is because it is not good for polo, or because
the rider doesn’t know how to properly administer its energy. In that case, two options
remain: change the horse, or change the player. Consequently, only the best horses and
the best players will make it out onto the field, and that is when spectators will happily
buy a ticket to watch a polo match. Logic in its most noble of guises.
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A few days shy of the tournament, I was short a trophy to present to the winning
team. Laura Vera, a Spaniard who lives in Sotogrande, a friend of Marcela Stirling’s, had
heard talk of the All Pro the previous year, and had written to me through our website
expressing her interest in the project. Laura said she was keen to help us find sponsors
and contact companies who might support us; she had worked in BMW’s marketing
department when the brand was the main sponsor of polo in Sotogrande, so she knew
a lot about how things worked in Spain, and had many contacts. From the moment we
met I knew that she was a winner, and from that point onwards she started helping me as
much as possible. Two days before the start of the tournament, Laura and I were looking
for prizes. We had a few shirts, an electric moped for the MVP, and a few more bits
and bobs, but we were missing the trophy. I was fed up of the typical polo cup, so I set
out in search for something different in the antique markets in the towns surrounding
Sotogrande: Secadero, San Martín del Tesorillo, Guadiaro, and San Enrique. I returned
home that night empty handed.
The afternoon before the final, I stopped at a fruit and vegetable shop located
on the side of the road between the two roundabouts. There was a long queue at the
checkout, so I decided to snoop around. I had been to the shop a few times and I had
noticed that there was a door that led to a big room full of furniture and other items
for sale. I exited the busy shop and entered the side room, which was bursting full of
odd objects—moroccan ashtrays, lamps, porcelain owls, nightstands, pillows, vases—an
interesting mix of collectables. And then I saw it. A sculpture of an eagle, all in black,
its wings spread wide. I grabbed it instantly, and, as I was making my way back to the
shop, I stumbled upon an important realisation. Every so often, a few negative thoughts
crept up on me, and I would find myself asking why the hell I was doing this, why I was
up to my neck in all this polo stuff, organising matches and spending money. But then
uncanny things would happen, like the eagle appearing at just the right time, and it felt
like the universe was letting me know that I was heading in the right direction. With
the passing of time I came to understand that this is not just a polo project, it is much
more than that. It is a creative, artistic, philanthropic, and technological adventure, but
at the same time an archeological one, because it attempts to recover something which
has been lost. This is why you are doing this, I told myself as I paid María, my Andalusian
friend who owned the shop, who couldn’t believe that I had come for two kilos of
bananas and left with an eagle.
Now I had to give the eagle meaning, and understand what the philosophical
connection to our project was. Eagle in hand, I went to visit a carpenter friend of mine
in Tesorillo to order a wooden base for my new trophy, and that night I looked online,
ready to learn everything there was to know about eagles, their symbolism, and their
history. I learnt that the bird has great vision, a characteristic it shares with our project;
it is the chosen symbol for many nations (in fact, it graces more flags and crests than
any other animal); it represents strength, beauty and prestige. But the quality that most
interested me was that the eagle is one of the highest flying birds in the world. That was
when I understood what we were doing with the All Pro Polo League: flying higher.
Leaving the chaos behind, rising above the power struggle between players and directors,
professionals and patrons, clubs and associations. We were looking at the problem in its
entirety and realising that we are all in this together. I remembered Argentine writer
Leopoldo Marechal’s famous phrase: “the exit from every labyrinth is from above”. That
is All Pro Polo, and that afternoon, in María’s shop, I had found a symbol worthy of
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representing us.
Only a year later, absentmindedly flipping through Centauros magazine, one
of those where Juan Sauro channeled all his poetry and his love, I saw a photo of the
Argentine Open champions from the previous year, and realised that the form on the
top of the most revered trophy in polo is, in fact, an eagle. Another example of how our
unconscious is light years ahead of our waking mind.
*
The tournament concluded with an exciting final, played at full speed, and with
a lot of grit; a great way of putting the rules to the test. Jejo Taranco, Pascual Alvarez,
Santi Zubiaurre, and Marcos Menditeguy were on the winning team. There were thank
you speeches and prizes for all, and the eagle—which only 24 hours prior to the event
had been hidden at the back of a dusty room—was now transformed, and shone as the
symbol of the All Pro Polo League Black Eagle Tournament.
There is a story that used to be told by my grandfather, Carlos Miguens, about a
time when a group of Germans went to El Rosario, his farm in San Miguel del Monte.
One of the guests was a very famous opera singer. Once dinner had come to an end, my
grandfather, as was his custom, grabbed the guitar. He played Cucurrucucú Paloma, La
media vuelta, de José Alfredo Jimenez, Piensa en mí, de Chavela Vargas, and several other
songs from his usual repertoire. Once he had finished, someone in the group asked the
mezzosoprano what she thought of his renditions.
“I have never seen somebody do so much with so little,” she replied.
Apart from finding this story amusing, this anecdote was very helpful to me
throughout this project, because that was exactly what I was doing. I had to do a lot
with little resources—a task I thoroughly enjoy.
I was still in Sotogrande when, one day in mid-August, I got a call from an old
friend, Hernán de Amorrortu, who was not involved in the polo world.
“Javier!” he said. “I’m in St. Tropez, Topo [Diego Braun, a very good friend of
his] invited me out and I came with my family to spend the winter holidays. I’ve been
watching the polo here: I have never seen anything so boring in my life!”
“You’re right,” I replied. “It is boring, but it is like that everywhere, not just in St.
Tropez.”
“It’s amazing, everyone is on top of each other, with their poles in the air,” he said.
“The last time we spoke you mentioned something about your project, and the truth is
that I see huge potential in it. I would love to get involved. I think I could help a lot.”
Hernán is the definition of a self made man. He started by putting a restaurant
together with two friends at the age of 17. Located near the river in Buenos Aires, the
restaurant was called Marea, and Hernán put all his savings into it. From that point
onwards, he has been working non-stop. In the nineties, he founded Bar Bonita in the
arches between Libertador and Dorrego, a mythical bar which captured the attention
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of many for over ten years. Then he did Barfly, and lastly, Buenos Aires News, alongside
Christopher Lambert, the actor from Highlander. He has been successful in everything
he has done. Hard working, intelligent, and obsessive about doing things the right way,
Hernán has a keen eye for business. But what I liked most about him at that moment,
and what made me realise that he was the right partner for me, was that he called the
stick a pole. He was someone who knew nothing about polo, not even that players hit
the ball with a stick, not a pole, and he was still able to see that this project had the
potential to transform polo into a fantastic spectator sport. That was as precious as gold
dust to me. On top of that, he was a great friend and someone I could trust completely.
“Amazing, Herni, welcome aboard,” I said. “Let’s meet when we both get back to
Argentina.”
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I landed in Argentina in the first week of September 2016. I immediately met
with Marcos and Justo, and we started thinking about how to best tackle the upcoming
season. We had attracted some attention with our first tournament in Pilarchico, the
exhibition in Palm Beach, and with the Black Eagle tournament in Sotogrande, but in
general terms not many people were familiar with what we were doing, or so they said.
Since I live out in the countryside, I didn’t interact too much with the polo world in
Pilar and its surroundings. I only drove over to watch APPL matches, and I hardly ever
went to any Triple Crown games, so it wasn’t often that I bumped into polo people. But
I did hear the odd comment here and there—“What is this All Pro Polo thing? It’s such a
joke!”—or a friend would share what they had overheard at a dinner party—“What does
he want to reinvent? Polo is fine as it is!”
At the beginning of the year, Facu Pieres had made the front page of Clickpolo
saying that he realised that urgent changes were needed in polo, and everyone’s attention
was on the subject. I recall an article published in Pololine, which interviewed 30
people—players, former players, directors, and breeders. They were each asked the same
two or three questions about what changes could be made in polo, and only one person
(Rodrigo Rueda (h)) mentioned what we were doing with the All Pro Polo League. For
the other 29, it was like we didn’t exist.
Back in 1996, aged 25, I had gone travelling around Northern India, staying six
months in the Himachal Pradesh region, at the foot of the Himalayas, in a little town
called Dharamshala, where the Tibetan government, in other words the Dalai Lama,
is exiled. I had practised Buddhist meditation intensely on several occasions, including
a ten day silent retreat called Vipassana. It was a truly enriching experience that had
a profound effect on me. I learnt many things about myself, namely that I had been
raised in a belief system that didn’t coincide in the least with my being, with my nature,
my spirit, or my mind. And one of the things I achieved during that time, through the
practice of meditation, was to experience what Buddhists call egolessness (a lack of ego). I
obviously experienced this at a rudimentary level, but I was able to realise that all external
stimulus that generates an emotion, be it positive or negative, loses meaning if one does
not have a receptor, or in other words, an active ego. I saw, through meditation, that
in the absence of the ego, the receptor that picks up the flow of energy in others, shuts
down. Without an active ego to pick up their vibrations, their energy moves beyond us.
So, back to polo, if a friend of mine told me about how he had been at an asado and
heard our favourite Joe Bloggs laughing his head off at how stupid the idea was, I wasn’t
phased in the slightest. There was nothing inside of me to receive that negativity, so I
was completely unaffected by it. It didn’t influence anything I was or was not doing. But,
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over time, I realised that this worked both ways, because when we were successful in a
certain pursuit, received praise, or when someone directed a positive comment my way,
I respond in exactly the same manner. Nothing inside of me receives that information.
There is no ego which gets offended or aggrandised.
I did think it insidious, however, when the All Pro was not being mentioned at all,
because we needed feedback. We needed to hear people’s opinions of the rules, if they
believed this or that change made a difference, if they thought five minute chukkas were
too long, or too short. We needed help, even if it came in the form of criticism. None of
that happened, however. All those who spent their time talking, and not doing anything
concrete, never spoke about the few people who were actually doing something. Curious,
isn’t it?
This was just a small detail, however; we were far from giving up. The spring season
was underway, and we were ready to pull off the second edition of the All Pro Polo
League in Pilarchico, but resources were scarce, to say the least. We first tried to get a
car brand involved as the main tournament sponsor, to present four cars as prizes, but
that was an impossible task. I remember visiting Tano Rattazzi, the owner of Fiat, in his
office. I told him about the project and showed him our presentation. When he walked
me out, he gave me a pat on the back, and said,
“Javier, I’m going bust.”
That made me worry: if Tano Ratazzi is bust, what does that mean for the rest of us?
We tried our luck with other car brands, but the reply was always the same: great idea,
but we have no budget for sponsorship, we’ve already closed all our deals for 2016. On
the other hand, the USPA and Bobby hadn’t been able to confirm anything just yet.
They said that they were very interested in the project and that they were going to do
everything possible (I do believe that Bobby really did do everything he could), but that
they were dealing with internal politics and could not assure me that they would be able
to send their boys over. The issue was that we had promised the Argentine kids who
had played the previous year that there would be money involved this time around. A
serious error on our behalf, and a grave miscalculation of our current situation, but not
a promise that was made under false intentions.
We gathered the boys up for a meeting at the PARLASUR around mid-September,
and told them the truth. We wanted to host the tournament again, but unfortunately
we were still not in a position to pay them. That didn’t mean that we didn’t believe this
still had potential; our experience in Sotogrande had been fantastic (in fact, many of the
players at that meeting had played that tournament), and we thought that it was worth
working harder and pushing on. It was at times like that when I realised we had to make
them feel as if this was their project too, that they were part of this movement, not just
players we called up for a match or a tournament. Their involvement was something
that was linked to their trust in us, as we mentioned previously, but I knew they would
commit more if they felt that they were free to express themselves, share their opinions,
and offer solutions. Before the first tournament, I had specified that a team had to be
made up of five players, four on the field and a substitute. Changes could be made not
only halfway through the chukka, but halfway through the play, similar to how it is
done in ice hockey. Honestly, I don’t know what I was trying to achieve with that, but
the kids didn’t like the rule at all. So we scrapped it before the first game.
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In that meeting the boys sat and listened to us; some asked questions, others were
silent, but at the end they said that they were all willing to continue. Their trust was still
intact.
The tournament was similar in format to the previous one: every Friday in
November, Pilarchico, ground 2; the teams were composed of the players that were
available that afternoon (Eagles vs. Pampas, Bantúes vs Kings); ESPN promising to
come and film, only to never show up; exciting, full speed matches; Carolina Beresford
taking care of everything, always with a radiant smile; a lamb cooking slowly on the
parrilla at the PARLASUR; beers, red wine, fiesta sobre ruedas, the Rolling Stones in
the background; and as the sun set and the stars shone, APPL founders would stay and
muse over how to save polo. A Brave New World, as Aldous Huxley would say.
In terms of the rules, everyone was quite happy. The boys were getting the hang
of them, they were anticipating plays, reacting quicker, turning the right way, passing
the ball. The best thing about it was the effect this style of play was having on their
other matches; the kids themselves told us that what they were learning in the All Pro
was helping them improve as players overall, and they were performing better in their
other tournaments. We kept the format we had established in Spain—eight chukkas,
four minutes each—which was becoming more attractive to me as time went by; with
each match, I grew more convinced of its virtues. Many played on eight horses because
they did not want to risk overdoing it, but others (those who didn’t have enough horses,
or those who were playing ones we had lent them) played on four, and they gradually
began to realise that there was no risk in repeating horses. I remember a particular
Friday when I was short a player with just a few hours to go before the match. Juano
Britos told me he could play but that he didn’t have a single horse to spare, so I set out to
conjure some up from anywhere I could. I put together a tentative string, but one owner
told me that he didn’t want his mare to play two chukkas. I had four horses, but I was
missing one chukka. One of the mares was mine, so I told Juano to play her in the first,
fifth, and eighth. He did exactly that, and had no problems whatsoever, since apart from
being a good player, Juano is an excellent rider. She was a grey mare, born a week after
the birth of my first daughter, Mar, and I had named the horse after her. Coincidences
aside, Mar became the first mare in the history of the All Pro Polo League to play three
chukkas in one match, recalling Marsellesa in that magical Open final back in ‘87. It is
worth clarifying that, apart from sharing the root of their name, Mar and Marsellesa
have absolutely nothing in common.
There was one difference between our 2015 and 2016 tournament, however. Right
before the start of the second edition, I was able to persuade Bobby Puetz to gather
funds to mount two or three American boys who were already out in Argentina and
were dying to play, but didn’t have any horses. I got some of my own together, borrowed
a few, rented others, and with that we were able to mount Felipe Viana, Mat Coppola,
Russell Stimmel and Gerónimo Obregón. We put them into teams with the Argentines,
and they were able to play a couple of Fridays. The last day of the APPL happened
to fall on the Friday before the final of the Argentine Open. This meant that all the
FIP Ambassadors were in the country for the big match, as were many foreigners. We
decided to put together a Test Match between Argentina and the United States. So,
that last Friday in November, we hosted the All Pro Polo League final between the eight
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most committed players, and our first APPL Test Match. A lot of people showed up,
and both matches were exciting to watch.
I wanted to make the most of the prize giving to share our objectives and highlight
our original motivations behind the project. Vita Ariztegui had found a bronze eagle
in San Telmo for the winners, but I also wanted to give the boys something personal,
a symbolic object that represented what we were doing. A few days before the final, an
idea came to me. The previous year we had told the kids that they were going to have
to play for free, and we had promised that we would pay them the following year. But
this season we were forced to tell them that we didn’t have any money, and that we had
to carry on remando [rowing] if we wanted to reach our goals. They had accepted and
played. What, then, would be the best prize, a symbolic souvenir that would remind
them of their efforts at this stage of the project?
An oar, of course. I called Alejo straight away so that he could get to work on this
future masterpiece. With only three days left before the final, Alejo managed to locate
a carpenter based in Tigre who sold handmade oars, and could have twelve ready by
Friday. We sent him our logo to brand the blade with, and bought a bag of blue, red, and
white ribbons (APPL colours) to decorate the handles. Once in our possession, we hid
the oars in a black bag, ready to surprise everyone at the presentation ceremony.
After the matches, I gave a brief speech thanking everyone. I also asked Bobby
Puetz to speak on behalf of the USPA, which he did very well. Spotting FIP founders
Marcos Uranga and Glenn Holden in the crowd, two people I admire greatly, I asked
them to come forward and present the Test Match prizes. When it came to giving the
prizes for the main final, I stepped up to the mic once again. I spoke about how it had
been our intention at the beginning of the year to give the winners four brand new cars,
but unfortunately, that had not been possible. I told them that the prize they were going
to receive today, while not worth a penny now, would surely be worth a lot more than a
car in the future, whether the APPL became a success and this became a collectable, or
whether it came to nothing and this only served as a souvenir of a time when they put
their hearts and souls into a project that had no funds. I invited my friend Santi Lange
to come up and present the oars. Santi had won the gold medal in Yachting in the Rio
Olympics just three months before, and considering everything he has gone through
in life, he is certainly a person who knows how to row. In the end, almost by mistake,
with no money and not too much order, but a lot of positivity, everything fit together
perfectly. The All Pro Polo League was on its course, to nowhere, perhaps, but it was
moving. And I was happy.
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The year 2017 began as usual, making plans for Palm Beach. Bobby, Charlie, and
the American players were very happy with how everything at Pilarchico had turned out,
so we started penciling in dates for a tournament during the winter season in America.
While I was organising the Test Match, I had been in contact with Juan Monteverde,
Marcelo’s son, to coordinate fixtures, and I realised quickly that he was a smart boy. He
was heading to the States in January, and I told him that I could use his help putting
together a good group of local players, establishing a relationship with the USPA,
finding fields for practices, and so on. He told me he was in, and together with Juan
Martín Obregón, got busy building the tournament from the ground up. The Horseplay
boys, Rob and Ty, got wind of our plans and called me to say that we could count on
them. In fact, one day I received a message from Ty saying that he and Rob had been
having lunch at Mom’s Kitchen, a type of breakfast joint in Lake Worth, and seen a
bronze eagle behind the bar that was perfect for the upcoming APPL tournament.
“Send me a picture,” I replied, instantly. “And ask the owner if it’s for sale.”
Ty sent me a video showing the sculpture. It was perfect. A bronze eagle in black,
with its wings spread wide and talons showing, as if about to seize its prey. He told me
that the asking price was 600 dollars, a number well over our budget, but I told them to
ask the owner to reserve it, hoping that if I bargained a little, I would be able to secure
a lower price, something which ended up happening. This may seem irrelevant, but I
wanted to share this anecdote as a way of showing that these two boys—whose first
intention was to build a formal partnership by making an aggressive proposal—now
had a different approach to the project. They realised what the All Pro was about, and
they decided to keep in contact with me, and still do so to this day. I speak with them
regularly, Rob in particular, and I don’t doubt that, if this does take off one day, they will
be on the plane with us.
A few years back, a new player had burst onto the Wellington polo scene. Marc
Bellissimo had jumped into the forefront of the sport after buying IPC from John
Goodman the previous year. Bellissimo had made the leap into polo from showjumping,
and he was undoubtedly one of the big shots on the block. He maintained a good
relationship with some, and a not-so-good one with others; luckily the USPA and
Bobby were in the former category, and I was told that I could count on the fields at
IPC for the tournament. On the other hand, Bellissimo was developing an arena polo
series called Gladiator Polo, which coincided with the APPL in that it didn’t invite
patrons onto the field, but that was the only similarity. Everything about the series, as
its name indicated, revolved around a Roman theme. There were chariots and imperial
guards on parade before the games; teams were named after Romans, horses wore masks,
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and matches were played at night. It was very well organised, with tents serving good
food, VIP areas, music between chukkas—and the stands were packed. But the polo
was extremely boring to watch. Players scrambled for possession in a tiny space, without
being able to gallop at speed, keeping the ball glued to their sticks so that no-one could
steal it from them, and when they did finally hit it, the big ball didn’t travel more than
20 yards.
I remember a phrase my father used to say when I was young. He threw it
around, but only half jokingly. He laughed that arena and snow polo should be banned
indefinitely, not only because it was boring to watch, but also because it gave the sport
a bad name. These activities mainly take place in holiday destinations, where people are
more relaxed and prone to watching a polo match. Having never watched polo before,
these holidaymakers are fooled into believing that polo is equivalent to six bad players
trotting around and tapping an inflatable plastic ball, and thus lose any motivation they
ever had of going anywhere near a polo field.
Another thought that came to mind when I heard of Bellissimo’s Gladiator Polo
was my brilliant, well-elaborated, totally serious, chicken theory. This was more of the
same thing, but with a fresh coat of paint to try and divert the attention of the spectators.
This man, with the best intentions in the world, had put all his effort into perfecting
everything that happens around the field, but had not spared a thought to consider that
polo cannot be played in an arena that is 60 meters long. I mean, technically it can, but it
will never make for an attractive spectacle. If polo allows us to get on a horse and run at
60 kilometres per hour, then we should take full advantage of that possibility, otherwise
it is a waste, almost like hiring the best golfer in the world to play solely on the putting
green, or asking Michael Phelps to swim in an inflatable pool. I don’t doubt that this
format can be entertaining to play, however, and I know that arena polo in the States
serves as an entry into the sport for both players and patrons, encouraging them to move
on to playing on grass. But I don’t believe that this form of arena polo will ever be an
attractive to watch.
The day after I witnessed the curious phenomenon known as Gladiator Polo, I
got a call from Bobby telling me that he had set up a meeting with Bellissimo in his
office at The Wanderers Club. Once there, I met with Marc himself, and four or five
members of his team, who were all very formal and attentive. I immediately took a liking
to Bellissimo; I found him to be very well educated and intelligent, and judging by his
accomplishments, he was a very good businessman. I shared as much as I could about
the All Pro Polo League, and tried to be as diplomatic as possible when I told them
that a sport that limited the skills of both horses and players could not expect to have a
future. He told me that the idea was to build a bigger stadium, and play on grass instead
of sand, but they did want to maintain the three vs three format and continue using a
bigger ball.
It was funny, many people had come to me with ideas about how to attract more
spectators. In other words, instead of explaining the sport to a novice so that they
can appreciate polo for the same reasons those who know about it do, we attempt to
transform polo to fit the tastes of those who know nothing about it. I can’t help but
think of the anecdote shared by Ernesto Sabato in his magnificent essay, One and the
Universe, which goes like this:
Somebody asks me for an explanation of Einstein’s theory. With great enthusiasm,
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I tell him about tensors and four-dimensional geodesics.
‘I haven’t understood a single word,’ he says, flabbergasted.
I think about it for a moment and then, less enthusiastically, I give him a less
technical explanation, keeping some geodesics, but introducing aviators and
revolver shots.
‘I understand almost all of it,’ my friend says, quite happy, ’But there’s something
I still don’t understand: those geodesics, those coordinates…’
Depressed, I dive into a long mental concentration and end up abandoning forever
the geodesics and coordinates; with true fierceness, I dedicate myself exclusively to
aviators that smoke while travelling at light-speed, train station chiefs who fire a
revolver with the right hand and check times with a chronometer held on their
left, trains and bells.
‘Now I do, now I understand Relativity!’ exults my friend, happily.
‘Yes,’ I answer, bitterly, ’but that’s not Relativity anymore.’
This story is the first thing that comes to mind when I hear ideas about making
the field smaller, getting a bigger ball—or when ESPN, justifying why they film polo so
badly, tell me that they show close-ups because viewers who don’t know anything about
polo like to see the player and the horse clearly. They don’t understand that a new viewer
is going to watch three matches at most before they get bored of close-ups; they are
going to change the channel and watch something else, because they don’t understand
what is happening in the match. To understand the game, they need to see a wide shot
which shows, not only the player with the ball, but also the position of the teammates
and opponents. Only then can the viewer understand how players anticipate a move,
who takes a risk and tries to cut the play, who turns too slowly, who is well mounted and
who isn’t. That is what people who know about polo see when they watch a match. This
isn’t a revolutionary concept; you just need to turn the television on to realise that this is
how all team sports are played—football, basketball, American football, hockey. These
sports have a similar playing field to the one we use in polo, as well as a ball, a location
(goals, basket) where you have to place (dunk, touch down, strike) the ball, and where
those filming try to capture the sensation you would have in the stadium and portray
it on television. So during the game there is a long shot where one can see the ball in
relation to everyone else on the field, court, or rink. When play stops, then we are shown
a repetition of the play from every possible angle, in slow motion, and even from above.
When matches from the Open are streamed, for example, they change the camera
angle an average of six times in a 30 second play (this is not a random number, I took
the time to count). This means that viewers inevitably miss part of the action, or get
confused, not knowing exactly where the ball is, who’s up front, who won the position
between the two who were riding off behind the play, who’s free and looking for a
pass—in short, the details that make the sport so thrilling. I have mentioned this not
once, but several times, to Gerardo Ferrarini, the man in charge of ESPN Polo. I even
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said that I would be willing to go to their main lorry, where they can see all the action
from every camera, and share my thoughts on the matter, so that maybe they could try,
just once, filming the game in a style similar to the one used in every other team sport. I
never heard back from them. That is why I am sharing this. Gerardo is a good guy, and
he means well, but he works for a company that is, in my opinion, filming our sport in
an absolutely disastrous way, and I think that all of us—particularly the AAP—should
demand that they do a better job.
*
Bellisimo saw me out of the meeting with a warm handshake, and the promise that
he would lend us the fields for the tournament (which he kept) and the wish (mutual)
to do something together in the future, which I don’t rule out in the slightest. We
managed to round up three teams (Matt Coppola, Felipe Viana, Nico Escobar, Rob
Jornayvaz, Santi Torres, Joaquín Panelo, Jason Wates, Juan Monteverde, Steve Krueger,
Brad Mallet, Wes Finlayson, Tommy Collingwood) to play the tournament over two
days.
It was the first time high goal players came to watch an All Pro match, and I was
happy to see Gonzalito Pieres, Hilario Ulloa, and Mariano Aguerre there. I was very
interested in their opinion of the game, not so much because I wanted them to play
(an impossible thought at the time), but because I wanted their feedback. I knew that
if I could get as many people as possible who knew about polo to watch these matches,
then we could polish our product and create something spectacular. The final was on
the horizon and I didn’t have any prizes—for a change. I did have the eagle that the
Horseplay boys had found, that I had gone to buy with Hernán Amorrortu (he flew
over just for the tournament), but that was it. The morning of the final, Hernán and
I rose early at the Hamptons Inn where we were staying, with little idea about where
to find suitable prizes. I went for a walk around the hotel, and near Forest Hill Blvd
I stumbled upon a Barnes & Noble. I went in looking for a puzzle for my girls, but
while I was searching among the toys, I suddenly realised what we needed: books. We
would give books as prizes. But, I hear you wonder, do polo players read? Not much,
almost nothing, but maybe, with the right book, they might start. From books on
science, history, self help and personal growth, to autobiographies of famous athletes—
the choices were endless. I grabbed a puzzle and headed for the biography section. I
ended up buying the biographies of Agassi and Nadal, as well as science books I was
familiar with, like A Short History of Nearly Everything by Bill Bryson, that covers topics
like biology, anthropology, astrology, dinosaurs, Darwin, and more. It is probably my
favourite book of all time, so much so that I have read it at least four or five times.
I am a voracious reader, and I thought that this book perfectly symbolised what we
were moving towards. It was a useful prize, I thought, one that could open the minds
of our young players, and it was, let’s be honest, cheap (around 12 dollars each), which
confirmed my theory that a small budget can serve to inspire greater creativity. If I had
had ten thousand dollars to spend, I most likely would have bought something ghastly.
In order to achieve what I had in mind, not only did we have the task of teaching
our athletes to be good players, but we also had the responsibility of helping them
develop their intelectual and metal capabilities. Polo can be quite cruel in that sense.
It forces young players to focus solely on the sport. They gather in the stables to drink
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mate for 14 hours straight, talking about horses and players, while in other sporting
professions, the best athletes, and those with the most potential, attend university.
*
While all this was taking place, we realised that we were never going to get
economic support from brands or sponsors if we didn’t get our matches on television,
or a type of digital livestream platform, like the one that had started booming in the last
few years. Amazon, Twitter, Netflix, and Facebook were only some of the platforms that
had ventured into the world of live streaming, offering the same content that could be
seen on cable but with countless other benefits, like flexibility when it came to timing
(viewers choose when they want to watch a program, not the station), interaction,
and an open channel of communication between viewers and all the ‘actors’ involved
(players, coaches, clubs, directors). Today’s sports fans don’t just want to be spectators,
they want to feel part of the action.
Hernán had met with Guillermo Tabanera, President of ESPN Argentina, a few
months back, but it hadn’t come to much. They told him that they liked our idea, and
that if we managed to put together a circuit, and film it, then they would be interested
in airing it, but they didn’t intend on putting money into this.
By that time I had recently finished reading Bernie Ecclestone’s biography, written
by Tom Bower, and I had become fascinated by everything he had achieved. He started
out as a used car salesman in East London; crazy about racing, he began attending Gran
Prix events, only to realise two things: that it had huge potential, and that it was badly
managed. He persuaded every team to sign a representation contract so that he could
negotiate the terms of the circuits on their behalf. He also managed to get the racing
circuits to sign a representation contract so that he could negotiate their terms with
sponsors. With these two deals, he transformed motor racing; it went from being a rich
man’s hobby to a popular sport. The biography portrays him as a ‘fearless man’ and a
skilled negotiator, but rather cold and heartless at the same time, a trait that earned him
many enemies. Bower writes that the first time he contacted Bernie, the man himself
warned him that he was “no angel.” That doesn’t surprise me much, because at the time
I thought that ruthlessness was a necessary character trait if one intended on doing
something on the scale Ecclestone had, and this is why I always found myself thinking
that I was in the wrong position. To be successful in the Western world, founded as it is
on capitalism, you have to be a son of a bitch. Lennon put it nicely in his Working Class
Hero:
There’s room at the top they’re telling you still
But first you must learn how to smile as you kill
If you want to be like the folks on the hill
Almost every successful person I knew reminded me of Mr Burns form The
Simpsons. That was why I thought, at the time, that my role was to get this off the ground
so that a sort of Mr Burns could come and turn it into a success. But this person never
appeared, mainly because I was seeing things from the wrong angle. In fact, I was scaring
these powerful types away. If everyone who joined our project had a good heart and
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good intentions, then why did we need a soulless creature to come in and destroy our
most prized possession: our soul. Finding the answers to these questions was one of the
best things that has ever happened to me. Ecclestone’s biography shed a light on many
aspects of life and business, and beyond his morals and lawsuits, I found him to be an
inspirational figure. I promised myself that I would do everything possible to present
our All Pro Polo League project to him, and hear his thoughts on the matter.
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The previous November, in 2016, Philippe Perrier had come over to watch a few
APPL matches at Pilarchico. Philippe, along with his son, Benoît, has managed polo
at Chantilly for many years. I think he came to watch our matches because Brieuc
Rigaux, one of the best French professionals in the world, was playing. They were very
enthusiastic about everything—Brieuc about his experience on the field, and Philippe
about his experience off it—and they told me that they would be delighted to host an
APPL match in Chantilly, should my project ever take me to France. I accepted their
invitation, saying that if I were to put something together, we would have to gather the
Argentines that were already in France, mainly because of logistics, costs, and horses.
Chantilly Polo Club, situated in the village of Apremont, only 50 minutes north
of Paris, was founded by Patrick Guerrand Hermès in 1995. I had fond memories of the
club, having played there many times, with friends like Mono and Segundo Gassiebayle,
Pancho, Topo Braun, Faty Reynot, Justo Saavedra, Julio Zavaleta, Flaco Bernal, and
Ezequiel Kraft, in what seemed to be the golden era of French polo. I was also lucky
enough to have played with an absolute hero, one of the best friends polo has given me:
Mathias Guerrand Hermès, alias el Lacra, Patrick’s son and one of the funniest, craziest
guys I have ever met. He died, age 34, leaving a marked void in all our lives. I hadn’t
been back to Chantilly since he had died, and I thought that the best way of returning
was with something fresh and new, a project that I know he would have loved as well.
Philippe and I agreed to put together an exhibition towards the end of July. I changed
our flight to Spain, a trip we now took every year, so to arrive a week earlier in France,
and my wife and I travelled to Chantilly as guests of Patrick’s, with our three young
daughters in tow.
Towards the end of February, when I knew that the exhibition was going to happen,
even if we hadn’t set a date yet, I called Topo to figure out which young Argentines would
be playing in France that summer. He sent me a list, and I started contacting them—
Martincito Aguerre, Darío Musso, Facu Fernández Llorente, Tito Ruiz, the Zavaletas—
but I also called Brieuc Rigaux and told him to invite French players, since the idea, as
always, was to mix Argentines with the locals. I called at least 20 players; they all said
yes, that they would be happy to play, as long as it didn’t clash with their polo—in other
words, with their jobs, their patrons, and their fixtures. I wasn’t too worried; it was an
exhibition, so I only needed eight players.
Topo was a huge help, organising as much as he could before my arrival, and
Hernán Amorrortu, who was also a great friend of Topo’s, was able to escape the bitter
winter in Buenos Aires and join us in France. This was the third or fourth time he had
accompanied me, and by now he had learnt the basics of polo (he no longer referred to
the stick as a pole), and he was always full of great ideas. Apart from being productive,
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we had a lot of fun together.
We landed in Paris and headed for Patrick’s home in Chantilly. As soon as we
arrived, bad news struck. Due to heavy rainfall the previous week, many 12-goal matches
had been postponed and had to be played that week. Also, as requested by the patrons
at the last minute, a subsidiary cup had been organised for the weekend. The APPL had
been scheduled for Sunday, but as a result, everybody now had polo that weekend. All I
can say is, thank God for Pancho Bensadon. Pancho has played in France for years and
knows everybody, and together with Topo, told me not to worry, that they would find a
way of pulling the exhibition off.
The night before the APPL match, I only had three players confirmed: Martincito
Aguerre, Pancho, and Facu Fernández Llorente. I changed the match to make it only
four chukkas long, got up early that Sunday, picked Pancho up, and together we drove
around the stables looking for polo players. By noon, we had three more: Darío Musso,
Joaquín Maiquez and Rami Zavaleta. Pascal Renauldón, in change of the club’s press
and marketing, had done a good job promoting the exhibition, and as there was also a
12-goal final scheduled, we were expecting a lot of people to attend. Philippe called and
asked whether I wanted the exhibition to be played before or after the 4pm final.
“After, definitely, after!” I replied. I still didn’t have eight players, so I wanted the
match to be played as late as possible. We agreed to host it after the final, around 6:30pm.
The truth is that there were tonnes of players—horses, however, were harder to come
by. I remember how we drove around the stables, with Pancho shouting,
“Hey mate, can you spare a horse?”
“Sorry Barullo, I’ve got nothing!” the grooms would answer.
I thought that in the worst case scenario we could do three against three, and I could
include the following statement in the APPL rulebook:
If eight players cannot be found before a match, then two teams of three must play.
We had come to innovate, and that was exactly what we were doing. They would have
to play with their heads, hitting and passing the ball, and not run too much for no
reason. Ninety minutes before the match, Pancho gets a phone call. A French friend of
his, lovingly nicknamed Salchichón (Big Sausage), had managed to scrape together three
horses from only God knows where, and if we found him one more he would be able
to play. I don’t know where that last horse came from (I think Ngomou generously lent
it to us), but we now had seven players. We decided to go to the far fields, where a low
goal match was about to start. Nito Uranga was playing with a French kid called Florent
Garraud, and Pancho thought to invite him to play.
“But I only have these horses,” said Florent. “And I have to play a match now.”
Silence. Nito looked at me. I looked at Pancho. Pancho looked at Nito. Telepathy, if I
have ever experienced it.
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“Don’t worry about it, Florent,” said Nito. “Just play them a chukka here and there.
They are in good shape and nothing will happen to them.”
The boy agreed, happily. Nito is a boss, and with that comment he confirmed what
I had always known to be true: that he is a wonderful and kind-hearted man, and
consequently, one of the most well-liked people in polo.
Finally, just an hour before the exhibition that I had started planning four months
before, we had our eight players. The All Pro Polo League in a nutshell. Now I just
needed a horse for the umpire (which I got off Flaco Bernal five minutes before the
match), and we were set.
And what of the match? One of the best APPL games played in its four year
history, comparable to the 40-goal exhibition at Cowdray that was played the following
year. They played flat out, without stopping, no tapping, hitting 80 yard back handers,
and striking for goal from as far out as mid-field. Furthermore, on that field were some
of the best professionals who play the season in France, and naturally, since they are
used to competing for jobs in patron based polo, not all of them were the best of friends.
Nothing that doesn’t happen in any other polo club in the world. But I can assure
you, all that was forgotten during those four chukkas, and I could see that they were
having the times of their lives. This is something else I learnt when reading about the
latest discoveries and advancements in quantum physics, especially zero point energy.4
Everything is connected. If those on the field are having fun, then the people watching
off the field will enjoy the match, too.				
Twenty of us ended up eating at L’Open restaurant in Apremont, toasting to the
success of the exhibition and for that incredibly long, but magical, afternoon of polo.
We toasted to Patrick’s honour, to the memory of el Lacra, to our friendship, and to
everything that was to come. Paris truly is, as Hemingway promised, a moveable feast.

______________________
4 Zero Point Energy is a theory elaborated by Albert Einstein and his assistant Otto Stern in 1913. It
relates to the energy of something that remains once all other external energy is removed. This theory
has been used to scientifically explain the use of prayer, and why the intention and energy of a person
can reach another, irrespective of distance. For those interested in the subject, I recommend reading
The Field, by Lynn McTaggart.
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The following day, Loly, the girls, and I boarded a plane to Spain, but we would only
stay in Sotogrande for a few days, because Carolina Beresford was looking into hosting
an APPL tournament in England, more specifically, at Cowdray. She had been talking
to the directors and managers of the club for a while now, trying to lock down a date.
Located in West Sussex, just an hour from London, Cowdray Park Polo Club has always
been my favourite club in England, mainly because it was my father’s preferred club.
He was great friends with Lord Cowdray, Sam Vestey, and the Marques of Waterford
(Carolina’s grandfather), with whom he won the 1966 Gold Cup, alongside Prince
Philip and Lord Patrick Beresford (Carolina’s great-uncle). My family had also spent
many unforgettable years at Cowdray when my father was playing with Kerry Packer,
an Australian patron, who was so much more than a patron to us. KP had a place near
Cowdray called Stedham, with three amazing fields, stables, houses—the lot. It was
the closest thing to polo paradise that I had ever known. Ellerston was by far the best
mounted team in the world, and KP set the bar incredibly high in terms of building an
organisation, and as a result the polo industry flourished.
Every year, during the first weeks of July, Cowdray hosts the Argentine Ambassador’s
Cup; the club invites the Argentine ambassador to London to present a prize to the
winner of the first quarterfinal of the Gold Cup. Members of the Argentine community
are invited to enjoy a delicious lunch, as are clients, artists, and celebrities. Carolina had
suggested hosting an All Pro Polo League exhibition after that match, and the club’s
committee had finally consented: we could use Lawns 2. Alan Kent, owner of Madam’s
Farms and an old family friend of mine, kindly agreed to cover the costs of the field.
With a field and a date confirmed, we set out to find players. That was when Gato Lahulé
appeared like a knight in shining armour to help us coordinate everything. Right from
the start, he helped in every way he could: contacting players, playing himself, lending
umpire horses—everything.
It’s funny, because we have known each other for almost 30 years, but we were
never friends, exactly. He is from the Heguy Molinari side of the family, with whom
I never had much of a relationship (and with whom my father had to deal with all his
life, on and off the field). I remembered that Gato and I had once exchanged a few nasty
words on the field while playing the Cámara, but from the moment the APPL got off
the ground, Gato was more than friendly and very helpful, and I am extremely grateful
to him. I consider him to be a part of this project, because he understood what we were
trying to achieve from the start.
Finding eight players was not as difficult as it was in Chantilly, but it wasn’t far off,
either. We finalised the teams at 11pm the evening before. Gato Lahulé, Jejo Tarranco,
Jero Del Carril, Richard Tyrone, Pablito Villela, Juan Cruz Merlos, Dirk Van Reenen
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and Ed Hitchman played—a nice mix of nationalities. I liked the combination of
experienced players and boys who were starting to climb the ranks. I was happy that Juan
Cruz Merlos could play, since he had been at that first meeting in Pilarchico, but had
left before it finished, never to be seen again until that exhibition at Cowdray. Happily,
more people tend to join us than leave us.
Putting aside military and sporting rivalries, I am very fond of the English. But
they have a marked tendency to cling onto their outdated customs and turn a blind eye
towards the concept of change. For that reason, I always thought that promoting new
rules for a sport they had pioneered—they created the first rules and the first clubs—
was going to be complicated. But even they weren’t able to escape the crisis that in 2017
had already hit the polo world. I realised that was a major reason why many people had
begun to show interest in our project, because while the APPL might not have been
the solution to all the problems facing our sport, it was the only new proposal on the
horizon. I had always associated that old Chinese proverb—“A crisis is an opportunity
riding the dangerous wind”—with the pseudo-capitalist mentality that implied that we
had to make the most of a crisis to buy assets and cheap real estate off those who were
drowning in order to make financial gains. But now I realised that it was so much more
than that. A crisis is an opportunity because people are a lot more receptive and willing
to try new things, to change, to invent, and to take risks, because at the end of the day,
they don’t have much more to lose. My 2009 essay, published in the midst of a polo
boom, hadn’t generated much of a reaction. Now, we were doing a lot with very little,
to use my grandfather’s words, and that was mainly due to the crisis the polo world was
suffering.
That first exhibition was very good, a lot of people showed up and were happy with
what they saw. Eduardo Novillo Astrada, the newly elected AAP President, presented
the prizes, a clear sign of the Association’s support. We spoke for a while and agreed
to meet in September when we were both back in Argentina. Later that afternoon, I
bumped into Facu Pieres. I don’t recall what we spoke about exactly, but I remember
getting a positive impression from him, almost as if he was up for joining our project.
I told him that we should speak further in Sotogrande, since we were both travelling
there in a couple of weeks.
*
My relationship with the 10-goal players had almost always revolved around
horses. My family had always been close to the Pieres’, and I had gotten to know Pelón,
Juan Martin, and Sapo though our auctions. My brothers and I had sold them fillies, lent
them mares, rented horses—and all those arrangements and transactions had served as
a sort of introduction. Hilario Ulloa’s father, Polito, was a great friend of my father’s,
a man he respected and admired very much, and that told me enough about his son.
Pablo Mac Donough is my neighbour here in the West; he doesn’t come often, but
when he does, we polish off a few bottles of red a night. I knew that they were all good
people—honest, professional and hard working—and that, most likely, they would say
yes to my project because they were polite, but I wanted to be sure that they saw this as
an opportunity. A 10-goal player is not the type to sit around losing time. I landed in
Sotogrande and decided to call them to see if they would be willing to play the APPL in
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August.
I met Pablo, Pelón and Juanma for a coffee at Club Marítimo in Sotogrande
towards the end of July. I told them as much as I could about what we were doing, and I
invited them to form part of our project. I got a definite “yes” from all three. They were
willing to play an exhibition in August, we just had to find a suitable date and not force
things too much with the patrons. A couple of days later, I spoke to Facu and he said the
same thing. They had all watched a few All Pro matches and were quick to point out the
rules they weren’t convinced about, namely the way we handled fouls with a free run at
goal. I told them that everything was negotiable; as Borges said, “Nothing is built on
stone; All is built on sand... .”
What we did have to agree on, however, was that we were all looking to achieve
the same thing: polo with greater dynamism, a faster game, less ‘dead’ times, and an
emphasis on the team as superior to the individual. If there was a better way of taking
the fouls, we were happy to try it. But if they told me they wanted to go back to hitting
penalties as usual, where an umpire blows the whistle, players complain, the umpires
discuss the play, they decide what penalty to take, the player tees the ball up, and does
a huge lap before hitting the ball—in other words, where two minutes of ‘dead time’
go by between the first whistle and the actual penalty—then no. I didn’t intend on
moving backwards. I clarified this point and they confirmed their participation. The
same players who, a year and a half ago at Valiente, had turned their backs on me, saying
that there was no need for change, now supported my project. It wasn’t that they had
changed, or that they had been wrong before; the problem was that I had wanted to
generate change whilst standing in the wrong position. And that is impossible.
I already had the support of the four 10-goalers who were going to be playing
the season in Sotogrande. I hoped to then complete the teams with other high goalers
playing out there, such as Facu Sola, Juan Gris Zavaleta, and Tincho Merlos. It was the
end of July, the Bronze Cup was set to kick off in a few days time, and I still had to host
the 2019 All Pro Polo League Black Eagle Trophy. Santi Torreguitar, polo manager at
Santa María Polo Club, had been telling me that the fields at the club had seen too much
polo that month, and that it would be best if I could find other fields. So I decided to
ask my uncle Alvaro Vicuña whether there would be a chance of playing at Dos Lunas,
their magnificent club (one of the best in Europe) located in San Martín del Tesorillo,
15 minutes from the port of Sotogrande. I put the tournament together in three days,
basing the structure on multiples of four. I rallied eight players, then a ninth appeared,
a tenth, and then it was up to me to find two more to try and make three teams. We
played a round robin, and in the end Facu Sola, Pascual Vicuña, Min Podestá and Rocho
Torreguitar took the title on a beautifully sunny afternoon. Thanks to the help of Jimena
Arocena and Laura Vera, the final included everything that defined us: the eagle, science
books, beers. Rafa Urite managed the asado and everything was just right. The APPL at
its best.
Around the time we held the Chantilly exhibition, I had already begun to notice
something very curious: the power of social media to magnify everything that happens.
The event itself could be insignificant in terms of duration or content, but if one knew
how and when to post, it could go viral and gain a totally unexpected dimension. It
seemed that this new phenomenon, where millions of humans spend the majority of
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their days staring at a screen, had changed the way in which content was generated. A six
chukka match was an insufferable eternity, but three 15 second videos on insta stories
and four photos was golden. Of course, one needed good videos and fantastic images,
creative captions, and all at the right time, with a promotion previously discussed with
the community managers. This also related to the reduced attention span of humans.
The average time a person spends on any given website is 15 seconds; a year ago it was a
minute and a half. We are in the midst of a technological revolution that is determining
how content is produced and developed. And sport is veering towards shorter, more
compact spectacles, there is no doubt about it.
Finally, after many discussions, I was able to set a date for the first All Pro exhibition
with 10-goal players. Sotogrande’s calendar is tight, and I wanted to secure a day where
all four 10-goalers could play, but that was impossible. We decided to do it on August
14, the day of the Silver Cup final. That meant that the players who made the final
would not be able to play, but because the tournament was laid out in zones, I knew that
I would be able to count on at least two 10-goalers, and that was enough. A few days
before the match, I get a call from Hernán Amorrortu.
“It’s amazing that the 10-goalers are going to play!” he says, excitedly. “I’m going to
Spain! This is incredible and I don’t want to miss it.”
“You’re really going to come over for three days, Herni?” I respond.
“Yes! I also have to see a few things with my Spanish lawyer, who by chance is going
to be in Sotogrande that week, so it works out perfectly.”
Lechuza and Dos Lunas qualified for the Silver Cup final, which meant that
Pelon and Juanma (Lechuza) wouldn’t be able to play, and neither would Facu Sola
(Dos Lunas). But the good news was that I could count on Facu Pieres and Pablo Mac
Donough. I met with them to figure out who else could play, and in a matter of minutes
we had six names: Juan Gris and Corchito Zavaleta, Santi Laborde, Lucas James, Facha
Valent and Martín Iturraspe. They all said yes straight away, without asking for anything
in exchange, without demanding future percentages, and without questioning contracts.
The truth is that I didn’t really realise how valuable that yes from the players was at the
time. It was one thing to gather 18 year old boys in Argentina, who didn’t have much
going on, didn’t have a job or horses at risk. This was different; these were professional
polo players who were in the middle of the season in Sotogrande, a place where you
can see some of the most competitive polo in the world, and the exhibition was going
to be played two days before the start of the Gold Cup. A hit on the hand, a pulled
hamstring, a fall, a fracture, no matter how small, could jeopardise the rest of their
season, and consequently their relationship with their patrons and their team. It was
high risk whichever way you looked at it, but one thing that defines a high-goal player
is an innate lack of fear. And if this worked, they knew that they would be the first to be
recognised for supporting the league from the start.
Two days before the match, I was with Loly in the Corte Ingles in Puerto Banús,
choosing books to give as prizes, when I get a message from Hernán. “I have news! Where
are you? I need to see you now!” Hernán had arrived two days ago and we had gone to
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the polo together the previous afternoon. He had spoken to Pablo Mac Donough, we
had gone to eat at La Bodeguita, and that was about it. I had no idea what he wanted
to tell me, but I said that I would be back in Sotogrande in an hour, and that he should
meet me at home that afternoon. Two hours later, my doorbell rings, and I open the
door to find him buzzing.
“You won’t guess what just happened!” he cries. “Remember that I had to meet
with my Spanish lawyer? Well, I just had lunch with him and his wife. Over lunch,
she asked me why I am here, and I tell her about the APPL and your goal to build an
international polo circuit in the future, similar to Formula 1. That’s when my lawyer
Frank says, ‘Oh, kind of like what Bernie Ecclestone did with motor racing.’ Exactly, I
reply, and I told him that you know Bernie’s story very well and would love to tell him
about your polo project. He then says: ‘What a coincidence! I am Formula 1’s lawyer in
Spain, and I have been Bernie Ecclestone’s lawyer for over 35 years. He is also a friend of
mine, so let me know when you want to meet him and I’ll arrange it.’ Can you believe
it?” Hernán concluded, slightly breathless.
I was speechless. And no, I could not believe what I was hearing. I had imagined
meeting Ecclestone a thousand times, but never in my wildest dreams did I imagine
that it would come about so spontaneously. The next day, Hernán organised lunch with
Frank and myself, and that was when I heard the whole story. In 1983, during the Grand
Prix in Jerez, there was a legal issue where Bernie needed to consult with a Spanish
lawyer. No one quite knows how he got the number of Frank’s small studio in Gibraltar.
Eccleston went to see him, the matter was resolved, and from that moment on Frank
not only became Bernie’s lawyer in Spain, but was hired to deal with everything relating
to Formula 1. Frank seemed to be a good guy, simple, not at all flashy or arrogant. He
told us that Bernie was going to be in Ibiza until the end of August, but as soon as he was
back he would contact him and arrange a meeting in London. Bingo.
*
The exhibition, played on ground 2 at Los Pinos, turned out great. Quite a few
people turned up, and the boys played well. They were having fun but they played to win,
and the match was fast and evenly balanced. What I liked most was seeing them have
fun on the field; they ran at full speed, passed the ball, hit to goal from far away—much
more enjoyable than galloping around, with their sticks in the air, crashing into people,
blocking and hitting 30 yard penalties. After a couple of chukkas, Facu and Pablo had
come up to me and asked about the rule which applied after a goal was scored. It stated
that the team that conceded the goal should resume play by hitting in from the 60 yard
line.
“We applied that rule because in polo, particularly in Palermo, there are many
uneven matches, and if you make the better team hit out from the back line (changing
goals after each goal), the weaker team will never win possession,” I replied. “And if you
make the weaker team hit out from the back line, you are going to have the better team
in your area the whole match.”
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I don’t remember which one of them told me that the easiest time to win possession
from a smaller team is when they hit in, be it from the back line or from a spot hit.
Therefore, the smaller team would always be attacked and would struggle to cross the
half way line. At the same time, they told me that when they (the big teams) hit in, it is
when they are most vulnerable and with greater chances of loosing the ball. We quickly
realised that we could come up with a better rule, which at that time was to make the
team who scored the goal hit-in from the back line. In other words, what we have been
doing in every practice since the beginning of time. There is magic in simplicity, after all.
A rule that has always been there, informally applied, but useful nonetheless. If it works
in practices, why wouldn’t it work in a match, I thought? This would also eliminate the
slow, 25 second gallop up to the middle of the field, the umpire’s whistle when players
aren’t lined up correctly, and the pathetic mess that is a thow-in—a spawning ground for
fouls, injuries, and bad ride-offs.
Once the match was over, I told Facu and Pablo that, apart from being the first
10-goalers to play an APPL match, they had led to the creation of a new rule. That was
how dynamic it was, and had to be. Facu also didn’t like the foul rule, and I asked him
to help me come up with another option.
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Two days after the exhibition in Sotogrande, late in August, I was getting ready to
return to Argentina when the phone rings: Pancho, calling from Deauville.
“Javi, I loved the All Pro match we did in Chantilly,” he says. “I was speaking to Jean
Edouard Mazery, President of Deauville Polo Club, and he asked me if we were up for
doing something there.”
Once again, people were getting in touch with me. This time it was a very close friend,
who had said that I could rely on him. He had played the APPL once, and he was reaching
out to me. Just like Marcos, Justo, and Tincho. An old friend; a new partner. I quickly
analysed the logistics of my return to Argentina with my family, and I realised that we had
travelled in Air France, as we had started the European season in Chantilly. This meant
that our return was Malaga-Paris, Paris-Buenos Aires. So if we changed the date of the
second leg and rented a car at Charles de Gaulle, it would only take us two hours on the
motorway to reach Deauville.
“Fantastic!” I told Pancho. “Tell him that if he can sort out accommodation for my
family and I for two or three days, then I can take the All Pro Polo League to Deauville.”
Mazery accepted, delighted. Royal Barriere, the new name of the legendary Hotel Royal,
was sponsoring the season in Deauville, so we were all good on that front. We agreed to
host an exhibition on August 28, two days before the Coupe d’Or final.
*
I don’t remember whether I’ve said it before, but at this stage of my life, all I want to
do is watch my daughters grow up. I want to give them my time and attention. I want to
wake them up in the mornings, dress them, and spend all day playing with them. Having
them did not come easily, and I think that is why we value their existence so much. There is
no project or work or job that is worth more than time spent with them. We are obviously
very privileged in that we have the opportunity to be with them so much. Many parents
would give anything to spend more time with their children, and circumstances forbid it,
but there are also people, considered very successful by society—famous people, artists,
entrepreneurs—who for chasing personal or economic goals put their children aside,
especially during the most important years of their lives: their childhood. Luckily, I was
able to realise how important this time is, and carry out a project where family and work
can occupy the same space-time continuum.
I share this because that trip to Deauville for the All Pro exhibition was also a magical
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time for my family. Normandy was, for my girls, a fairy-tale town, a place where we stayed
in an enchanted castle, and where the sun rose early and shone bright all day (a rarity in
that part of the world). On top of that, the restaurant Chez Moique (which still exists)
in Deauville, was where my parents met, back in 1967. So, if we consider the theory that
states that a baby is born carrying the reproductive organs with which they will conceive
their children, and in those organs are those of their grandchildren, we could say that a
part of my three daughters had already been there, biologically speaking. The last time
Loly and I had visited Deauville was in 2001. Before that, I had visited the city with my
parents during Kerry Packer’s golden years. I remember the adrenaline rush we got when,
after eating at Chez Nicole or at Drakkar, Kerry would say, “Let’s head over to the casino”.
That was when the party really started. I have met a lot of wealthy people in my life, but
none as generous, in every sense of the word, as Kerry Packer.
*
Once in Deauville, and after several presentations with Mazery, Justine, and other
assistants, Pancho and I met to put this thing together. If there weren’t many horses in
Chantilly in June, imagine what the situation was like in Deauville two months later. On
the other hand, there were tonnes of players: Sapo Caset, Juan Martín Zubía, Pancho and
his son Rufino Bensadon, Tito Ruiz, Facu Fernández Llorente, Topo, Pedrito Ngomou,
the Zavaletas, and more. But almost all of them had polo on that weekend, and those who
didn’t have a game, were—you guessed it—short of horses. Time to get creative. I asked
Pancho to make a list of 16 players, and call them to see if they could play two chukkas
each, that way we could get more players involved, and give the spectators in Deauville
four chukkas of All Pro Polo, with all the professionals they had been admiring all season
long. Pancho thought it was a good idea. We got in touch with the players and they agreed.
As usual, we were still looking for horses, saddles, grooms, and umpire ponies at the last
minute, but that was part and parcel of the deal. A lot of people came out to watch. I
threw the ball in and the players went into sixth gear straight away, just as they should
do in every match. Endorphins, dopamine, and serotonin filled the brains of the players,
spectators, and of course, the umpire (yours truly). It was a magnificent afternoon—the
APPL European Tour concluded in the best way imaginable.
*
Back in Argentina, we had to seriously think about how the project would continue.
I live hours away from Buenos Aires and Pilar, so I don’t bump into too many people, but
through certain comments, stories, and the odd instagram post, I realised that we had
made a lot of noise with our European Tour. Actually, we were getting more attention than
there had been action. I say that honestly, with nothing to hide, because beyond what we
think about polo, this can help us reconsider the sport as a visual spectacle.
Let’s do some quick maths:
1. Chantilly Exhibition: Four 5 minute chukkas (20 minutes of play).
2. Cowdray Exhibition: Six 5 minute chukkas (30 minutes of play).
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3. Black Eagle Trophy in Sotogrande: Two round robins of twelve 4 minute chukkas (96
minutes of play)
4. Sotogrande Exhibition: Six 5 minute chukkas (30 minutes of play)
5. Deauville Exhibition: Four 5 minute chukkas (20 minutes of play)
Total play time: 196 minutes

This is equivalent to four and a half traditional polo matches, or in other words, the
length of any conventional tournament in the world. Obviously, the 10-goalers had helped,
but the rest of our marketing had come without us spending a penny. Clickpolo, Pololine,
PoloHub, and the others, published our news because they thought this had a future and
it was good for the sport as a whole. I gradually began to see how the relationship between
people who saw the All Pro as a threat and those who saw it as an opportunity began to
change. I was constantly watching as people jumped from one group to the other—always
in the same direction, luckily. There wasn’t the slightest feeling of resentment, in myself or
in any of my partners; we understood that not everyone could comprehend the idea or the
original motivation from the beginning, and we celebrated the fact that, as the weeks went
on, more and more people were understanding our objectives and reasoning.
In March of that same year, I had received a call from Eduardo Novillo Astrada,
telling me that a group called Unión del Polo had been formed; they were campaigning to
direct the AAP, and he was running for President. He wanted to get together to explain
exactly what their plans were. I already knew about how, at the end of the following
year, the players, behind the backs of the AAP directors, went to see the AABE with the
intention of stealing the Palermo grounds from under their noses. 5
I thought it had been a foolish move by the players, because even if the AABE
gave them the grounds, the Argentine Open would still belong to the AAP, and that
is worth more than anything else, at least in my opinion. Institutions and tournaments
transcend individual names; players pass, tournaments stay. It took only one phone call
from the AABE to Frankie Dorignac (President of the AAP at the time) for the answer
to be a resounding no. That was when the players decided to put forward an alternative
list and present candidates for the upcoming AAP elections. In other words, they were
stepping up to preside over the same association from which, a few weeks ago, they had
tried to steal the grounds at Palermo. The same grounds that, as we all know, provide the
Association’s largest source of income. It was all very strange. What did the clubs say about
the matter? Incredibly, many supported the players, stating that they felt abandoned and
underrepresented by the current administration. But regardless of whether I questioned
Eduardo’s behaviour, I thought that, in the face of this new Unión del Polo taking over
the AAP, I had to meet with him and listen to what he had to say. We met in March, and
ordered coffee on the first floor of Paseo Alcorta in Recoleta.
______________________

5 The AABE (Agency of State Property Management) oversees the licensing of public
spaces in the City of Buenos Aires, among them, the polo grounds at Palermo.
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Edu told me the exact same story I had already heard, but with his own justifications,
of course, detailing the suspension of Lucas James, the comings and goings, and the lies
and betrayals inherent in this ongoing saga between players and directors—a movie I had
seen countless times before. He ended his monologue asking for my support, and offering
me, in case they should win, a role in his Association overseeing rules and umpires.
“Edu, you know that I started this whole All Pro project because there was so much
negativity from the players and the Association, and a total unwillingness to try anything
new,” I explained.
In case he had any doubts on the matter, I reminded him of that meeting at Valiente, a
year and a half back.
“I know,” he responded. “I have spoken to Ruso and we admit that we were wrong.
We didn’t give you the time of day back then, but we are now ready to try new things.”
I told him that I was unable to give him my support, because I had friends and
relatives on both sides. Delfín Uranga, my brother in law, was candidate for Vice President
on his side, and Carlitos, Badiola and Diego Ruiz supported Franky’s successor, who at
that point was likely to be Willy Alvarez Fourcade. Anyway, I told him, I didn’t think
that my support would make that much difference. I wasn’t the director of any club that
could bring in votes, nor was I too involved with polo people. I did clarify, however, that
I wasn’t going to give my support to the other side, either. Concerning his offer, I thanked
him, but said that I didn’t think it was particularly ethical to be leading a private project
and form part of the Association at the same time. It wouldn’t be right, I thought, and it
could lead to misunderstandings and suspicions about the use and abuse of power, and
the management of influence, which, let it be said, would not be a first in the AAP. I
suggested he contact Marcos Aldao who, despite being co-founder of the APPL, didn’t
occupy any executive role (and I myself would make sure that his position was not used to
bring any sort of favour or prejudice), and having just sold his restaurant, had some time
on his hands. I thought that he was a very capable man, and prefect for the role. The proof
is in the pudding: today Marcos is the Sporting Director of the AAP, and he is doing an
excellent job.
Before we concluded our meeting, I said two more things to Edu. I told him that
while I was not going to side with anyone before the elections, if he did win, he could count
on me and the All Pro for anything, from copying rules, hosting parallel trial tournaments,
working together to promote rule changes, training umpires—whatever he needed. I also
gave him a piece of advice: I told him that his most valuable asset was the trust the players
had given him, mainly because he still was one. I told him to look after that trust, because
with that they would be able to build a solid foundation. If that trust was neglected, I
cautioned, we would have more of the same thing: directors fighting with players. He
thanked me for my advice, I wished him the best of luck in his campaign, and we agreed to
speak after the elections.
What came next was the dirtiest, most grotesque election for the management of
the Argentine Association of Polo that I have ever seen. Pressure, blackmail, betrayal, lies,
threats—you name it. From both sides, let’s be clear. I know because I spoke to everyone.
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A time to be forgotten, that’s for sure. If the Unión del Polo wanted to do what their
name implied—unite—then their first actions were doing exactly the opposite, especially
considering that the polo world only encompasses four lonely souls. The total moral
destruction that our country had been suffering for 12 years had finally seeped into
polo. In the end, Unión del Polo won by a wide margin, and Francisco Dorignac’s 30 year
(interrupted) reign in the AAP came to an end. It was time for a new chapter in Argentine
polo, and this time the players would be at the helm.
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The possibility of a meeting with Ecclestone, as well as the visibility the All Pro had
gained thanks to the participation of the 10-goalers, meant that we had to get serious
and put together presentations, documents, sizzles, videos, images and so many other bits
and pieces which I must admit aren’t my strong point. I remember a passage from Steve
Jobs’ biography that described how the genius criticised power points. Jobs hated when
people presented a project to him in that way; he thought they lacked spontaneity, and
it was almost as if people hid behind those slides and statistics, graphs and pie charts. At
the same time, I was receiving more and more e-mails and calls from people interested
in joining our project. They all wanted in because they saw it as a business opportunity.
This wasn’t a bad thing, but they never quite understood that out motivation behind
the project was philanthropic (or philo-polo-anthropic, to use our neologism), and that
we were set on recovering a sport we felt we were losing. Time would tell whether it was
economically viable or not, but in the meantime, our energy was spent on achieving that
goal. We didn’t know how long it would take, or how much money we would have to burn
along the way. I tried to explain my thought process every time I had a meeting or a Skype
session with a potential partner. When I realised that I wasn’t getting through to them,
or that the conversation was taking a bizarre turn, I would conjure up that magic word,
and tell them that I was an artist. That was enough for them to cut the meeting short and
disappear into the ether. It wasn’t that I didn’t want investors; quite the opposite in fact,
but I needed time to see whether this could improve what was already out there. Until I
could get a clearer view of the road ahead, I didn’t want to involve anyone economically
and then be held accountable. We were doing just fine with our romantic altruism; why
change it?
*
September is a very important month for me, especially since I started focusing my
attention on horticulture. Ten years ago, when we were already settled in the farm, my
wife and I started understanding the physical, metal, and spiritual benefits of growing our
own food. We began with a kitchen garden, then built a green house to start production
earlier and to grow out-of-season vegetables. Today, we have an organic vegetable garden;
we also try to make it as biodynamic as possible, following Rudolph Steiner’s instructions
as closely as we can. For that reason, returning to Argentina at the end of August is always
a magical moment for us. We prepare the earth with our vermicompost, made from
kitchen scraps and horse manure. We make plugs of tomato, broccoli, lettuce, radish,
carrot, and beetroot seedlings. The threat of frost still hangs in the morning air, so we do
everything inside the greenhouse.
Also, due to a particular situation we experienced with a young girl close to us who
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suffered from refractory epilepsy, we became acquainted with phytotherapy, a sciencebased medical practice that uses plant derived medications, such as aloe, salvia, oils infused
with lavender, and of course, medicinal cannabis—the latter of which is revolutionising
medicine and being legalised everywhere in the world, except in Argentina, due to the
ignorance and myopia of our legislators.
September is also a wonderful month for polo: the horses lose their winter coats,
the first practices of the season are played, the ash trees that shade the stables start to
bloom, and much expectation lies ahead. Will we win the tournament? Will we sell a horse
and see the season through? Will we find the mare we’re looking for? It is also an important
time for reproduction, because the receptor mares start their first cycles, the stallions lose
their winter lethargy, and foals start appearing.
That September in 2017, while I prepared the earth for my seedlings, I thought
back on everything that had happened over those two years. I knew that I was in a unique
position to create something important, but I didn’t want to put pressure on myself and
force anything when the rules or the project might not be ready. Everything had come
about naturally, without a fixed objective, led only by our intuition and a light steering of
the helm. But what we thought would be a calm month without much activity quickly
brought many good tidings.
1. Eight times ten always equals 80.
One day, when I was figuring out the best way to continue, I sat down and made
a list of all the players who had 10 goals at that time. The three Pieres brothers (Polito
had been put down the previous year, as had Sapo), four La Dolfina players, and Hilario,
who had reached 10-goals two years before. That meant there were exactly eight 10-goal
players in Argentina. Not seven, not nine, but eight; ten times eight equals 80, split into
two teams: 40 goals. I immediately messaged Facu and Pablo; they both replied straight
away. Yes, it was a great idea, we would have to figure out when to fit it in. Perhaps between
Hurlingham and Palermo, or something like that. Beyond any media repercussion that
a 40-goal All Pro Polo match might have, what I liked most about the idea was being
able to see the best eight players in the world try our rules. It was the ultimate test, like
painting on the best canvas, with the best materials, or having Robert De Niro, Al Pacino,
Meryl Streep or Daniel Day Lewis act out your script. Who better to tell us whether what
now existed partly in our imagination could actually be transferred onto the field.
But one figure stood between our dreams and reality: Cambiaso. A fierce opponent
of change from the start, it was going to be very difficult to get him to play. However,
both Pelon and Pablo, with whom I have good relationships, told me that they would do
their best to convince him. I hoped they would be able to talk him into it, even though I
was conscious that there was a high chance that he could finish the match and tell every
media outlet that he didn’t like the APPL and that it was useless, which of course he
was in all his right to say. I was willing to run the risk. After a few weeks, countless voice
messages, and several attempts to get an answer from Adolfo, I felt that maybe he wanted
to clarify a few things with me first. I sent him a message saying that I needed to confirm
the 40-goal match.
“Javier, I told the guys that I was up for playing, but there are two things that I don’t
like about the All Pro,” Cambiaso replied. “I don’t like that we can’t change horse mid-
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chukka, and I don’t like how the fouls are taken. I am not keen on supporting things that
I don’t really agree with, so think about it. But if you really need me then I’ll do you a
favour and play.”
“Adolfito, I appreciate your offer, but that is not what I am looking for,” I said. “I
only want you to play if you think that this model may have a future. The rules were all
made for a reason, and I think that by now you must know what our goal is. If you can
suggest a new rule that would improve the ones we have, then please do so. They can all
be changed, as long as the new rules are in line with what we are wanting to achieve.”
“OK, I’m in,” he replied immediately.
We had our 40-goal match lined up for the spring season. It was time to get to work.

2. Showing the world what we got.
September was also a month where the APPL spread its wings and reached new
horizons. Within the space of a week, we received invitations to take our project to
Hawaii and Brazil. Our only condition was that the clubs pay the expenses for one of
us to travel there and explain the rules. So Justo set off for São Paulo, and Marcos for
Honolulu. In Brazil, two 24-goal exhibitions were played at Helvetia Polo Club, with
teams formed of local players, and in Hawaii, we put together a 25-goal exhibition match
as part of an ambitious project organised by Chris Dawson called Hawaii Polo Life. Jeff
Hall, Santi Torres, Luis Escobar, Mono Gassiebayle, Mariano Gracida, Iñaki Laprida,
John Paul Clarkin and Simon Kyte played. I was very happy because my two partners,
who hadn’t been able to travel up to that point, mainly due to a lack of funds, were able
to get out and spread the word. It was also healthy that the APPL work without me. It
was high time it stopped being Javier’s project and became a collective movement.
3. At last, an official tournament.
I had told Delfín and Edu that we had struggled hosting competitive matches
because our games were always exhibitions or private tournaments outside of Argentina,
where the players didn’t really push themselves. We wanted players to fight to win,
because that was when we would see whether the rules stood the test. We thought it
would be a good idea, then, since we all wanted to do something together, to organise an
AAP tournament with APPL rules. Teams of 16-20 goals would have the opportunity
to register and play the tournament on the AAP grounds in Pilar at the start of October.
It was also a good excuse to call our rowers again, who, even though they didn’t say it out
loud, I think felt a bit jealous that the APPL had opened its gates to international polo
stars. I told them that this was the best thing that could happen to us, and that it had all
been thanks to them. One thing that will never fail me is my memory—I can assure you.
4. New rules for everyone.
Finally, and after many comings and goings with the players, the AAP announced
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a set of new rules that would be trialed in the Triple Crown. The three most notable
ones, modesty aside, were taken from the All Pro Polo League. They stated that it was
now forbidden to mark the opponent who was marking the player with the ball (antiblocking rule), that slow play would be punished (what was previously called walking),
and that when the ball went over the boards, play would restart with a spot hit taken by
the team that had not thrown the ball out. Out of the three, the one that gained the most
attention was the elimination of the throw-in after the ball went over the boards, but
mainly because it was the easiest to call. The other two were still slightly influenced by the
subjectivity and capabilities of the umpires, and they didn’t do a great job at dealing with
them, either. But the throw-in rule, which is pretty straightforward, worked well, and the
first consequence of this was both simple and beautiful: players no longer hit the ball out,
because if they did, they would lose possession.
I found it funny when I heard people speak about this and credit the APPL, as
if we had discovered gunpowder. I thanked them for their compliments, of course, but
then went on to list the team sports that do exactly the same thing. When the ball goes
over the sidelines, the team who did not send the ball out resumes play with a spot hit.
This happens in football, rugby, hockey, basketball, handball, waterpolo, and in so many
others. If we count the total number of spectators of all these sports put together, I think
we would have half of the world’s population.
In my 2009 essay, I referenced this rule, detailing the story of the throw-in from the
sidelines. In the early years, polo was played without boards, meaning that the ball went
out often, without specific intention from the players. It was logical, therefore, that play
should resume in a way that didn’t favour any team in particular. Behold: the throw-in.
But the sport evolved, boards were invented, and players grew in skill—and yet, no-one
dared change the rule. Everything comes in due time, luckily. We were very happy that
the new AAP committee was keeping the promises made during the electoral campaign.
This also showed that I was mistaken about the impact and reach a private project
could have versus an official one. The APPL had been playing with these rules for two
years now, and I was still telling polo directors around the world (USPA, FIP, HPA, etc)
that they could try our rules. Yes, sure, of course, they replied, giving me a pat on the back
and sending me off with greetings for my mother. But as soon as the changes were made
in Argentina, the rest of the world followed suit. It seemed that the AAP was useful, after
all.
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The good news was flooding in. Back at home after our European Tour, I started
doing what I always do when I am calm—think—and in my reflections, I found all sorts
of opposing emotions. The project was going well, and as my grandfather used to say,
we were doing a lot with very little, but I was realising just how hard it was to organise
a polo match without the help of a patron. Polo, like a coin, has two faces. On one side,
we have patron based polo, which is hugely important. The polo industry dependes on
this to survive—as do the players, the clubs, the horse market, and everyone else. The
price we pay for this is having to watch players of different sporting levels compete in
the same tournaments—a sore sight at best. The other face of the sport is the Argentine
high goal, the only place where the best players in the world compete among themselves.
The down side? It isn’t economically viable. When the subject came up with the high
goal players, I told them that what they did in the Argentine Triple Crown is completely
different to what they do when they play abroad, even if the activity (playing polo) is the
same. To clarify, I used this particular example:
Imagine that I hire a musician to teach my girls to play the guitar. I pay him ten
dollars an hour, the guy comes, teaches them the notes, the chords, they sing a few songs,
and off he goes. He comes back the next week, and the next, and this goes on for a while.
Then one day he comes by and says that now, instead of teaching my daughters to play
the guitar, he wants me to pay him ten dollars to hear him play. I might be happy to pay
him that amount, or more, if I think he is worth it, but there is no doubt that, while the
activity (playing the guitar) is the same, the context is completely different.
The same thing happens with the polo professional. They are hired by patrons and
they are paid to play in their teams—something we could call pay per play. They are
paid large amounts to play well, and win, so that the patron can bow before HM The
Queen, or lift the Gold Cup high above their head. Just like the teacher who gets paid
to teach my daughters the guitar. The other side of the story is the pay per view—that’s
what happens during the Argentine high goal season, and in every other spectator sport
around the world. People pay to watch other people do something that is attractive.
Polo professionals spend their year playing pay per play, and the only time they switch to
pay per view, in the Argentine Triple Crown, the majority of them lose money (because
we all know that they spend more money than they earn).
The problem doesn’t end there, however, because these two situations often relate
to each other, like intersecting circles, and we start mixing apples with oranges. Consider
when Pololine, Chukker TV, ESPN, and everyone else, announce the live streaming of
the US Open final. They do everything to attract a bigger audience (pay per view), but
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nowhere do they specify that they are streaming a match where two players on the field
can’t actually play polo, and that they are paying the good guys to play with them (pay
per play).
Going back to the example of the guitar teacher, it would be akin to me inviting
people to my house and making them pay for a ticket to watch this guy teach my daughters
how to play the guitar. This is when polo becomes a farce. According to reliable sources,
the highest number of viewers watching the live streaming of the US Open final on
Chukker TV was 1,500—in other words, four lonely souls. The final of the Argentine
Open, streamed by ESPN, doesn’t even reach one point on the rating. Just to put things
in perspective, one point in television is equivalent to almost 100,000 people. We’re
quite a bit off, wouldn’t you say?
But this farce is necessary; this space where the two dimensions clash, where the
two circles intersect, serves to give the patron’s hobby authenticity. It is why they can
justify spending millions of dollars to play the US Open on IPC’s number one ground,
because it is one thing to play on Smith’s Lawn with The Queen watching from the
Royal Box, for example, and quite another to play on ground four at your local club,
with only your mother watching. I know it’s a sensitive subject, but how can we survive
if we are only pretending to be a sport? Polo is just a mis-en-scene for certain people to
believe that they have reached the summit. This can’t go on much longer; we are at our
wit’s end. Patron based polo has given us everything it has to give, but if we want this
sport to live longer, it needs to reinvent itself. This doesn’t mean that patrons have to
disappear. Maybe there will be more patrons in the future, but the current model has to
change.
*
Our potential meeting with Bernie Ecclestone was in the works, brewing slowly.
Frank, the Spanish lawyer, was in constant contact with his secretary to see when
Ecclestone could meet us in London. In September 2016, Bernie had sold his shares
in CVC, the company that managed Formula 1, and his 35% went to Liberty Media,
a mass media company owned by multimillionaire John Malone. Bernie’s shares were
bought for eight billion dollars. It was not the first time he had sold them, either. I
remember reading that he had sold shares of the company that owned the rights (Speed
Investments) a few times, only to buy them back later for half the price. But Liberty
Media, which had initially left Ecclestone in his role at the forefront of F1, had fired him
in January 2017. According to Frank, this unfortunate series of events had left Bernie
in a bad way—he had lost control of a project he had created and managed for over 30
years.
I had no idea how much Ecclestone knew about polo, or what interest he might
have in the sport. I imagined that now, with eight billion dollars to spare, the whole
sporting world would be throwing themselves at his feet. I tried to keep my expectations
low; he was an inspiration to me, and I just wanted to meet him and ask a few questions.
One query of mine had to do with the franchise format I wanted to develop for the
league. The support of the best players in the world gave our project great visibility in
the polo world, and was a huge plus if we wanted to pitch our future world league to
Ecclestone, or anyone else. But we had to find a way of involving them in the project, and
it was clear that money was not an option at this point. Even if some cash did appear,
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we had to put it into more important avenues, like marketing, brand development, and
finding a way of infiltrating mass distribution channels. We thought that the simplest
way of involving the 10-goalers was by giving each of them a franchise of the future
league—in other words, a team.
According to what we had been reading and hearing on the subject, the franchise
system worked well in almost every spectator sport. Major League Soccer (MLS) started
in the States in 1994, when the USA first hosted a World Cup football match. That year,
they put 22 teams up for sale for the modest sum of five million dollars—each. Almost
25 years later, each franchise is worth an average of 150 million. American magnate
Larry Ellison sold his Basketball franchise (Los Angeles Clippers) in November 2017
for seven billion dollars. The majority of football clubs around the world are owned by
multimillionaires or by investment funds.
We came up with the following model: each 10-goal player would own a team,
christen it a name of their choice, add their logo, invite their sponsors, and they would
buy their franchise by playing for determined period of time in set destinations around
the world. Tournaments of 25-goals, with teams composed of the 10-goalers (owners
of the franchise) and three young, local, medium goal players. This would help the kids
improve, and being local players, the tournament would attract a bigger audience in
each club. The deal with the 10-goalers would clarify that they would buy the franchise
with their time, playing in five places around the world, for example, for two years. Or,
we would use an APPL franchise as a way of paying them to play—which is exactly the
same thing. Should a patron or brand be interested in getting involved, the rest of the
franchise would be sold at a price equivalent to the one the 10-goaler had ‘paid’. It was a
good way of valuing a franchise without anyone having to open their wallet.
One of the things I realised when I compared polo to other spectator sports was
that in most sports, when money changes hands, it is usually considered an investment.
The owner of the club invests—buying players, paying them, and so on—because he
knows that if he plays his cards right that money will return in the form of TV rights,
shirt sales, and sponsors. In polo, on the other hand, we all live off what a few people
spend. A patron decides how much they are willing to spend that season, and once that
decision is made, they know who they can play with, where, and what horses they can
afford to buy. But this system is unstable at best, sensitive to vicissitudes in the economy;
the first thing a person does when the market is down is cut spending. They continue
going to the supermarket, and paying their gas bills, but they forego luxuries. And polo
is the first activity to be eliminated. In other sports, spending becomes an investment
because money flows, and therefore they are not so exposed to capitalist fluctuations; if
they stop investing, they stop earning.
The latest American season is a good example. Trump lowered taxes, the economy
is flourishing, and Palm Beach is seeing a record number of teams, patrons, and players.
But, as we know, “A butterfly can flutter its wings over a flower in China and cause a
hurricane in the Caribbean”, and with the first loss of the semester, Nasdaq, Dow Jones,
Indiana Jones, and Christ knows who else, will retreat. As a result, half of the teams will
disappear, and a lot of people will be out of a job. That was why I thought franchising
would be a good way of including, not only the 10-goalers, but the patrons. Maybe in
the future they could have a team playing in the All Pro Polo League, and that way be
able to play the same amount of polo, with the same professionals, in the same places,
but spending less, because when they are not playing themselves, someone else would
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be paying them to watch their professionals play. The most convincing example of this
is Colombian patron Camilo Bautista’s relationship with polo. He continues playing as
many patron-based tournaments as he desires, but in Argentina he has a team competing
in the Triple Crown. A team that is getting stronger and stronger by the day. He watches
these incredibly talented players off the field; he enjoys seeing them wear his colours and
ride his mares onto Palermo’s number one ground. Could others follow his example? Of
course. When talking to people about this subject, I often ask the following:
“How many people with money don’t form part of the polo world because, to be
in it, you have to play polo?”
Playing implies knowing how to ride a horse and not being afraid of it, being more
or less coordinated, being in decent shape, having a wife (or business) that supports
your endeavour, because it is a very dangerous sport, and so on. On the other hand,
how many patrons stop playing polo because they are too old, even though they would
love to continue being a part of the sport they have played their whole lives? We are
now seeing how sons of polo patrons are stepping up to play competitive polo, and
this is the first generation that do so relatively well: the Mannix brothers, Jared Zenni,
Charlie Hanbury, Pascual Vicuña, Robert Strom, Hugo Taylor. In fact, in 2018 two of
the most prestigious tournaments outside of Argentina—the British Gold Cup and the
US Open—were won by four-man teams, with one of the aforementioned boys playing.
This is a sort of intermediary step, where the patron doesn’t play, but he pays for his son
to play instead.
The big question is: could they own a team even if their son or daughter was not
playing? Yes, they could—that is exactly what happens in every other sport. Abramovich
didn’t buy Chelsea and put his son on the team. Larry Ellison owned an NBA franchise
for 30 years, and not a single member of his family made it onto the court. It is not
necessary, they enjoy the sport all the same. This is a 100% the norm; we just have to
leave our polo bubble for a while and learn from what is happening in the big wide
world.
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September had brought a lot of good news, but the wind changed in October, and
storm clouds could be seen on the horizon. The rain started falling and announced the
coming of spring. The sun would peak out for three or four days and we would be sure
winter had finally passed, only to have a violent, southernly wind quickly take us back to
the depths of July.
The weather, always wise, foresaw the twists and turns my relationship with
the AAP would take. The new administration had got off to a good start, but it was
beginning to fall victim to the environment prevalent in many democratic institutions,
where thousands of opinions are thrown about and there is a marked lack of desire to
build anything new.
We had managed to get eight teams together for the APPL tournament in Pilar.
The AAP promoted the competition and published the latest scores in their newsletter,
and there was constant communication between Carolina Beresford and Javier Figoli,
in charge of press at the AAP—but as soon as the tournament started, I had a feeling
that something was off. On Friday, October 14, we had four matches set up, two on
each field, and we were excited. Marcos and I were going to umpire, and the teams were
composed of friends we had invited to play because they were, or had been, professional
players (they had all reached 6-goals or higher), and they understood what we meant by
fast, open polo: Pancho Bensadón, Mono Gassiebayle, Pococho Azumendi and Juanchi
Lagos. We wanted them to help us out with the new rules, to see whether they worked
or could be improved, but we were also keen to train them as APPL umpires, this way
they would be able to travel and oversee our international tournaments.
But not a single member of the AAP showed up that day: not Eduardo, not Delfín,
no directors, or anybody on the rule or disciplinary committees—no one. I thought we
had agreed to support each other, and that it was clear that I expected a little more from
them than two fields and a guy who worked the scoreboard. We wanted them there to
see this polo with their own eyes, to analyse the rules and give suggestions on how we
could improve, to exchange ideas about the foul, the play, the call. Admittedly, I felt
let down, because even though they were extrinsically supporting us, they had failed
to understand the intrinsic nature of the project. I didn’t want to ask too much about
the schedule of the President and the committee members, but if I had, I imagine that
I would have been given the following excuses: The President had a meeting with the
military; the Vice President had to go to the AABE to negotiate a pre-contract; and the
Secretary was playing a practice. What about the alternate board member? He had not
been seen in the AAP offices since it was decided that the Open would have ten teams.
The main trustee had no idea that the matches were scheduled for that time; the Deputy
Treasurer had never heard about the All Pro Polo League; and so on.
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At that point, my beloved chicken theory came to mind. This was more of the same
old dance. I felt like I had done everything to try and get some fresh, organic chickens,
and no one had bothered to try the product because they were all worried about the
roof, the fire, and the owners were meeting to discuss what colour uniforms the waiters
should wear.
We kept our heads up, and carried on doing our thing. The matches were fun to
watch, almost all our rowers played, spread out in separate teams, and a few new players
were able to join us: Juanma Etcheverz, the Brazillians Ze Clavin and Chico Junqueira,
Rufino Bensadón, and my dear friend, Horacio Segundo Heguy. It filled me with joy
when I saw his name on the list. In his first game, he only lasted a chukka. I remember
that Pancho and I were umpiring, and when we blew a foul, Buchaka had no idea where
to put himself. Pancho would shout, “Buchaka, get back, you’ve got to be behind the
ball!” Horacito would look at him and not move an inch. The chukka ended and Negro
Urbina came on in his place. But in the second match, he played every chukka, and
very well. He lost, but he gave the kids a schooling on how to play polo, hitting the ball
straight away, anticipating the play, not running when he didn’t have to, and he proved
that, at 53 years old, he was still better than most at this type of polo.
For the first time in three years we were able to watch four All Pro matches played
seriously, where the teams cared about winning—just how polo should be played. In
terms of discipline, we still needed some fine tuning, since it now seems that every polo
player has to scream “Nooooooo!!!!” at the top of their lungs every time a foul is blown
against them. It has become an automatic reaction, and unfortunately, it has become
cultural. Kids go to Palermo and watch their heroes fly down the field, hit 80 yard
backhanders, control the ball at 60 kilometres per hour, hit the ball in the air—and
when they hear the whistle they inevitably shout “Nooooooo!!!!” so loudly that it echoes
off the grandstands. Once they finish roaring their guts out, they automatically look at
the nearest umpire. Our kids, then, see this as an innate part of being a 10-goaler.
Add to this a tactic that is so common in team meetings (unfortunately a necessary
tactic, considering the quality of umpiring): “If we don’t speak to the umpire but the other
team does, then we will get all the fouls against us.” And thus we arrive at the state of
discipline we are currently in: a no man’s land of utter chaos. Marcos and I tried to
explain to the players that the umpire should not be the enemy. One should be able to
talk to him, ask him questions, because thanks to the presence of an objective umpire,
we can have a match in the first place. The only rule that we weren’t so sure about was
the free run to goal after the foul; it turned out that the umpire could not be looking
at all eight players at the same time, and the six behind would usually cheat in some
way. The player who would chase the first man would sometimes start running earlier,
and behind him there was a lot of illegal play. It was hard to ensure that nothing dodgy
happened—we Argentines are experts on finding our way around a rule. It’s our national
sport; we take note and start coming up with alternatives.
*
With less than a month to go before the 40-goal match, which was now set for
November 1 in Pilarchico, we rolled up our sleeves and started putting the event
together. I asked a good friend of mine called Rochy García Torres, who I had worked
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with before, to help us out, and with Carolina, Dolores Barrera, and the rest of the team,
we got to work organising a great event. As soon as word about the exhibition got out,
we received a few offers from sponsors, but they were brands that were not prepared
to hand out large sums of money. They were the typical brands that were usually seen
in Pilar and Cañuelas, and they offered to pay with product. The 10-goalers were all in
the middle of their high goal season, which is when their sponsors demand the most
exposure. They had generously agreed to play, and being already sponsored by brands
like Audi, Piaget, and Mercedes Benz, I didn’t think it was fair to ask them to pose next
to a sign that promoted some fungal cream, or wear a shirt branded by a local burger
joint.
But there was a brand that I had been in contact with for a while, not only because
I thought it would be ideal for the APPL, but because it has spectacular visibility and
a huge distribution platform: Red Bull. Founded by Austrian Dietrich Mateschitz in
1987, the creation of Red Bull generated the energy drink market—a market they
unquestionably drive. I had always been intrigued by how they had become so iconic
when it came to extreme sports. There are over 24 Red Bull accounts on instagram:
@redbullracing, @redbullsnow, @redbullbike, @redbullmusic, @redbull_surfing, etc.
Their main account has 10 million followers; their channel has 400,000 followers, and
they mainly generate their own content.
Through Santi Lange, who is a Red Bull athlete and a very dear friend, I contacted
Juani Giraldo, the Marketing Director of Red Bull Argentina, and shared our project
with him. He told me that they were focused on supporting and promoting young
kids, below the age of 21. Having a brand like Red Bull present at our event, with their
flags, tents, and prizes, would certainly help our cause, so I offered them the position of
Official Sponsor for no cost at all. That way they could also get a vibe for what polo was
about, and analyse whether they wanted to explore the sport further. They would also
be a good match for our rowers, who were all around that age.
We didn’t want to give the event too much exposure, however; we saw it more as
an opportunity to test the rules on the best players in the world. That’s why we held it
at Pilarchico, and not at Palermo, or the number one ground at the Jockey, as someone
suggested. But it was obvious that we had to film it. I called Gerardo Ferrarini and asked
him if we could work something out with ESPN to film the match. The only condition
I gave was that I had to be a part of the editing process, so as to give my opinion about
what I thought was the best way to show this kind of polo. Gerardo agreed; not only
would they film the match and air it a few days later, but he said that he wanted Marcos
and I to go to the studio and give an interview about the new rules.
Two days after this conversation, I get a call from Gerardo.
“Javier, I spoke to Tabanera about the 40-goal match,” he said. “He say’s it’s all fine,
but he needs Eduardo Novillo Astrada to message him saying that this match and this
project has the support of the AAP.” Tabanera was the President of ESPN Argentina
and a close friend of Gerardo’s. “So please call Edu and ask him to get in contact with
the big man.”
I am not going to get into what happened next, because nothing is duller than
hearing just one side of an argument. But I will mention that in one of his messages, Edu
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described what I was doing in a way that I found to be very revealing: he said that we
had to sit down and talk about this because it all looked rather “messy.”
I must admit, the way he used that word hurt me a bit. Yes, I believed in egolessness
and thought that I was able to put my feelings aside, but I am still human, and my ego,
while silenced most of the time, sometimes breaks through and makes itself heard. But
that evening, I was already over it, and I realised how right Eduardo was to use that
word: messy.
That was exactly how the project had all formed in my mind, how I had gathered
people to support me, how I had approached the players and the clubs, and how we did
things in general. It was totally messy. The fact that I ran around the stables at Chantilly
one hour before the match looking for players for an exhibition I had started organising
three months before, was messy; that I finalised the teams for the tournament in
Pilarchico at midnight the night before, and that I had to get up at seven in the morning
to find horses, was messy; that I had to change the date of the exhibition in Sotogrande
four times, was messy; that I umpired on a horse that had to play the second half of the
match, and then switched to a horse that had played the first half, was messy. But in the
midst of that messiness, I felt that we were doing something that could benefit polo. To
create new order, you have to dive into a pool of disorder and emerge with a new model.
Those who present new things don’t always have the support of the establishment, or
the money, or an infrastructure in place to ensure that everything works out just so. And
on top of all this, I was an artist (that was obviously the first thing I almost said to him
when we met a week later), and artists thrive in disorder; that is where we feel free to
express our creativity.
But then I thought, where are these neat and tidy people? Who are they? Why was
I in the middle of a project trying to help polo thrive if there were plenty of other people,
with their power points and their excels, their contacts and their millions of dollars,
willing to do this job? Were they the same people who laughed at me in 2009 when I
said that we had to change the rules? The ones who said that the rulebook was written
by holy folk on top of a hill and thus should not be touched? Were they the same Aiken
Curas who spent all day talking about what had to be done, only to disappear when
the time came to show up and work? I ended up occupying a role that was empty, and
believe me, I would be thrilled if someone else would step up to the plate.
I met Eduardo at Pueblo Polo, but there wasn’t much synchronicity between us.
Before giving Tabanera the thumbs up, he needed to know in more specific terms what
role the AAP would play, or in other words, paraphrasing a famous Mexican player,
“And what about me?”. I told him exactly what I had said to the Horseplay boys a while
back—that all that was lightyears away. I told him he just needed to trust me, which was
exactly what everybody else was doing. My partners, my rowers, the clubs, the USPA,
the 10-goalers—they all trusted that, if this worked out, they would be a part of it. That
trust, or that ability to inspire trust in other people, was my best quality; it was what
made me get up in the morning and decide to continue with this all.
Going back to the topic of my messiness, I knew that it would be very difficult to
work with a person who saw what I considered a virtue to be defect—every time I felt
that I was taking a step forward, he would inevitably say that I had taken a step back. I
must highlight that, anytime he asked me for partnerships, he did so in the name of the
AAP, never for personal gain.
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The following Friday, the semifinals of the AAP tournament with APPL rules were
played. The matches were fun to watch, despite the fact that there were slight disciplinary
issues, that we couldn’t punish slow pace or blocking as much as we would have liked to,
and regardless of the fact that no one from the AAP showed up. Our relationship with
the Association was taking a turn, so Marcos, Justo and I decided to postpone the final
until after the 40-goal match, so that we could focus all our attention on the event.
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I don’t know whether Eduardo spoke to Tabanera or not, but two days later I got a
call from Ferrarini saying that they would be there to film the match. However, he said
they would only come with two cameras and they weren’t sure whether they would air
it afterwards. Not only did they not show it on TV, but they took almost a year to send
me the footage.
We had everything ready for the exhibition: Red Bull were coming with tents,
flags, and banners, the directors of Pilarchico had given ground two a break from all
polo, and everything was moving smoothly. Three days before the exhibition, during
the Hurlingham final, Facu Pieres suffered a nasty fall and knocked himself out, giving
us all a huge fright. Luckily, it wasn’t anything serious, but it obviously meant that he
was out of the 40-goal match. I called Polito the next day and he said that he was happy
to play, meaning that the match did end up being 79-goals. But that was one of Polito’s
best seasons yet; he carried Ellerstina to victory in the Hurlingham final and at the end
of the season regained his 10-goal handicap. So we had eight players who were playing
10-goals, after all.
The day before the match I get a message from Pablo Mac Donough, saying that
Adolfito was asking him about the foul rule and how it would be applied in the exhibition,
since he wasn’t happy about playing something with rules he didn’t like. I found it all
very strange; he was evidently proving his power, something really unnecessary with me.
We have known each other since childhood; I know how intelligent and influential he
is. But the question was ridiculous for two reasons: firstly, because we all knew this was
an exhibition that would have very few fouls—two or three at most (in the end, there
was only one), and secondly, because this was his chance to try the rule, and if he didn’t
like it, he then had the authority to criticise it, and never play again. I told Pablo what
I had said to Adolfito a few weeks back: every rule was adaptable. This was the best we
could come up with at this stage of the project, but if a better rule was suggested, we
were happy to try it. The only thing we were not going to do was reinstate the current
foul rules of traditional polo; apart from that, everything was up for discussion. I tried
not to worry about it too much, and told him that we could all meet before the match
and figure it out.
A serious error on my part. The big day came and Adolfito was the last to arrive.
The rest of the 10-goalers got there early; the Pieres boys, having heard the rumour that
AC wasn’t too happy with the foul rule, started asking how we were going to play it.
I had to put my head down and say that we had to wait for Cambiaso to arrive before
deciding on a rule. That was when I understood everything. A clear demonstration of
power, not so much towards me, but towards them. He is the number one player in the
world because he starts playing the game long before everyone else.
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In this case, he was coming to play an exhibition, but he was already playing a far
more important match, one set to be held in a month’s time: the Argentine Open final.
A match he would end up winning, as usual. That is all well and good, but there is no
need to act that way at an event where everyone is working hard for the benefit of the
sport as a whole. That was what bothered me, and that is the reason why I am sharing
this now.
Finally, we decided not to have an open run at goal after a foul; instead it would be
a quick foul, from the spot, without setting the ball up, and the player closest to the ball
would take the hit. Just like the B penalties of the APPL, but for every foul. There was
only one foul in the whole match, so all the foul drama only proved that Cambiaso and
I were still in two different cinemas: Polo I and Polo II.
Marcos umpired the match, and I got on a horse and filmed the game from inside
the field with a handheld GoPro-style camera with gimbal stabilisers. Due to the 25 mm
of rain that had fallen two days prior to the match, we had to use Pilarchico’s number
one ground, which thanks to impecable management from Martín Zubía, was in great
condition, and the players were more than satisfied with the ground.
I was very emotional during the six chukkas of that match, almost on the brink of
tears, because that place, more precisely, that field, was very important to me for several
reasons. In 1985, Pilarchico’s inaugural match saw the stars of that era play an exhibition
on that very field. Coronel Suárez (Horacio and Alberto Heguy, my father, and Alfredo
Harriott) played against Pilarchico (Gonzalo and Alfonso Pieres, Badiola and Juni
Crotto). Besides the two Heguys, they were all members of the club. I was 13 years old
and I was the official flag boy, alongside my cousin, Juan Tanoira. Tincho Panelo was in
charge of the scoreboard, and my brother Talo was timekeeper. Martín Zubía and Diego
Ruiz Guiñazú umpired the match. If at that moment someone had come up to me and
said that 30 years later, I would have gathered the eight best players in the world to trial
new rules, designed with the purpose of recovering the style of polo played on that day,
I would have laughed. I knew that the energy radiating from Pilarchico’s number one
ground was reaching my father, wherever he was, and that was when I realised why I was
doing all of this.
The match, with so much talent on the field, was incredible. The players had fun
and (in accordance with the laws of quantum physics), everyone off the field enjoyed
themselves, too.
*
A few days after the 40-goal All Pro exhibition—which received great press from
friends and foes alike, and the comments heard around town were all positive—I realised
that this was the perfect time to formally invite the 10-goalers to be a part of the project.
It wasn’t all roses, of course, and there was still resistance here and there.
The APPL had fewer critics, but the ones that remained were becoming more and
more radicalised. Anyone found wandering the Pilar area was at risk of being caught
unawares by a former 10-goal player and Open champion, and being force-fed a 45
minute speech outlining the many reasons why the APPL was good for nothing, and
why he believed that what we were doing was wrong. It was funny, not so much because
of where this was coming from, but because his son—a kind hearted boy, who very
much enjoyed playing this kind of polo, and did so very well—was one of the first kids
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to support us and play our tournaments. The rest of our critics, in light of our modest
but nonetheless real achievements abroad, the presence of the 10-goalers, and the fact
that APPL matches were more attractive to watch, lowered their tone—God forbid that
that clown Tanoira suddenly become the ringmaster of this whole circus (something
that has no chance of happening, fear not).
The truth is that this had all been a big learning curve for me, because I had never
thought that the 10-goalers would be able to play with these rules. I thought that they
were formatted to play one type of polo, and that they would have no motive to change,
or worse, even if they did have a motive, they would be unable to grasp this style of
play. I was wrong, once again, and they proved themselves to me both on and off the
field. Their support and trust was so encompassing that we had to step up and match
it. We still believed that our franchise idea—where they would buy part of the project
by playing a certain number of tournaments over an agreed period of time—was the
way forward. They would also have the opportunity to share, sell, or rent that franchise
to a patron or sponsor, and they could also share their franchise with the brands that
supported them in Argentina, and start earning at that initial stage. But before that
could happed, I needed to put together a formal presentation and share it with them,
after the Open, of course.
Another error on my behalf. We usually believe that certain projects are more
advanced than they actually are; we believe that we control time, when in fact time
controls us, taking us here and there, deciding when we wake and when we sleep.
December came and I felt that it wasn’t the right moment. On the other hand, they all
assured me that they would carry on playing even if I didn’t make them a formal offer.
That’s why it never came to anything, but I still wanted to share our idea, because even
though I didn’t get to carry it out, it helped me understand several thoughts. Please
understand that this is a draft, and that now, having gone over it all, I can elaborate
certain concepts with some vehemence.

PRESENTATION
POLO: A BAD MOVIE

It is logical that our aim of transforming polo into a spectator sport lead us to
believe that the only way of achieving this is by making it entertaining. That is what every
other sport does: entertain. Sport isn’t too different from other audiovisual content out
there, like film, series, and television shows. Today we have a universal consumer who
at any time, from any place in the world, can access any content—from sports, music,
cinema, art, lifestyle, fiction, nature, science—from their phone, tablet, or television.
The structure of the content responds to the same archetype set out by Carl Jung in the
twentieth century, or as Joseph Campbell said, different ways of telling the same story.
That is why I thought of comparing polo, particularly international patron based polo,
to a movie. My conclusion is solemn, and I’ll try to explain why.
Imagine that I am a movie producer, and I ask you to invest money in my upcoming
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motion picture. But before the meeting, I casually comment that:
1. Half of the actors in the film are terrible at acting.
2. The other half are great actors, but there are certain scenes in the film where they
do not give a good performance.
3. At times, you may know the ending before the movie finishes.
4. It looks like a movie, but it isn’t a movie.
What are the chances that you will invest in my movie? Zero. And that is exactly
what happens in polo (I am talking about patron based polo, not the Argentine high
goal). Let’s analyse each point:
1. Half of the actors in the film are terrible at acting.
This is obvious and immediately visible, because not only is the patron a bad player
(imagine how bad an actor would have to be if they had to pay to be in a movie), but in
20-goal polo the third player is always a young kid who has the virtue of playing below his
handicap, but is still far from being a good player. They may be talented and promising,
but they are a low goal player nonetheless. When these players are not Argentine, this is
highlighted even more, because they don’t really have an opportunity to improve.
So we see how Joey, in 2006, at 18, playing off 1-goal (he actually played 3,
obviously) won the Queen’s Cup with Cambiaso. But now he is 30, is 4-goals, and is
asking to be put down so that he can get a job. Or Jimmy, who at 20 won the Gold
Cup with the Pieres brothers, and now manages a club somewhere, because, besides the
fact that they never really got the chance to improve, Jimmy was never a good player.
Neither was Joey. They were never going to be more than 5-goals, but at that moment
they played a goal or two above their handicap and made their way onto Smith’s Lawn
and Lawns 1. We can’t even say that they improve when they play that type of polo, with
and against the best in the world, because the high goalers inevitably end up choosing
the worst polo players: the crashers, the tough guys, the brutes. They don’t pick the fast
kid with a good eye, because that doesn’t serve their purpose. There are bad players in
every sport, either because they are naturally bad or because they are still young and
need strength, experience, and technique. But no other sport asks spectators to pay to
watch these bad players. Only polo does that.
2. The other half are great actors, but there are certain scenes in the film where they
do not give a good performance.
This is something I realised after a lot of thought, and I am aware that there will be
people (even those same players involved) that don’t agree with my opinion, so I am going
to try and be as clear as possible. I am going to start with a very simple question: How
does a player get to 10-goals? They get there because there is a committee, composed of
former high goal players, that evaluates players over their careers, and decides who goes
up based on who they believe plays better (generally speaking, playing better means
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winning more tournaments).
If we ask today’s 10-goalers to tell us who they played with in the Potrillos Cup,
Tolo Polo, the intercollegiate, or the Estimulo Cup, they will most likely say they played
with friends, brothers, or relatives who all started out playing at the same time as they
did, but who never made it past 4-, 5-, or 6-goals. Why? Because they didn’t have what
it takes to be an elite polo player, or put another way, the handicap committee didn’t see
in them the qualities they saw in those who held high goal ratings.
I realised, therefore, that all the qualities one needs to be a high goal player, and I
do mean all, are all linked in some way or other to the speed and rhythm of the game.
These kids grew up, improved their game, and showed that they were capable of doing
things at high speeds that other kids couldn’t do. There isn’t anything (or maybe there
is and I just haven’t thought of it—and believe me, I have thought about this a lot) that
distinguishes a 10-goaler from other polo player that doesn’t relate to the speed of the
game. At first sight it may seem like hitting the ball as hard and as far as possible is a
necessary quality, but we just need to recall Pepe Heguy to realise that this isn’t true. He
was one of the best number 1 players in the world, and his shots were never particularly
powerful. But he rode flat out and worked the ball supremely well. He was one of the
smartest players I have ever seen on a polo field.
In light of this, we can state the following: if these players became high goalers
by showing what they could do at high speed, then we can say that they only play their
handicap when they play at high speed, not when they ride with their sticks in the air,
crashing into everything that moves. In that type of polo, there are many others who
can play just like them. When they rev it up, however, these other players lose control.
That is why I maintain that in this film the good actors don’t play well, because when a
10-goal player gallops around, he is no longer a 10-goal player.
We also have to consider that in all sports, good players are challenged by other
good players; Messi, Neymar, and Cristiano Ronaldo, for example, have to outsmart
defenders that are worth hundreds of thousands of dollars. In polo, however, most
teams send the patron or the third player—a scrawny English kid who five years later
will be the manger of a club or an umpire—to mark the opposing 10-goaler. That is what
we have the privilege of watching. Is there any attraction in watching the best player in
the world outplay a patron, or an 18 year old kid with 1-goal? It would be just as fun as
watching Messi dribble past me as I sweat to try and stop him. That is what we see every
time we watch polo; it’s a movie that just gets worse as it goes on.
3. At times, you may know the ending before the movie finishes.
To understand this statement we are going to have to face an uncomfortable truth:
the time has come to talk about match fixing. We have been able to keep this on the low
for quite a while, sharing this dark secret only among ourselves and never confronting
the subject openly—until now. There are two reasons why teams may fix the result of a
match:
A. Because there is such a difference in terms of skill and organisation between the two
teams that the weaker team will usually ask the stronger team to have mercy on them,
and only beat them by a goal or two. The result is that the match resembles more of a
practice.
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B. Because a certain result will benefit both teams for that tournament or in future
competitions.
Point B used to be a lot more common, until the invention of the penalty shootout
between the three tied teams, but it does still happen once in a while. This is when the
polo player underestimates the patron and the spectators, being so sure that neither
will ever know the truth. But people are not stupid. Spectators come to watch athletes
compete and all they see are players ridiculing the sport. Going back to quantum physics,
that energy is transmitted to everyone watching, and even though the spectator might
not be fully conscious of what is happening, deep down, they know what is going on—
and they will probably never go near a polo field again. This is magnified hugely thanks
to the current format where players sell themselves with their own string of horses. They
have so much money invested in horses that they will jump at the slightest chance of
fixing a match, just to save their horses from any potential injuries. So, in order to keep
their string in prime condition, they just go out and pretend to play.
The difference between the strength of the teams, mentioned in Point A, is one of
the major flaws of Argentine high goal polo, because even if the match is not explicitly
fixed, the difference between the two or three top teams is so big that thousands of
insignificant matches are played, where everybody and their grandmother knows who
is going to beat who. And just to make it all even more attractive, the AAP, not satisfied
with this farce, decide to let ten teams into the Open. In short, I present our masterpiece:
Chronicle of a Result Foretold.
4. It looks like a movie, but it isn’t a movie.
This last point encompasses the former three, because polo—while it may walk
like a sport, and talk like a sport—isn’t a sport at all. It’s a caricature, a bad movie, where
half the actors are bad, and the other half are giving a poor performance; where the
ending is already public knowledge and where, worst of all, no one dares to speak up
about how terrible it all is. I know there are several people who will not agree with me,
but I am trying to verbalise what many people struggle to rationalise. Something within
us (our unconscious) knows that this is all a bit suspicious, but our conscious mind
can’t quite grasp it, because it doesn’t want to admit it. We all think this is normal. But
is it normal that our matches are fixed? Well, it’s always been that way. Is it normal that
we have to get on the field and dodge fat men like bullets? Hey, the fat guys are the ones
who pay. Is it normal that we have to watch terrible polo, even if it is effective? Look, we
have to win if we want to keep our jobs. This is what we are left with: a host of automated
justifications that seemingly help us understand the situation, and momentarily bury
the mental beast that threatens to destroy the world as we know it.
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At the beginning of the 2017 Argentine spring season, while everything I have
outlined was going on, my friends Pancho Bensadon and Mono Gassiebayle had come
to me with the idea of putting together a senior league for both amateur and professional
players.
Thanks to the current system, the polo professional is semi-forced into retirement
by 45, when they could really continue playing 20 years longer. In fact, the average of
age of a patron is probably much more than that; there is a huge difference between one
and the other, of course—the latter pay the former to play, for one. However, the older
professional struggles to get a job not so much because of his sporting ability, but because
of increased costs. He needs several airplane tickets (wife, children, nanny), two cars, and
a house big enough for everyone just to get the conversation started. His competition
is a 22 year old kid who can live at the stables or in a loft with four other players, eats at
MacDonalds everyday, and drives the cheapest rental in the state of Florida. On top of
that, they have more energy, less fear, and all the naivety youth brings. It is impossible to
compete. The first year this senior professional doesn’t get a job, he rents his horses out
to cover his costs, and between the ones that get injured and the ones he has to sell—
usually his best mares—to keep the others afloat, he is not sufficiently organised to play
with the patron that might eventually come along. I know of no professionals who have
not suffered this fate since the format of players plus horses became the norm.
What comes next? Not much; you can play the odd AAP tournament with your
friends and children, but that also means that you have to play a type of polo that would
be better described as fencing on horseback or sophisticated pato, all against guys half
your age. The reality is that your whites end up at the back of the cupboard, only to be
brought out if you dare to ever become a professional umpire. It’s as harsh as that.
Something similar happens to patrons: the majority get into polo around the age
of 30 or 40, and they start playing with professionals who are only a bit younger than
them. They become friends, share good times together, with the professional hosting
the patron in Argentina, taking them to buy horses, and watching the Open. But when
the professional retires, the patron wants to continue playing. They hire a player 25 years
younger, with no conversation skills, and who sees the patron as an old man. They don’t
do anything besides play polo together, and the truth is that they don’t even enjoy that.
Just another incentive for the patron to hang his whites at the back of the cupboard,
now only a memento of brighter times.
There is a video that has been making the rounds on social media for a while
now, which shows a young Gonzalo Pieres talking to a reporter (it might be from the
documentary Rolex put together in the 1980s). In it, Pieres says,
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“I never saw anyone getting out of polo. I see a lot of people coming into polo, but
no one getting out.”
This statement is almost laughable today, because the turnover of patrons is unrelenting.
They storm in, get bored, turn around, and leave before the year ends. But I know what
Gonzalo was talking about, because I was lucky enough to experience it. The guys who
came into polo were hooked for life. The patrons of our past got old playing; just think
of Robert de Balcaní, Henry de Kiakowski, Roland Sadoun, George Hass, Edouard
Carmignac, Galen Weston, Kerry Packer, Glenn Holden, Patrick Guerrand Hermes,
Skee Johnston, Hélie de Pourtalès, Steve Goose. And in some cases, they quite literally
died on the field, as was sadly the case with Bob Daniels, Skeeter Johnston, Alan Bernard,
and several others.
So when the idea of a senior tournament came up, I was all for it. Not only would
it bring former professionals back into the game, but it would also attract retired
amateurs, too. I told Pancho, Mono, and Justo Saavedra (who had also come up with
the idea) to count me in, because we had been figuring out a way of involving patrons
in the All Pro—mainly so that they wouldn’t see it as a threat—and this would surely
help. Marcos had already put together an adapted version of APPL rules for amateurs;
the only aspect that differed from the original rules was that the time between the foul
and the execution (or when the ball went over the boards) was to be slightly longer. We
altered this for two reasons. Firstly, because most amateurs are not as fit as professionals
and they need some time to catch their breaths between plays, and secondly, because
these types of tournaments were designed for players to have fun, not for spectators to
buy tickets—a fundamental difference which we have failed to see (or avoided seeing)
for over 40 years.
I told them that it would be beneficial to give the concept a name, one which
would include any tournament played with a 40+ format. I took the idea from the PGA,
which has a very successful seniors tournament called the Champions Tour. Older golf
professionals start counting the days until they turn 50, because by that time it is harder
and harder to win the PGA, and the Champions Tour is very prestigious in and of itself,
offering a lot of prize money. I started thinking of a name. I wanted to come up with
one that recalled the golden era of polo, the time I had experienced growing up, but also
the period that came before it, the time of Rober de Balcani, Barón Ellie de Rotschild,
Porfirio Rubirosa, Juan Carlitos, Alec Mihanovich, my grandfather Carlos Miguens,
and of course, Charlie Menditeguy. Some were better than others of course, but they all
had just as much fun playing together and partying around the world. Then came my
father’s era in Palm Beach in the ‘80s, Rolex patron Geoffrey Kent’s fancy dress parties,
and the ‘90s, Brunei on top of the world, the Heguys wearing the Marlboro shirt, Packer
at his peak, Ellerston, Deauville—the Golden Era. Another concept also came to mind,
that of the Stone Age (only God knows why I thought of that). I decided to join the two
words from each term, and the ‘Golden Age Tour’ was born.
The name equally relates to what I am experiencing at the moment, because today I
am 48 years old, and this is undoubtedly the best moment of my life so far. I wouldn’t go
back to being 20 for anything in the world, because I was an idiot at that age, completely
blind to everything going on around me, and without even a fraction of the vision and
sensitivity I have now. I have a feeling that I am not the only one who feels this way,
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so I thought the name would be a good fit, because we were also looking to recover
positive attributes like respect, fair play, camaraderie, as well as everything that came
with the sport back then—the parties, the drunken dinners, the fun. The inherent joy
that polo started to lose when millions of dollars began changing hands; money, apart
from corrupting people, bores and isolates us.
Furthermore, I realised all the benefits that would come from making these polo
legends play with APPL rules. They had been the last generation to play the polo we were
trying to recover. Ernesto Trotz, Benjamín Araya, the Heguys, Milo Fernández Araujo,
Mariano Aguerre, Lolo Castagnola, Piki Diaz Alberdi, Ale Agote, the Novillo Astradas,
the Merlos brothers—players who had grown up with the Harriotts, the Heguys, my
father, Daniel González, Cacho Merlos, Taio Novillo Astrada, and others. They could
play APPL polo from the first to the last bell, and they could show our kids (and their
children, most of whom were set on becoming polo professionals) how to hit the ball
straight away, how to anticipate, how to pass the ball, and shoot from afar. I knew that
a few of them had not spoken too highly of me when I came up with the All Pro Polo
League, but I didn’t hold anything against them; we needed good polo players, too, so
we weren’t in a position to leave anyone out.
We set a date and started putting the tournament together, based around multiples
of four, as we did with the kids tournaments. Pilarchico’s brilliant President, Pococho
Azumendi, and members like Martín Zubía, Nacho Lafuente, and Juanchi Lagos,
loaned us the club’s number two ground, and one Friday in November, the PARLASUR
opened its doors and shone as bright as ever. A couple of lambs on the fire, cooked
to perfection by our asador Edu Cernadas, fiesta sobre ruedas, Bodegas Bianchi and
Imperial always bringing the wine and the beer, thanks to my good friends Francu and
María Bensadón, and our fantastic production team, with Carolina at the helm, Rochy,
Garfield, Alejo, Dolo, and Vita. The APPL was ready to rock.
The afternoon before the tournament, Carolina calls me to say that the prizes we
had been promised were not going to make it, and she and Rochy were worried about
what we would present our players. I was listening to their messages while standing at
the back of my greenhouse, transplanting my oak seedlings. It didn’t take long for me to
put two and two together. I smiled and sent the girls a message:
“Don’t worry,” I said. “I’ve got the prizes. It’s a surprise—I’ll take everything
tomorrow.”
Once again, something that had nothing to do with the sport motivated me and
helped me make sense of everything that was going on: trees. A few of you might think
that this is completely ridiculous, and consider the prizes presented in polo to be of
no significance at all. But traditional tournaments usually award players one of the
following: a pair of kneepads, a shirt, cheese, an umbrella. We liked the idea of our
prizes being symbolic: our mates, the eagle, the oars, the books, and now, trees. What is
more beautiful than a tree? I thought of the Olympic oak that stands tall between the
two grounds at Palermo, given to Argentina during the 1936 Olympics. Today, apart
from being one of the most impressive trees I have seen in my life, it is a source of pride
for all the polo community, an homage to everyone who made our sport great.
I backed my truck up to the greenhouse and started loading my seedlings. Oaks,
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American sweetgum, ginkgos, araucaria, Vachellia aroma, and goldenrain, all cultivated
with my own hands. I also took a few tomato, chilli, and aubergine plants, as well as
some basil, because it was the perfect season for them to grow, and with a little care,
these Golden Age players could be eating quality produce in the not too distant future.
I will never forget the looks on Rochy and Carolina’s faces when I arrived at Pilarchico
with the prizes, and I suspect that they won’t forget that moment anytime soon, either.
We had three teams that day, so we organised a round robin, which was as fast and
furious as ever. There were a few players who had been keen to compete initially, but had
had to pull out, like Marcos and Bauti Heguy, Mariano Aguerre, the Merlos brothers
and Milo. But Trotz, Ale Agote, Pancho, Juanchi, Pococho, Luis Escobar, Justo, Mono,
and several others did come through. Full speed polo on par with the best I have seen,
with rhythm, long passes, an brilliant runs. All Pro Polo at it’s finest. Horacito Heguy
showed up, flanked by two 25-year old beauties, and sat down to watch the match, the
blonde on one side and the brunette on the other. He may have lost an eye, but the one
he still has works pretty well when time comes to choosing company. I went up to him
and asked him what he thought.
“It’s good, but the chukka is about a minute too long,” he said in his usual, direct
manner.
He is one of the most knowledgable people in polo, so I made a mental note of
his comment. Around that time, ESPN had hired him to commentate the matches of
the Open, and he had brought a breath of fresh air to the transmissions. (I still fail to
understand why the matches on Palermo’s number two ground are shot into the sun—
one has to be a magician to see the bloody ball). Now that Buchaka was on the mic,
we had a good reason to tune in and watch the matches. Chochan just had to say A
for Buchaka to jump in and say B, in such a way that was absolutely hilarious to listen
to. He always chipped in with the right comment, loaded with sarcasm, and finished
it off a laugh that resembles the mating call of a sea lion. Polo ratings have never been
so high. It was fantastic. But please note, if I describe Horacito so directly, it is because
I care about him, and I know that the feeling is mutual. When he sat down with the
journalist Gustavo Sgalla at the end of the day to analyse the matches (some afternoons
with more delicacy than others), he wasn’t saying anything that he hadn’t in those AAP
meetings, in front of the top dogs of polo, three years back: that the new generation
of polo players don’t know how to play the sport because nobody ever taught them.
They have all learnt the same concepts, the ones instilled in them, the parate (stop)
and llevala (take it), the getting to the ball and securing possession. Were they good
players? Yes, but they were not playing polo. They were all talented and highly skilled
with the ball, and to gain possession you had to near about kill them, but they didn’t
have the concept of winning time in their heads, of reaching the ball and knowing what
to do, of understanding that the best bet is usually to hit the ball as hard as possible in
the direction of a teammate. Ironically, the team that does this the best is La Dolfina,
despite boasting the man who invented this new type of polo. Cambiaso, Nero, Stirling,
and Mac Donough concentrate on playing simple polo, hitting the ball, and running
full speed ahead. And nobody can beat them.
Our Golden Age tournament came to an end with a hilarious prize giving ceremony
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at the PARLASUR, where each player would come up to the table and choose a plant,
much resembling a grocery store scenario (give me two tomatoes and three aubergines—
oh, and some basil). There were enough seedlings for the spectators to take home, too. We
laughed a lot that day. Jokes, ice cold beers, a lamb cooked to perfection, philosophies
and theories flying high—a day to remember. The Golden Age Tour had arrived in the
best way possible, and it promised to bring many people back into polo.
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20
The year was coming to a close and we still had to host the final of the AAP
tournament with APPL rules, even though the only thing left of the AAP here was the
name of the competition. Not only had no one from the Association come to watch a
single match, including the 40-goal exhibition, but they had stopped publishing our
news in their newsletter, I assume because of the wall we had hit with Eduardo over
Tabanera’s voice note and my messy management. By this point, I had realised that their
absence was not only because of factors relating to my chicken theory, it was something
more. In one of our meetings, Eduardo had commented that they had to do the same
thing we were doing: build a professional league, an international circuit sustained
by sponsors and brands, where the best players in the world could compete among
themselves.
What angered me the most was that I had clearly been unable to transmit that
this was a totally open project, and that they were more than welcome to join us. If
they wanted to do the same thing, they didn’t need to start something new, because we
weren’t (and didn’t want to be) anybody’s competition. It was ridiculous that we should
have to start competing now, when we were light years away from having something
that worked—but then again, this is one of the many defects we Argentines have. It
would be equivalent to running a marathon and suddenly start pushing and shoving our
competitors only a hundred meters into the race. I assume responsibility, of course—
egos need to be left at the door.
The final was played on Pilarchico’s number two ground the Friday morning before
the final of the Argentine Open. Few people came to watch, but it was one of the best
matches of the season. A team called Magdala won the tournament, composed of Tincho
Tassara, Juan Campion, Juan Monteverde and Mateo Lafuente. I had brought a gingko
from the farm, and during the presentation I gifted the seedling to the AAP, thanking
them for their support. I chose a gingko, a Japanese tree capable of surviving nuclear
bombs (four ginkgos survived the blast at Hiroshima and are still growing today), as a
reminder that it was sure to survive any conflict the APPL and the AAP might have in
the future. I don’t think I need to spell out that we had to give the gingko to someone
to take to the AAP, because to conclude the perfect cycle of absence, no one from the
Association attended the prize giving, either. I hope they planted it, for the tree’s sake, I
mean.
The year 2017 drew to a close, without a doubt our most productive yet. The Open
final was played the following day, with La Dolfina taking the title, once again. I had
to attend the match because Hernán told me that Gabriele Bartolucci, a member of
the MotoGP committee, was in Argentina. Bartolucci was also one of the founders of
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EuroBasket, a type of Champions League for basketball that brings in millions of euros a
year. He was a good friend of Diego García Saenz’s, who in turn was a friend of Hernán’s,
and the plan was to take him to the final of the Open, tell him about our project, and
see whether he had any interest in joining us, or if he knew of anyone who might like the
idea.
The final was a terrible match, and as usual the players arrived 25 minutes late
to the presentation, which wouldn’t have been the end of the world had it not meant
that during that time the spectators in Grandstand C had to watch how everything for
the prize giving was set up. First, two people appeared with a table top, then someone
followed with the legs, and together they prepared the table where the prizes would be
displayed. Then, Luz Lalor and Maxi Funes, both with a utility knife in hand, started
taking the prizes out of black boxes and unwrapping them from the tissue paper. There
was a mad scramble for the tablecloth, which happily appeared just seconds before the
President of the Argentine Association of Polo, Eduardo Novillo Astrada, stepped up
to the mic. This whole sketch happened in front of everyone in the middle stand. Once
the prize giving had come to an end, I asked Gabriele what he had thought of the day’s
events.
“Well,” he said with a smile. “It’s all very familiar.”
An elegant way of saying that this was not very professional, and that we were light
years away from resembling other sports. To make the right changes, we were going
to need time, money, and above all, a different mentality, because many people were
more than happy with their familiar polo, even though it is a totally dysfunctional type
of familiarity, with underlying issues that are dutifully repressed. I must clarify that
this anecdote is not a criticism of Luz, nor Maxi, nor of those managing the current
Association, since this situation has been played out this way for as long as I can
remember.
It’s funny how the human mind, or mine at least, can sometimes be so rigid,
trapped in certain paradigms, until a piece of information or an occurrence activates
what scientists call neuroplasticity, and we suddenly are able to see things in a totally
different way. This is linked to Gabriele’s comment about the familiarity of polo, because
as I write this part of the essay, in October 2018, I understand more than ever how this
concept infiltrates the polo world at every level. I say this because the season’s biggest
scandal has just taken place: Negro de Lusarreta’s exit from Las Monjitas.
For the uninitiated among us, de Lusarreta was kicked off the team after only
having played two matches in the Tortugas Open, provoking a huge response from the
polo world and a tsunami of criticism towards the rest of the team, especially Hilario and
Sapo. Social media platforms burst with insults directed towards these two 10-goalers,
towards Camilo Bautista, and Ruso Heguy, who had stepped in as team coach just a
few days before. When I heard about the news I felt sorry for Negro, because I care for
him and I admire him as a person and player. I immediately recalled what I had written
about the 2017 Open final and the sport’s familiarity, because the decision taken by
Las Monjitas—changing a player who did not perform as expected—had been purely
professional. They have one objective: to win the Argentine Open. They hired a player
to help them achieve their goals, and that player was not filling the role as well as they
had hoped. Before reproaching Las Monjitas, we would have to analyse the details of de
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Lusarreta’s contract, and see whether there was any type of agreement that permitted
his exit mid-season, clauses, and so on. If that was the case, then we have to view their
decision as totally professional, something that happens often in other sports. That
competitive drive wins every time. If a player isn’t performing at his best, then he gets
put on the bench, no matter how kind hearted or popular he is.
But this is polo, this is a family sport, where taking a player out of a team mid-season
is widely criticised and should not be done. Who’s right, then? Hilario, Sapo, and the
Las Monjitas organisation, who changed a player who was not performing as expected?
Or de Lusarreta’s defenders, who label this as foul play, something that reflects badly on
the sport?
In my opinion, they both have a point, because it is a discussion that is happening
in parallel dimensions. Those who believe that polo is a sport that promotes certain
values have a right to criticise Las Monjitas, but those who see polo as a profesional
sport, ever more competitive, can justly defend the organisation. That’s all there is to it. I
benefitted from this whole series of events because I realised that before doing anything
else with the All Pro, we have to agree what direction we want to move towards. I admit
that I’m not so sure which is the right path, either. I know Sapo, Hilario, and Facu
Sola quite well, I have gotten to spend time with them thanks to the APPL, and the
truth is that they are all good guys who are just trying to reach the highest peak in their
profession. In other words, win the Argentine Open. Whether they break an unspoken
rule of sporting ethics or not is something that concerns them; it’s their conscience that
will (or will not) suffer for it, not ours. It’s competitive people like them that make a
sport so attractive, but if we all agree that this is not something appropriate for polo, that
this is a sport that should encourage traits that go beyond competition—like friendship,
cooperation, and loyalty—then let’s go in that direction. Something similar happens
with our country; some people want it to be like the United States of America, and
others want (or wanted) it to be like Venezuela. This disparity makes it impossible to
move forward.
So, whose side am I on? Do I back Las Monjitas, who are looking for a professional
polo model? Or am I with de Lusarreta, because he was kicked off unjustly and treated
unfairly? By way of an answer, I am going to share a personal anecdote.
*
My father, Gonzalo Tanoira, was one of the best polo players of his time. He held a
10-goal handicap for 13 uninterrupted years, and he won many prestigious tournaments,
both in Argentina and abroad. He never won the Argentine Open, however, the most
important tournament in polo and the one every player dreams of winning. He carried
that with him his whole life, and for many years he was “the only 10-goaler to never win
the Argentine Open.” I must admit that during my childhood it hurt me when I heard
people say that phrase, or when I saw it in magazines. But considering that he was such a
good player, why was it that he never won the Open? On one hand, because he played at
a time when there were two teams, Coronel Suárez and Santa Ana, who were superior to
the rest, and on the other, because he had a bit of bad luck, having made the final several
times and losing by only a couple of goals.
But there is a story that I don’t know if many people are familiar with. In 1980,
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the team Mar del Plata was composed of Alfonso and Gonzalo Pieres, my father, and
Negro Goti at Back. The Pieres brothers had been telling my father that he had to get rid
of Goti for a while now, because he was not playing well. Alfonso and Gonzalo, several
years younger, were on the way up, and my father and Goti were about to turn 40. On
the other hand, Juan Carlitos Harriott and Horacio Heguy announced their retirement
that year. With Juan Carlitos out, my father—alongside Memo Gracida, who played in
Santa Ana—became one of the best number threes still in the game. Three years went
by, Mar del Plata lost finals at Palermo by just an inch, and at the end of each season
the Pieres brothers turned to my father once again and said the same thing: we want
Negro Goti out. If that had happened, they would have recruited the best Back around
(Trotz, Juni Crotto, Alex Garrahan, or whoever) and probably won two or three Open
titles. But my father didn’t want to cut Goti, his friend and teammate of over 25 years.
And anyway, he didn’t do that type of thing. Finally, in 1983, when tensions between the
Pieres brothers and Goti were at an all time high, my father decided to break the team
up. He said that Mar del Plata was no more, that this team wasn’t acting like a team, that
each player should go and find somewhere else to play, and that was it. He knew full well
that he was losing the two best 10-goalers of the time.
This is in no way a criticism of the Pieres brothers, because they just wanted a better
player to join their team, and that way have a chance at winning the Open, something
they achieved just a few years later with La Espadaña. The point is that the Pieres’ of the
eighties thought just like Las Monjitas did in 2018.
Today, when I go back to my parents house at Cuatro Vientos and I look at the
shelves that hold my father’s prizes, I don’t see any cup for the Winner of the Argentine
Open. But the lesson he gave me, the rest of his children, his grandchildren, sons-inlaw, friends, and everyone else who saw what he did is worth more for me, and I know
it was worth more for him, than 20 Argentine Open titles combined. Only now do I
understand what he meant when he said, over and over again, in thousands of interviews
when the subject came up,
“I don’t lose any sleep over it, I always enjoyed playing with friends.”
He wasn’t going to start talking about how the Pieres’ wanted to cut Negro Goti, of
course. That’s what I’m here for.
Thirty-five years after that event, I ask myself the following: was my father’s attitude
professional? No, it wasn’t. A true professional would have done what the Pieres’ had
asked. If my father were alive today, I have no doubt that he would be on de Lusarreta’s
side, because he believed polo to be a place where you could cultivate positive values,
where you could compete with respect, play hard, but clean, and not win at all costs.
So now I reach a fork in the road, because this whole episode with Las Monjitas
and Negro de Lusarreta, as well as the story I have just told about my father, forces me to
stop and consider what I want to achieve with this super competitive, professional league,
where only the best of the best compete. At what cost? Is it worth the total destruction
of friendship? What is left after victory? Just a trophy on a shelf and a statistic that only
serves to inflate the ego? Without naming anyone in particular, I know of many former
Open champions who don’t have any sort of relationship with the teammates they won
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those titles with. Or worse yet, they are on terrible terms and won’t even greet each
other. Is winning a tournament with people you won’t even be able to look at later on
worth it? Is that what I want to teach my kids? Which is the true success story? Is a polo
trophy worth that much? All I can say is that I am incredibly proud of the father I had,
and I will always consider him to be one of the best polo players I have ever seen. Borges
never won the Nobel Prize in Literature; that doesn’t reflect badly on him, but on the
Nobel Prize. And in my opinion, the same thing is true here.
It should be clear, then, that I personally believe that polo is a means of cultivating
relationships, and transmitting values that are much more important than any trophy
could ever be. But where does the APPL stand in all of this? Do we encourage
competitiveness and professionalism, or do we want to maintain a friendly atmosphere
and clean ethics? Both, of course. We are on both sides, as long as polo is played at full
speed, because that is our principal objective. We want to recover a sport that has been
lost, a sport with rhythm, that highlights the talents of individual players and horses,
but not forgetting that this is fundamentally a team game. A true sport where players
compete with the aim of winning, where matches are not fixed, and where everyone can
play: professionals and amateurs, women and children, the good, the bad, and the ugly.
The All Pro Polo League will exists as long as the players on the field play the sport that
was always played. That’s it—next; and thank you for riding out my catharsis.
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Towards the end of December 2017, looking back on the highs and lows of the
year, I had a little moment of uncertainty. I was starting to understand just what I had
gotten myself into. The style of play we proposed was spectacular, we had the best players
in the world supporting us, a set of rules that really brought dynamism to the game—
but we still didn’t have any sponsors. I wasn’t sure just how much longer I would be able
to keep this all on the road, organising tournaments and exhibitions without receiving
a single penny. On the other hand, in our last meeting, Eduardo Novillo Astrada had
stated that they had to do the same thing we were doing (he even went as far as to
mention a well known watch and jewellery brand as a potential sponsor for 40-goal
matches around the world), so I was just waiting for the day when I would see the news
of this new international polo league in Clickpolo or Pololine, something that was sure
to provoke a flood of contradictory feelings in me: first, a certain sadness, because it
would mean that the APPL would almost certainly be made redundant (nothing brings
me less excitement than having to compete against someone for something), but also a
sense of relief, because regardless of whether the idea was borrowed or stolen, it would
mean that someone else was now in the driver’s seat.
But the news didn’t come. December is a busy month, where all the vegetables are
replanted, and I was more than occupied with my vegetable garden. While I worked
away, I spoke to everyone on the phone, and sometimes my mind ended up mixing polo
and horticulture. I would find myself telling Marcos or Justo, for example, that the USPA
training program for young players was just like thrusting a packet of seeds into a pot—
there are so many of them that they are unable to sprout roots and grow. Or I would
catch myself comparing the qualification system for the Argentine Open to the poor
pruning of fruit trees in winter. I sometimes felt like Chauncey Gardiner, the fictional
character played by Peter Sellers in the movie Being There. Chauncey, who is somewhat
mentally limited, usually spends all day watching television, but with the death of his
boss, a millionaire businessman, he begins drawing parallels between the plants in his
garden and the decisions that need to be made in the company. Shirley MacLaine also
acts in this film, based on the 1970 novel by the great writer Jerzy Kosinski, who also
authored The Painted Bird one of the most important literary works of the Holocaust
era.
I called Hernán Amorrortu, who was in Uruguay, and I shared my dilemma with
him. He told me that Gonza and Facu were going over to his house that afternoon
to play tennis, and that he would ask them whether they had heard anything definite
about this AAP league. If they said that they didn’t have anything set in stone with
the Association, I told Hernán to ask them if they would be willing to play an APPL
tournament in Palm Beach that upcoming season. That night I got a reply from Hernán:
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“Javi, I spoke to Gonza and Facu,” he wrote. “They say that they have no idea about
Eduardo’s project, and that they are up for putting together an All Pro tournament in
Palm Beach.”
Two days later, I spoke to both Gonza and Facu on the phone and we agreed on
the format the tournament should take: 25-goal teams, with a 10-goaler per team, and
three American players rated around 5-goals each. We had to involve the USPA if we
wanted the fields at IPC and their support fitting the tournament into their fixture. I
knew that Sapo, Hilario, and Adolfito would also be playing the season, so I called them
straight away and told them our idea. The first two said yes, they could play, as long as
they had the support of their patrons and the dates didn’t clash. I must admit that I had
low expectations when I wrote to Adolfito; I knew that he still didn’t really understand
the objectives of the project. As with Eduardo Novillo Astrada, I knew that was most
probably my fault; I was failing to make them see what we were working to achieve.
But Cambiaso had played the Pilarchico tournament, so it was right to invite him. He
replied saying that he was hoping to play as little polo as possible in order to look after
himself physically, and that he would have to talk to Bob Jornayvaz when he got out to
the States, but if I really needed a player, he could do me the favour of playing. I replied
thanking him, saying that we would be in touch. I didn’t think it was necessary to tell
him, once again, that at this stage in the game a favour didn’t benefit anyone (not him,
not us). He either wanted to join the All Pro Polo League, believing that it had a future
and that part of it was his, or not, and went his own way—which is what eventually
happened.
*
The year ended, January came around, and the polo world split into three, travelling
to the preferred summer destinations, which I’m sure that at this point in my story I
need not name again. A few summers before, my family and I had discovered a place
near Necochea, a city south of Buenos Aires province, on the sand dunes by the coast.
The place, apart from being absolutely beautiful, has several points in its favour. Firstly,
it was as far away from José Ignacio and Villa La Angostura (and Aspen, of course) as
possible. Don’t get me wrong, I love these places, but in January there are more people
there in a square meter than in the city of Canton, China (which according to a UN
study is the most densely populated city in the world). The distance from Buenos Aires
and the constant wind means that this wonderful place still maintains its essence of
peace. We discovered a magical place, with old and new friends, the wild and green
Atlantic before us, majestic waves, kilometres of virgin beach, and mountainous dunes
which our girls climb freely, with excited vigour, before falling into bed exhausted at
the end of the day. We loved it so much that Loly and I decided to build a house there
a couple of years ago. We were there when, in the first days of February, I received a
message from Hernán Amorrortu.
“Javi, I just got a call from Frank!” he wrote. “He has arranged a meeting with
Ecclestone this Thursday, at 9am, in his London office. Call me now!”
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It was Monday. That gave us hardly any time to prepare for the meeting. I managed to
get a flight on Air France that left on Tuesday afternoon, giving me time to get to Ezeiza
from Necochea without stopping in Buenos Aires. Hernán travelled that same Monday
night and landed in London on Tuesday, as did Frank, who flew over from Madrid. I
got there on Wednesday afternoon, with just enough time to go to Paul Smith on Sloan
Square and buy a blazer and a pair of shoes, since my beach wardrobe was largely made
up of bathing suits and flip flops. The last time I had been in London during the winter
had been 20 years ago, on a layover on my way to India.
On February 6, at 9am sharp, the three of us stood outside Bernie Ecclestone’s
offices on St. James Street, in front of Hyde Park. Frank told us that it was a nine story
building, and that Formula 1 had worked out of there for over 30 years. Now, aside from
Bernie and his two secretaries on the ground floor, it was empty.
We were greeted and shown in. The walls of the corridor were lined with art of
a motor racing motif, and many were dedicated to Bernie. We were led into a small
conference room. A couple of minutes later, the door opens and, finally, Bernie
Ecclestone walks in. Even though I had heard that he was short, his height surprised me.
He resembled a type of beardless Papa Smurf, with thick white hair, and an energetic
gaze. Only his voice hinted at his 87 years; he spoke quietly, as if his volume had been
turned down. We commented on the weather, on our journey to London, and I thanked
him for meeting with us. Frank introduced Hernán and I, and explained the motive of
our visit. Then, silence; Frank looked at me, and gave a slight nod. The first thing I did
was ask Ecclestone how much he knew about polo.
“I know a bit,” said Bernie. “I know that patrons play on teams, that they are
very bad players, but very rich. Years ago, motor racing was very similar in that sense. I
remember watching a match. I have a house in Gstaad and I go there often. I know that
there is a polo tournament there. I went once but found it terribly dull. Now when they
play the tournament, I try to stay as far away from it as possible, so that the organisers
don’t invite me to attend,” he concluded, looking at Frank with knowing smile.
I caught Hernán’s eye, and he looked at me with a kind of we are screwed expression.
I realised that we had very low chances of getting a positive result. We were meeting
with someone to see whether they would be interested in our polo project, and the first
thing they say is that they actively try to stay as far away from a polo field as possible. Not
favourable on our behalf. After agreeing with him that polo played at holiday resorts is
hugely boring, I began explaining that polo had not always been that way, that for many
years it had been, especially in Argentina, a thrilling sport to watch. I told him about our
idea to build an international polo league with only the best players in the world.
“And how are you going to make it economically viable?” he interrupted.
“We thought about sponsors—brands that want to support the league in exchange
for publicity,” I said, confidently.
“Impossible,” he replied. “There is no chance of that happening. Polo is never going
to be attractive for brands, first of all because it is viewed as an elite sport. That is going
to isolate people and it is going to be hard to get an audience. But most of all, there is no
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chance of that happening because polo is a difficult sport to understand. The rules are
too complicated, and when people don’t understand, they lose interest.”
We debated about this last point for a while, because it was, in his opinion, the reason
why a certain sport did or did not become popular.
“Take football, for example: 11 players a side, one ball, two goals,” continued
Bernie. “When the ball goes into the opponents goal, the attacking team gets one point.
Motor racing: one circuit, a lot of cars that start together and have to go around the
circuit. The first car to finish wins. Golf: you have to hit a small ball into a hole. The
player to make it in less hits wins. No secrets.”
He asked me what type of rules I wanted to change. I told him that polo had become
less attractive because it had lost speed and rhythm, and that most of our rules were
aimed at recovering that. I also mentioned that I had tried to bring about change from
within the Argentine Association of Polo, but to no avail.
“Bah! Forget about that,” he said with hand gesture. “Associations don’t bring
about change in sport. You just have to give them a big cheque once a year. That keeps
them quiet; they love big cheques,” he grinned, with another cheeky look at Frank.
I realised that he was alluding to his experience with the FIA (Fédération Internationale
de l’Automobile). When Bernie began the Formula 1 revolution back in the ‘70s, the
President of the FIA was a Frenchman called Jean-Marie Balestre, with whom Bernie
did not have a good relationship. They endured thousands of battles, until an ingenious
move by Bernie in 1991 knocked Balestre off his pedestal. He was replaced by Max
Mosley, a loyal supporter of Bernie’s, who adhered to his every order for a quarter of a
century, until a sex abuse scandal forced him to quit.
We were 15 minutes into the meeting, and considering his lack of enthusiasm for
our sport, it seemed likely that we would be shown the door at any moment. I was
already preparing my I’m an artist speech, when Bernie picks up the phone, dials his
secretary, and asks her to call David Hill. A minute later the phone rings and Bernie
answers.
“Hi David,” he said. “I am with some gentlemen who have a project that hopes to
turn polo into a popular sport… yes, of course, OK… wait, I’ll hand you to one of them.”
He passes me the phone. I don’t think I need to clarify that I didn’t have the slightest
idea who David Hill was. I had never heard of that name before, and I didn’t remember
anything about him in Bernie’s book. I did think that Bernie could have at least given
me a slight introduction to the guy while we were waiting for his call. But it was too late:
fight or flight. I began with a Hello, Sir, and started talking. Berni looked at me firmly,
almost enjoying the moment of pressure he had put me under. After a few minutes,
when I had more or less explained our project, and spoken about patrons, professionals,
and sponsors, Mr. Hill interjects.
“Interesting,” he began. “Bernie must have called me because I spent a lot of time
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working with Kerry Packer to change the rules of cricket. Are you familiar with Kerry
Packer?”
Bingo. Those who know me know that I am a confessed atheist, who doesn’t believe in
anything, or, as Nietzsche puts it, believes that God is Dead. But I must admit that there
are times when I do believe in God, and the pretty story of heaven filled with angles and
Archangels, and this was one of those moments. I saw my father and Kerry, sitting on a
cloud, smoking a Marlboro Light each, looking down on me and laughing hysterically
at how this Papa Smurf was making me sweat. They decided to throw me a life line,
something I could hold on to. Now, if you, dear reader, will accompany me, I would like
to take a little detour from our meeting with Bernie and share how Packer appeared in
our lives. It is a special story, and it describes a wonderful time in polo history.
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In the early eighties, when my father was at the height of his career, he met an
Australian named Ginger Hunt while playing in England, and they became friends.
Ginger was a medium goal professional, and every time he saw my father he told him
about polo in Australia, lamenting that there weren’t any patrons good enough to
take the 10-goalers out there. My father told him that he had always wanted to visit
Australia, and that he would be happy to go if someone would just cover his costs. In
February 1984, we were spending the summer at La Fe Vieja, our farm near Trenque
Lauquen, when the phone rings. It was Ginger Hunt. There was someone who wanted
to invite my father to play the Easter Tournament, in Sydney, in March. My father
said yes straight away, and a month later he and my mother were off. They took the
transpolar flight that Aerolineas Argentinas had been running since 1980, and flew to
Sydney, stopping off at Rio Gallegos and Auckland. There was a car with a driver waiting
for them at the airport, but instead of taking them out onto the highway, he drove just a
couple of hundred meters into a particular section of the airport, and dropped them off
at the foot of a Sikorsky S-76B helicopter, a type of spaceship that could accommodate
14 people. Once aboard, they flew an hour and a half to a place 500 kilometres outside
of Sydney, near the town of Scone, called Ellerston. They got off the chopper, and there
was Kerry Packer (or KP as everyone in Australia called him), ready to welcome them.
That was the beginning of a friendship that transcended any type of player-patron
relationship I have ever seen. Ten years of polo followed (and ten more, once the two of
them retired), ten years of trips around the world, incredible journeys, partnerships, and
so much more. My father, thanks to Packer, bought two farms in the west of Argentina,
near La Fe Vieja. One of them is where I now live with my family, and probably where
I am going to die, hopefully not too soon. But beyond everything he left us, I was lucky
enough to get to know him pretty well. I remember having long conversations with him
in the swimming pool bungalow at Finnig Hill. He was always aware of people’s needs,
and did whatever he could to help everyone around him. One day, my father and KP
were driving back to Buenos Aires from Pilar, when a crippled man approached the
car at a traffic light and asked for a coin. My father rolls the window down and starts
looking for loose change, but Kerry stops him. He takes a wad of cash from his pocket
and gives the man 1,000 pesos, which at the time was equivalent to 1,000 US dollars.
My father looks at him, astonished.
“Kerry, you’re crazy!” he said. “That’s a lot of money!”
“Nothing is a lot of money for this man,” he replied, giving the beggar the cash.
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This ability to understand the circumstances of others does not come with money,
intelligence, success, or power. It is an elusive quality called empathy—the ability to
feel and understand what the person next to you is feeling, and do your best to help
them. Kerry had it, without a shadow of a doubt. He was a man who always looked
you straight in the eyes. In terms of polo, Kerry marked a huge turning point in our
sport. He was the best patron in the history of polo, setting the bar incredibly high for
others to come. Together with my father, Gonzalo and Alfonso Pieres, Carlitos Gracida,
Bauti Heguy, Adolfo Cambiaso, and a few more, Kerry made Ellerston one of the most
successful teams and organisations of all time. I don’t think there will ever be anyone
like him. When my father died, KP came to the first auction we organised without him
and bought the three most expensive fillies we had, leaving no doubt in anyone’s mind
just how much he cared for him, and as a way of encouraging us to continue breeding.
*
There I was, then, on the phone to someone who had just asked if I knew who
Kerry Packer was. I took an deep breath and jumped right in.
“Of course,” I said. “I was lucky enough to have known Kerry very well. My father
played polo with him for over ten years.”
“Who was your father?” David asked.
“Gonzalo Tanoira.”
“Oh, I remember him well,” said David. “We met at Gretel’s wedding.” Gretel is
Kerry’s daughter.
“Yes, I remember when they went to Gretel’s wedding,” I replied, glancing at Bernie
as if saying, Ha! You put me on the phone with a guy I don’t know and two minuets in we’re
talking about our friend, who is none other than the great Kerry Packer.
“Back in the day Kerry tried to do something to transform polo, just like he did
with cricket, but he wasn’t very successful,” said David. “At the moment I am hired
exclusively by Formula 1, so I can’t do anything else, but I have a friend who has been
successful in airing sports on TV. I am going to have lunch with him today. I’ll tell him
about your project and give you a call later on this afternoon. His name is Barry Hearn
and he is the most influential person out there when it comes to the big sports chains.”
“Great, I look forward to your call,” I said, hanging up.
I fill Bernie, Frank, and Hernán in on what David said, that there might be a
person interested in the project. As soon as Bernie hears the name Barry Hearn he starts
nodding, and for the first time in the meeting, shows a slither of emotion.
“Yes, Barry Hearn could be interested,” he says. “He has revolutionised several sports,
billiards and darts being two of them. He managed to get it on TV, and together with
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all the betting companies, transformed it into something massive.”
We spoke a little longer, we showed him a sizzle we had put together with Hernán
and Alejo, and before we left he gave me his phone number and told me to keep him
in the loop if anything happened with David and Barry. Bernie turned out to be a nice
guy, nothing like the image of the small devil that the biography made him out to be. In
over 30 years, Frank had never asked Bernie for a meeting to present a project; Bernie’s
kindness shows just how highly he values his friendship with Frank.
Below is some information, snatched from the internet, that describes the two
men whose contact we now had thanks to Bernie.
David Hill, also known as Hilly, serves as the Senior Executive Vice President of
Fox Networks Group, and served as the Senior Executive Vice President of TwentyFirst Century Fox, Inc. from July 2012 to June 2015. Mr. Hill served as an Advisor
of DIRECTV. He serves as the Chief Financial Officer for Arrow Dynamics, Inc. He
served as the President of Fox Sports Networks Inc., as Chief Executive Officer of Fox
Sports Television Group at Fox Entertainment Group, Inc., since June 1999. He has
been a Director of OPEN Sports Network Inc., since July 2009. He serves as Director
of Fox Sports Media Group (FSMG).
Barry Hearn is an English sporting events promoter and the founder
and chairman of promotions company Matchroom Sport. Through Matchroom,
Hearn is involved in many sports, including pool, tenpin bowling, golf, table tennis,
and fishing. Hearn is currently the chairman of the Professional Darts Corporation,
and was also, until July 2010, chairman of the World Professional Billiards and Snooker
Association (WPBSA). He was also the chairman of Leyton Orient F.C until July 2014.
Bernie had set us up perfectly, he had left us at the entrance of stadium, ready to go
out and play first division. It was one thing to contact these guys ourselves, and quite
another to have Bernie Ecclestone call and tell them about our project. To top it all off,
the next morning I get a phone call from Bernie asking me how I got on with David
Hill. Incredible. I told him that we were in contact via e-mail, trying to see if there was
any way we could meet before I left (which sadly couldn’t happen). Bernie said that
there was a chance that he might see them in a few days, and that he would mention my
project to them, even though he stressed that it would all be extremely difficult to get off
the ground, almost impossible.
I flew back to Argentina that night, happier than ever. Even though I didn’t get to
meet David Hill, he sent me some very insightful e-mails that taught me many things,
and I am still in contact with him today. Below are the last two e-mails he sent me,
which clearly show the level of skepticism polo inspires in many.
Sent by David Hill, on Wednesday, Feb. 28, 2018, at 16:19:
Your core problem is that it has been an elite sport, it is an elite sport, and will be
an elite sport. Like yachting or eventing.
And I don’t know how you overcome that with a massive marketing campaign.
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Plus your other core problem is that there are too many sports now, and trying
to stand out (like Barry did with darts) is almost impossible. By the way, do any
celebrities own polo teams, or play polo?
Sent by David Hill, on Wednesday, Feb. 28, 2018, at 17:27:
You need someone who understands and loves the sport, shares your passion, and
is prepared to back that belief with a lot of money.
I’m afraid I doubt anyone else will back the concept.
Look, I appreciate your passion, but polo has been around for ever, and it has
always been a very niche sport for the very rich.
Over the years, people have tried to popularise it.
None of these efforts have worked.
I’m afraid I can’t see a successful outcome for you! So good luck and I really hope
you can make it happen.
Crystal clear, David. Polo was, is, and will always be an elite sport. At that moment,
I accepted that statement to be true—and it was a hard pill to swallow. I had managed
to get in touch with three inspirational figures, three leaders, and showed them a project
backed by the top 50 players of the sport, the three most important associations, including
the Federation of International Polo, clubs, tournaments—the best of the best. I had put
it all on a platter and handed it to them, not asking for anything in return, giving them
the chance to build it from the ground up, even offering to have my team join them if
they wanted. But they didn’t bite. They didn’t want it, not even for free. They preferred
to continue developing sports like darts, billiards, or wrestling.
Lengue-lengue is a type of fishing that consists of attaching several small, golden
hooks onto a line, and then attaching that line onto a thin bamboo rod. The line is
then lowered into the water, and moved in such a way so that the hooks reflect the
sunlight; glittering and gleaming, they act as bait for small fish. I remember spending
long afternoons on a bridge in Punta del Este fishing with these types of rods. Why do I
share this anecdote? Well, because this is the first image that comes to mind when I try
to describe our trip to London. It was like we had gone out into the high seas, fishing
for sharks, but with only our lengue-lengue fishing rod. Even though we had done a lot
of things right—because we had found the sharks and thrown the line out at the right
time—our bate was too small. They didn’t even bother opening their mouths; they just
swam on by.
In Bernie’s case it was worse, because during our meeting he had mentioned
that he had recently received a proposal from Vladimir Putin, asking him to build an
international circuit for ice hockey, an increasingly popular sport in Russia. But Bernie
had told us that he didn’t see much potential in it, and he didn’t really want to get
involved. I mean, if Bernie said no to Putin and the billions of dollars he could make
from that project, developing a sport infinitely more popular than polo, what were the
chances that he would say yes—at 87 years of age and with 8 billion in the bank—to us?
That he would invest time and money into a sport he found to be elitist and boring, one
he found difficult to understand and was being presented by some Argentine hippie?
He only showed interest as a curtesy to Frank, and because at the end of the day, he is
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a good person. All he could do was share a contact or two and wish us the best of luck.
The Bernie Ecclestone of polo was not going to be Bernie Ecclestone himself, it was
going to be someone 40 years younger, and I had to carry on looking for him.
*
I landed in Argentina and went straight back to Necochea, where my family was,
feeling a tad overwhelmed, because the repercussion our meeting with Ecclestone had
in the tiny bubble of the polo world contrasted massively with the lack of interest our
sport had generated among the big leagues. I tried to be as honest as possible in my
interviews with both Clickpolo and Pololine. I could have said that thanks to our
meeting with Ecclestone, the doors had been opened and the All Pro Polo League was
off to the races—but none of that had happened. I told the truth, because the lack of
potential these prophets saw in polo was based around the same problems we saw in our
sport, and which we were fighting to change by lowering the number of horses, lowering
the costs, making the sport more accessible, simplifying the rules, blowing less fouls,
making the sport easier to understand, and making the game faster and more dynamic.
It helped our cause that Bernie Ecclestone, David Hill, and Barry Hearn were all saying
the same thing.
On the other hand, David continued insisting over e-mail that we were going to
need someone with deep pockets, considering that this was a high risk investment. He
suggested that that person be someone with a deep passion for the sport, who would be
willing to do it for the recognition of being the father of modern polo, or for any other
ostentatious titles, rather than for economic interest. He suggested Jamie Packer, Kerry’s
only son. Apart from having the aforementioned characteristics, David suggested that
Jamie might have the extra motivation of doing for polo what his father had done for
cricket. He was, according to David, the perfect candidate. The truth is that I had never
pursued the idea of meeting with Jamie because I knew that he had retired from polo
a while back. Anyway, if I did want to contact him, I would do so through the Pieres
family, who support the APPL and have a much closer relationship with Jamie than I
do.
A few days after my arrival from London, a familiar feeling crept up on me, one
that had been visiting me often. I don’t really know how to explain it, but it is like the
energy you find in a house that has been empty for a while, that energy that blows open
the back window when you open the front door. The meeting with Bernie, and my
conversations with David Hill, had taught me a lot about the world of sports, but there
was something that didn’t feel right. I suddenly realised what it was. These guys knew
a lot about sports, but they didn’t know anything about polo. Their judgements were
based on preconceived notions of what they thought polo was: a millionaire’s hobby, a
niche sport for the very rich, an elite sport that will always be an elite sport. I had accepted
these statements, but as the days went by, I started to doubt their validity. Had polo
always been a rich man’s sport? Was that why it was known as the Game of Kings? That
was when I realised that I had to go back; I had to learn about the origins of polo and
understand where it truly came from. Only then would I be able to find the answers to
my questions.
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The first thing I did was contact Horacio Laffaye, who is undoubtedly the best
living historian of our sport. Horacio has lived in the US for many years now, and he has
written countless books on polo. He is a member of the Museum of Polo and Hall of
Fame in Wellington, and a great conversationalist. I had contacted him back when I was
writing my first essay, and he had shared information about the early rules, the length
of a chukka, the evolution of the game, and so on. I now e-mailed him explaining what
I was hoping to investigate this time, and he replied with all the information he had.
Then, I contacted another great polo writer and historian named Roger ChattertonNewman, author of a very interesting book called Great Polo Clubs of the World. Lastly,
during a trip to Chile in April 2019, where I went to host the Gabriel Donoso Cup as
part of the Golden Age Tour, Gerardo Valdés gifted me a wonderful book about polo
in Chile. The introduction of the book shares valuable information about the origins of
polo around the world. With their help, I was able to gather the following information.
While polo officially originated in Persia (what is today Iran) in 600 AC, there
are facts that lead us to believe that the sport dates back even further. In 1450 AC, in
the town of Manipur, situated on the border of between India and Tibet, King Kangba
(1405-1359 AC) was known to play polo with hockey sticks and a bamboo ball (this
King is considered the founder of our sport). The word polo derives from the Tibetan
language; po-lo or po-long referred to the bamboo ball, but also to the field and the
hobby itself. There are early references to a game played on horseback between two
houses, where the winner was the team who took the ball up to the opposing house
before the other team did so. This information proves that polo is the oldest team sport
in history (the oldest individual sport is wrestling). The account also implies that the
game was symbolic of the wars between communities and neighbouring towns. The
writer George Orwell once stated, “Sport is war minus the shooting,” alluding to the
idea that all of man’s games imitate war.
In the case of polo, this comment is particularly relevant, as the horse was a central
protagonist in the centuries of warfare between towns and nations. We can see this by
just looking at any antique Chinese or Persian scroll, any Medieval or Roman illustration,
any photograph of the conquest of the West, or the American Cilvil War.
Once a year, in the Shandur region in Pakistan, an event called the Shandur Polo
Festival takes place. It was founded in 1936 and is still played today. The festival sees
two neighbouring towns, Chitral and Gilgit-Baltistan, play a match without any rules
whatsoever, on a field located 3,700 meters above sea level. With six players a side, it
is incredibly dangerous for both players and horses, and even spectators. When I first
heard of this event, I realised that polo had not always been a sport for Kings. For many
years, polo was played on horses that also served other purposes, as was the case in the
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festival in Pakistan.
This journey through time clarified a lot of things for me. I realised that, historically,
the horse has always been man’s loyal companion in three fundamental tasks: transport,
work, and war. When horses were not occupied in any of these activities, man
discovered that he could ride them for pleasure, and he invented a sport to reflect that:
polo. Pakistan, India, Mongolia, Tibet, Bangladesh—all these countries used horses to
cover large distances and control cattle, and this was precisely where polo flourished.
When the British occupied India and Pakistan and discovered polo, they played on the
regiment’s horses, the same horses they used for battle. In many cases, then, riders kept
their horses in shape by playing polo.
This understanding led me to believe that polo must have been—for thousands of
years, in many countries around the world—a popular sport, played by humble people
in their spare time, on the same horses they used to carry out daily activities.
Today’s sport is totally different, of course. Polo horses are bred and used exclusively
for polo (with the exception of a few countries in Asia), and the horse in daily life has
been replaced by machines (cars, tractors, motorbikes, and tanks). But this theory serves
to refute people who say that polo has always been an elite sport.
This investigation into the origins of our sport made me reflect on what we were
doing, because it was one thing to change a couple of rules to make the game faster, and
quite another to play with the history of the oldest team sport in the world. There were
people playing polo fifteen centuries before the brith of Christ, for crying out loud!
So, if one is willing to get involved and work to incite change, caution must be taken,
because what we have here is something millenary. We must not be disheartened, then, if
the people who manage the sporting world today say that this doesn’t have a future, and
that they are not interested because they are too busy organising darts events because
that is what people want to see. Fair enough, but I believe that the human race is designed
to move forward, not backwards; if we offer content for dull-witted people, because we
assume that people are brainless, it is likely that they will end up being dull-witted and
brainless. Quantum physics and zero point energy in the clearest of manifestations.
This introspection—thinking about a particular subject for a long time—organised
my thoughts, and I was able to see how and why polo turned into what it is today:
1. Polo was a popular sport as long as people had access to horses.
2. When man went from using horse drawn carriages to favouring motor
vehicles, the horse lost its functionality and became a luxury item.
3. Populations grew and the price of land went up (especially around big cities
in the first world), making it more expensive to keep horses.
4. As a result, polo became less accesible, limited to the elite, and only played by
people with money.
Money, without control, corrupts and destroys everything it touches. The strongest
rule and, at some point in the narrative, they grab a pen and write the rules that everyone
else has to follow. And they write in a way that suites them—that is why the gap became
bigger and bigger with time, and the farce increasingly evident.
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March 2018—on to Palm Beach. The place where the All Pro Polo League was
born, in a night of sweet insomnia in the Hamptons Inn, after that frustrating meeting
with the players where we all felt like we were standing on opposite sides of the fence.
Now, three years later, we were organising a tournament together.
I already had the green light from the three Pieres brothers, as well as Hilario
and Sapo, so with one 10-goaler per team we could put five teams together. Of course,
we could also try and make a team with a 9- or 8-goaler, if they were available. This
allowed us to recruit several American players, one of the main reasons for organising
the tournament in the first place, and something I had been pushing Bob Puetz, Charlie
Muldoon, and any other USPA director I happened to come across, to do. The soul of
any sport is defined by its players. If we want polo in the States to grow, the players have
to improve; it is incredible that there hasn’t been a single 10-goal player in over 15 years
(if I am not mistaken, the last American 10-goaler was Mike Azzaro in 2001). Those
involved with the USPA had been very kind to me up to this point, and we agreed
on almost everything. Apart from Charlie and Bobby, I had met with Joe Meyer, Tom
Goose, Chip Campbell, and Steve Lane. They all said that they loved the APPL, the
motivations behind it, and that I thought out of the box. But when the time came to set a
date or lock down an idea, or when I sent them a proposal with the goal of sending their
kids over to Argentina—nothing happened. Bobby discreetly let me know that it was
not easy for them, because there were several training programs for the kids, like TUSPA
(Team USPA) and the PFT (Polo Training Foundation), but that the money intended
for training had to stay within the US, because that was the politically correct thing to
do. I thought that was fine—in fact, I was in constant communication with Adam Snow,
Owen Rinehart, Stewart Armstrong, Scott Devon, and others who shared my vision
and recognised the problems inherent in modern polo—but we all knew that no one
was going to improve much that way. We all know that the only way players improve is
when they play a higher level of polo than the one they are used to, with players better
than themselves. The only place that was possible was in Argentina. Bobby, who by this
point had most deservedly become CEO of the USPA, agreed, and told me not to get
disheartened. “Let me think about what we can do,” he would say, but I didn’t want to put
him in a situation where he had to force it, and risk the job he had earnt thanks to many
hours of hard work and dedication.
This tournament in Palm Beach seemed like a good alternative, because it was in
the States, and we were giving the kids a chance to improve by playing, for free, with
10-goal players. The USPA had already spoken to Jimmy Newman and the people at
IPC, and Mark Bellisimo had given the thumbs up, so it seemed as if we could count
on the fields to play. We set the date for the last week of March, for the space between
the end of the CV Whitney Cup and the beginning of the Gold Cup, and a month
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before the tournament Pololine started spreading the news about the upcoming APPL
in Wellington. I asked Tincho to take our eagle over to the club, and we got a shot
of all five 10-goalers with our magnificent trophy. I liked that the players were getting
involved, it was fundamental for me that they started feeling that the APPL was their
project, that they could share their opinions and make decisions, like what players they
wanted on their teams, how many goals the tournament should be, and so on. I asked
them to choose the name of their team, design their shirts and pick the colours, so that
they could start thinking more in the long term. According to our original plan, this
league would be made viable through franchising, and in exchange for their hours on
the field, they would start owning a franchise. If they started designing a brand now,
their franchise could be worth a lot of money in the future (if the league was a success,
of course).
I shared my idea with them, but I wasn’t sure whether they would pay too much
attention to it. Ten days before I was set to fly out to the States, I got a message from
Facu saying that Cavalier had his team shirts ready, and if I could please pick them up
and bring them over. His team was going to be called La Zeta. The next day, Gonza
called and said that Prisa had his shirts ready. He had chosen Open Polo as his team
name. This may seem insignificant, but it wasn’t for me. It showed that the players saw a
future in this. The fact that they had taken time to design and order their shirts made me
very happy. Hilario also ordered shirts for his team, La H, which weren’t ready in time,
but the effort was still valid.
The season in Palm Beach had been, according to spectators out there, quite
attractive thanks to the 20-goal tournaments in January and February, but now
that Facundo and Cambiaso had teamed up in Valiente (something that was widely
criticised by the polo world), the first 26-goal tournament had been a complete joke,
not only because there were few teams competing, but because the majority of those
teams belonged to the same patron, so naturally, a high number of matches were fixed.
The USPA was talking about lowering the 26-goal to 22, but Cambiaso was wholly in
opposition to this, and he started campaigning against the change. He also set out to
convince Bob Jornayvaz and the Ganzis to host 26-goal tournaments outside of IPC.
*
A week before my trip to the States, I get a message from Facu saying that he and
the 10-goalers had been talking, and they agreed that it was going to be very difficult to
get two days off to play the APPL, because the dates were quite tight. He didn’t say it,
but I got the sense that the patrons were complicating things. The 10-goalers were always
very careful and made sure that this didn’t interfere with their jobs. Facu and Gonza had
actually suggested I change the name of the league, because they thought that All Pro
Polo sounded too exclusive and was quite aggressive towards patrons. I replied that the
name referred to what happened on the field, where we only wanted to see good players
compete. That was the only way we could transform polo into a spectacle. If they came
up with a better name, I would be happy to change it, but how we were going to play,
and who did or didn’t make it onto the field, was not up for negotiation. I told them
not to worry about the dates, that if they had trouble playing two matches we could
get the kids to play among themselves on the first day, with the 10-goalers watching off
the field—almost like a kind of draft, where the 10-goalers got to pick the players they
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wanted on their team.
Two days before I flew over, Bobby called me and said that the people at IPC were
a bit worried, because there had been little rain and a lot of polo that season, and the
fields were not holding up well. The patrons were complaining, as were the members,
and they didn’t want the APPL to kick off another wave of complaints. He didn’t say
that the fields would be unavailable, but a yellow light went off in my head. This was not
the first time this had happed to us in Palm Beach. It was the third year we had hosted
an exhibition or a match there, and on more than one occasion I had had no choice but
to rent a field. I could not believe, however, that even with the 10-goalers being willing
to play with the young Americans, and with the number of fields there were in the area,
I would have to go rent a ground this time around. It was something I just could not
comprehend.
Hernán Amorrortu and I landed in the States the day before the first match.
When I get off the turnpike and take Lake Worth Ave towards Wellington, I receive
an voice message from Juan Monteverde telling me that IPC would definitely not
have any grounds available for our tournament. For the first fixture, Fransisco and Luis
Escobar had offered us their field in their club, Santa Clara. The generosity shown by
the Escobars didn’t surprise me; we have been great friends for years, and I know that
they understand and share my vision. Also, Luis has two boys who play very well, and it
is likely that they will form part of the new generation of American 10-goalers.
We ended up playing a round robin with the Americans while the 10-goalers
watched on; it all worked out well. We only had one day to play the proper tournament,
so I came up with the following format: four teams, three 3 chukka matches; two teams
came on to play three chukkas, they went off and the other two came on; the loser
stayed on the field and played a subsidiary against the loser of match one; and lastly, the
final between the two winners. An express tournament in the best sense of the word, all
done and dusted in two and a half hours. The marvellous appeal of simplicity.
But we still didn’t have a field on which to play. Juan and I were racking our brains,
trying to think who could help us, but any suggestion I made received a thumbs down
emoji from him. Coca-Cola’s field? Negative. How about Orchard Hill? Not available.
Zacara? No chance. Grand Champions and Valiente? Forget about it. So there we were,
less than 24 hours to go until the tournament where four of the best eight players in
the world were going to play with the American kids, and we didn’t have a field. Where
were the big American Polo Supporters, the ones so keen to recover the splendour of
American polo? The ones who wrote to me on Facebook congratulating me for what
I was doing? Where were the journalists who published APPL news regularly? And
the USPA? They generate a turnover of 1.7 billion dollars a year, with over 50 million
dollars in net earnings, and they were not capable of renting a field for the tournament?
It was clear at this point that I was the only one who was going to rent anything, but I
just could not understand what was going on. I tried to see where we had failed, why we
had not been able to eloquently communicate the benefits of putting their players on a
field with our 10-goalers.
I wasn’t going to sit and sulk, however, or get angry about it, so I blocked out the
negative thoughts I had against the USPA and went out looking for a field. Once again,
and just to show that this is an inclusive project, a patron threw us a lifeline. Facu and
Gonza called Curtis Pilot, their 20-goal patron, who had rented what had previously
been Outback, and he lent us the field, which to boot was in great condition, much
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better than the ones at IPC—as Jimmy Newman had said, they were destroyed.
*
A couple of months after this event, an American friend of mine (who asked to
remain anonymous)—a former professional who knows everyone on the American
polo scene—gave me his thoughts on the subject, and I began to see the overall picture
in a clearer light. He told me that nobody in the States cares about this subject, nor
do they do anything to help players reach a higher handicap, for one simple reason:
when polo players become stars, they take the power away from those who have it, in
other words the USPA, the clubs, and the patrons. What benefit does the USPA have in
helping people who, once at the top, will tell them how to run the show? While I am in
no position to confirm whether this is true or not, this theory makes a lot of sense, and
we don’t have to look further than Argentina to see why. The high goal players control
everything: fixtures, tournaments, umpires, rules—you name it.
Now that I think about it, it could be that the Americans do this unconsciously,
that they are unable to rationalise their thoughts and their actions, and that this apathy
and lack of motivation to help their own players pass the 6-goal barrier is justified by the
belief that things are just better the way they are, and that if anything changes they run
the risk of losing what they have built so far. This idea grew in my mind, and it seemed
to explain a lot. I was pushing a project where I had to convince a lot of people to move,
to do something, when in reality they were all very comfortable right where they were.
What interest do those at the summit have in investing in an excavation company to
shift the earth at the foot of the mountain? None whatsoever.
I know that Bobby and Charlie do not think this way. The evidence is conclusive,
however. For example, that week I had come up with another idea, one I thought could
help American players improve. I suggested that, after the tournament, we select, with
the help of the 10-goalers and the USPA, the best four young American players, the ones
with the most potential. We could then put together a scholarship fund so that each
player could spend two months in Argentina during the high goal season, forming part
of the organisation of a 10-goaler who had played the APPL tournament. Travelling to
Argentina to play club practices on rented horses is one thing, but it is quite another to
form part of the structure that supports a Triple Crown player. Everything changes; the
practices almost always include the four high goal players participating in the Open, and
the horses are infinitely better. I discussed the idea with the Pieres brothers, and with
Sapo and Hilario. They all said yes. Obviously they would have to charge the Americans
something, but to make sure that it would work out we agreed that the amount wouldn’t
be overly excessive. Bobby thought it was a fantastic idea, and he asked me to send a
written proposal to the USPA, which I did. I am yet to receive any response.
I was lucky enough to have witnessed a good part of the golden age of American
polo. At nine years old, I travelled to San Antonio, Texas, because my father was the
substitute for the Argentine team in the Americas Cup. That was when I saw, for the
first time, the legends of Red Armour, Tommy Wayman, Joe Barry, and Memo Gracida,
who all played polo with a very special type of class and talent. I then saw the new
generation of American high goalers take to the field (I also played against them on
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several occasions): Owen Rinehart, Mike Azzaro, Adam Snow, Tommy Biddle, Julio
Arellano, and several others. They were all amazing players, well mounted and well
organised—the real deal. I know what American polo players are capable of; if I am
being so tough on the USPA now it is only because I would love to see polo in the States
fulfil its potential. Changes need to be made, and I know that we can help the USPA in
this process.
We managed to put together four teams, with Facu, Gonza, Sapo and Hilario
playing separately, and we organised three chukka matches. The rest of the players
were almost all Americans with medium goal handicaps: Tommy Collingwood, Nano
Gracida, the two Escobar boys, Jared Zenni, Justin Daniels, Jason Crowder, Santi Torres,
Kris Kampsen, and Juan Monteverde. Some were better than others, but the majority
have the potential to become high goal polo players. If things don’t change, however,
it is likely that Jared Zenni will be the only one to reach a high handicap, because he is
talented, but mostly because his father is a polo patron and he has the means to do what
other players cannot: travel to Argentina, hire good players to compete on his team, buy
good horses, and so on. To get to the top you don’t have to be the best, you just have to
be the richest. And no matter how much money there is, if there is no talent, the sport
will die.
*
Overall, the trip revealed an even stack of positives and negatives. Realising the
extent of the USPA’s apathy and lack of interest when it came to improving the level of
their players was a tough pill to swallow, and if we add to that the blow I received in my
time in London, I was on the verge of being knocked out. But on the other hand, the
attitude of the 10-goalers had been reassuring and motivating. Regardless of whether
the All Pro Polo project thrived, I saw that their way of thinking aligned with mine, and
that they supported my vision of the sport. These players saw the bigger picture. They
listened, used their heads, came up with logical suggestions, and were able to express their
thoughts clearly. I must highlight that these are by no means innate qualities in 10-goal
players. I have known several high goalers who, to put it bluntly, always left their brains
inside their helmets. On the field they were quick on the mark, they showed common
sense, imagination, and creativity, but as soon as the final bell rang, that sensibility
evaporated. They lost contracts and patrons, they did bad business deals, they divided
instead of multiplying, and subtracted instead of adding.
Back to the logistics of polo, the 10-goal players were still telling me that they were
not satisfied with the way we played the foul, with a player running towards an open
goal. They thought the punishment too severe, and they were right. But I tried to make
them understand that that was exactly why the rule was so attractive. If the punishment
is severe, players will be motivated to think twice before fouling. I put it to them this
way:
“Imagine that you are in a team meeting before the final of the Open, and you find
out that the match is going to be played with this rule. Let’s assume that the umpires
are going to be fair and treat both teams equally. What would your strategy be? What
would your coaches recommend?”
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“They would tell us not to foul,” they replied, logically.
“Exactly!” I said. “And you are going to try your best not to foul because if you do,
there is a 90% chance that the other team will score. Knowing that, you will be extra
cautious, and if you are more careful than your opponents, it is likely that you will foul
half the amount they do, and therefore, your team will probably win the match, which
is the most important thing, right?”
“Yes, winning is important,” they agreed.
“Of course, and when both teams realise that their chances of winning a match
are directly related to the number of fouls they commit, there will be less fouls, and
the spectator will be able to watch a more fluid and dynamic game,” I explained. “It’s
simple.”
“We see what you mean, but it won’t work out,” they said.
I think that they understood, and even shared, my way of thinking, but there was
a certain deep rooted mental structure that conditioned them. Fouling was something
natural, something that occurred continuously, and they believed that not much could
be done about it. I told them that I respected their views, and that we could work
together to come up with a solution we agreed on; a play that punished the foul, but not
as severely. One afternoon, in conversation with Sapo, we came up with a good option
that could be used on the fouls committed in attack, in other words, when 60, 40, and
30 yard penalties would usually be given. The foul would be played from the spot, with
the attacking player facing goal, and six players out in front. The difference is that the
player who fouled would start the play 30 yards behind the ball. That way, the team
that was fouled would have the advantage of being four against three. Also, to avoid
him hanging back waiting for the counter attack, the player who fouled would only be
allowed back into the play once he was in line with a teammate; otherwise, he would be
deemed offside. This detail, which may seem insignificant, is very important because it
forces players to do several positive things.
1. One of the teammates of the player who fouled has to stay as close to the ball as
possible, so that his mate can enter the game quickly.
2. As a result, the team who restarts the game will have a clear advantage in terms of
numbers, in this case three versus two.
3. It forces the player to restart the game quickly and hit the ball hard. Tapping it
more than twice would give the opponent that starts behind more time to enter the
play.
We shared our idea with the rest of the players and they liked it, but I wasn’t going
to give up on my idea so easily, so I said that we could use my rule if a player committed
a high number of fouls, if there was a very dangerous foul, or a severe lack of discipline.
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If everyone thought that the punishment was too strict, then it could at least serve as a
threat.
The trip finished on a tragic note, however. On my way to Miami airport, I learned
that Jorge Mac Donough had died after suffering a fall during a practice at Centauros.
It was devastating news. Jorge was my neighbour, and someone who I cared for deeply.
In 2004, when my father died, I moved to the farm outside of Buenos Aires. Jorge lived
next door to me. His sons, Matias and Pablo, were professional polo players, travelling
around the world nine months of the year, so Jorge and I found ourselves spending a lot
of time together out in the west of the country. He was like a father figure to me, and I
must have reminded him of his sons. He used to come over for lunch on those cold, July
days; we would share a bottle of wine, and come up with hilarious theories about the
world, because he was very knowledgeable, and he was also an artist. He recommended
several good books to me, particularly The Selfish Gene, by Richard Dawkins, which
helped me understand the role of genetics in animals and the impact clones will have
on our breeding programs 20 years down the line. I had looked to him for help writing
the chapter on horses in my first essay; he illustrated their anatomy, told me about the
brachiocephalic muscle, the synchronicity between their breathing and the oxygen in
their muscle tissue, aerobic versus anaerobic exercise, and so much more. We miss the
Doctor, as we call him in Daireaux. A couple of days after his death, I sent Matias and
Pablo a message saying: “He died as he lived. On a horse, riding flat out, with his boots
on.” What more can one ask for?
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Back at home, when the afterglow of the Palm Beach tournament had died down—
Clickpolo, Pololine, and PoloHub had spread the word of the APPL’s success far and
wide—I was back working in my garden when I receive a message from Facu Pieres.
“Javi, have you seen this?” he wrote. “They are copying your idea!”
His message referred to a tweet sent by the AAP announcing the launch of the new
Evolution Cup, a tournament put together with the aim of trying out new rules, rules
which would make polo a more dynamic and attractive spectator sport. The text which
announced the tournament was practically a regurgitation of the mission statement
published on the APPL website. The news in itself was comforting in a way, because the
All Pro had been conceived as an open source project that encouraged people to copy
or comment on the rules. What did sadden me, however, was that the AAP clearly had
no intention whatsoever in calling us to help them achieve something that we had been
working towards for some time now.
There is a famous board game in Argentina called TEG—Plan Táctico y Estratégico
de la Guerra—which more or less can be translated as ‘Tactical and Strategic War Plan.’
The TEG board is a map of the world, and each player has armies which are sent to
occupy countries and continents. At the beginning of the game, each player picks up a
card that tells them what their objective is. They could be told to occupy South America,
Africa, and four countries in Asia, for example. However, there are also cards that do
not direct players to conquer land, but to destroy a certain opponent. The card could
instruct a player to destroy the red army, or if that is not possible, to destroy the player
on the right. I share this analogy because, at that moment, I realised that, for the AAP,
the All Pro Polo League was clearly the player on the right. If that was not the case, why
would they act in such an inconsiderate manner and be so crass towards someone who
had spent almost ten years working to improve the rules of polo?
Furthermore, in their rush to announce the tournament, which was organised
together with the AAJP (Asociación Argentina de Jugadores de Polo, or Association of
Argentine Polo Players), the rules weren’t exactly coherent. One stated that only one 10goal player could play per team; this implied that they assumed there was a possibility
the 10-goalers would play—but they had not yet spoken to them about the rules they
wanted to trial. Another rule proposed in this Evolution Cup also caught my attention,
because it stated that, after each goal, the team who had conceded the goal would hit in
from the 60 yard line near their goal. In other words, it was exactly the same rule we had
invented three years ago and that, after long discussions with the same 10-goalers they
were relying on to compete, had changed for one that we all thought worked better.
This might seem like an insignificant detail, but it just highlights the half-hearted
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way in which they approached the tournament. How hard was it to pick up the phone,
in the middle of the meeting where they were deciding the details of the tournament,
and tell me that they were thinking about trying this or that rule? In fact, they didn’t
even have to call me, they could just open the conference room door, walk to Marcos’s
office, and ask him about the rules they wanted to try. Marcos could then tell them that
that was an original APPL rule, one we had enforced for two and a half years, until last
year in Sotogrande when Facundo and Pablo helped us understand why it wasn’t so
good, and between us all, we came up with a better rule. We had used the edited rule
in the 40-goal tournament in Argentina, in the AAP tournament (where no one from
the Association had bothered to come to watch), as well as in the tournament in Palm
Beach, and everyone was delighted with the results. Why was the AAP fighting against
that? Were they too focused on destroying the player on the right and unable to see the
bigger picture? Perhaps.
This whole episode helped me a lot, because something happened which was not
uncommon for me. It relates to synchronicity, and it usually manifests itself in my life
in relation to the books I am reading, helping me perceive events in a different light. At
the time, I was reading a book called No enemies, No hatred, by Chinese philosopher
Liu Xiaobo. This writer and human rights activist was present in the Tiananmen
massacre, on June 4, 1989, when the Chinese government disrupted demonstrations in
Tiananmen Square by firing on civilians with tanks and assault rifles. Over 2600 people
died, and over 1000 more were injured.
In December 2008, a group of activists, lawyers, intellectuals, public workers,
and farmers presented a manifesto named Charter 08, where they advocated for a
constitutional government, for the respect of human rights, and other democratic
reforms. But the Chinese government reacted quickly and brutally; Liu Xiaobo, one
of the authors of the charter, was arrested and sentenced to 11 years in prison. Two
years later, in 2010, the Norwegian government awarded him a Nobel Peace Prize. Since
Xiaobo was in prison, and no members of his family were allowed to receive the prize
on his behalf in Oslo, the medal and certificate could only be placed on an empty chair.
In lieu of an acceptance speech, Norwegian actress Liv Ullman read I Have No Enemies,
an essay that Xiaobo had written for his trial in December 2009. Here is an extract:
“But I still want to say to this regime, which is depriving me of my freedom, that I
stand by the convictions I expressed in my ‘June Second Hunger Strike Declaration’
twenty years ago. I have no enemies and no hatred. None of the police who
monitored, arrested, and interrogated me, none of the prosecutors who indicted
me, and none of the judges who judged me are my enemies.”
The book, which I highly recommend, talks about rural territorial disputes, the conflict
with Tibet, child repression, the persecution of those who opposed, and the Tiananmen
massacre, among other topics.
But what I found most interesting was the revelation it brought to me. When we
disagree with someone, the first thing we usually do is to think about what the other
person did wrong. What we should do, however, is stop and think about what we did
wrong, because that is what made the other person react in the way they did. And in
my case, I was still angry that I had been unable to win Eduardo’s trust and that of his
team’s. I was clearly doing something very wrong, because it seemed ridiculous to think
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that they had all been sitting around a table discussing what rules to try in their new
tournament, and no one thought to call me. I had not been able to transmit to them
that I was more than happy to help, and therefore they could not see that I could have
guided them through the rules we had tried, and they wouldn’t even have to name me
or the APPL. That way they might have been able to put together a tournament that was
actually useful, and not the total joke it turned out to be. It really frustrated me because
I could not understand where I had gone wrong.
My phone was ringing off the hook, and messages from Tincho, Hernán, Justo,
Alejo, Carolina, friends and players came flooding in, all with a tone that was notably
more conflictive than my own. “The people in the AAP are such frauds!”, wrote one; “They
should be ashamed, they’re stealing from the APPL !” typed another. “Incredible, they talk
about trying new rules and they don’t even mention the APPL.” It came down to me trying
to calm them all down, explaining that this wasn’t a bad thing, because on one hand it
meant that what we had done was good, because others were copying it. On the other
hand, this was the real chance for us to show that this was, as Tincho and I called it,
a philo-polo-anthropic project: for the love of polo. So if someone wanted to copy it
and improve it, then they were welcome to do so. But my comments didn’t appease my
supporters very much, and they all concluded by asking the same thing:
“What does Delfor have to say about all this?”
It was an interesting question, because Delfor is none other than Delfín Uranga,
the man married to my sister Bárbara; my brother in law, friend, partner, and the current
Vice President of the Argentine Association of Polo. With this whole Evolution Cup
debacle, he had been left with one foot on either side of the fence. Delfín is an extremely
capable man; he is an entrepreneur, he loves polo and horses, he has a strong vocation
to help people, and a talent for developing new business ideas. He presided over the
AACCP for many tough years, interceding in the ridiculous fight with the AAP over
the rights to the Polo Argentino brand. He also had to deal with issues surrounding
clones; when Cambiaso, Alan Meeker, and Gutierrez threatened to break off and form
what could have been known as the ACC (Association of Cuartetera Cloners), all that
was left to do was to accept that cloning was here to stay, otherwise these anonymous
animals, spawned in a lab, with no name other than a letter and a number—B01, B02,
B03, and so on—would take to the field unregistered and out perform anything standing
in their way for the rest of eternity.
Back to the issue at hand. Delfor has always known that one day he will fill the
role of President of the AAP, because it is his vocation to do so, but also because his
spiritual and emotional programming (I recommend Enric Corbera’s research on
biodecodification for more on this topic) leads him towards that seat, for two reasons.
Firstly, his father, Marcos Uranga, was not only President of the AAP, but the founder
of the FIP. He dedicated his life to promoting the growth of polo, and today, at 87
years of age, he maintains his youthful energy. He was a source of inspiration for this
project. Secondly, Delfor is also very conscious of everything my father gave to the
sport; Gonzalo was his father in law, his children’s grandfather, as well as a great friend
and mentor to him. Delfín even formed part of a committee during my father’s time as
AAP President.
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Delfín saw, then, in the campaign presented by Eduardo Novillo Astrada, Ruso
Heguy, and others, a possibility to change how things were done. It was a breath of
fresh air, and there was enough determination and force to end the stale rule in place
at the time. Important roles were filled by capable people, such as Carlitos Menéndez
Behety, who happens to be a great friend of Delfín’s, and once he was assigned the role
of Vice President, he was in prime position to take over the Presidency four year later,
thanks to the democratic act which disallows a President from ruling for more than four
consecutive years. This is a role that he has been preparing for from very young age, and
he is, in my opinion, the best person for the job.
What was not in his plan, however, was that his brother in law become the player on
the right. So, from the moment the Evolution Cup was announced, he did everything he
could to manage relationships, organising meetings and talking highly of everyone, not
in a forced or calculated way, but because that is his nature. He knows how to get people
to see eye to eye. I feel that I must address this topic for the same reasons I believe I have
to bring up every other one. I could elegantly sidestep the issue, go off on a tangent and
not mention the fact that my brother in law was put, thanks to this tournament, in an
uncomfortable position. But I rather mention it, for the good of everyone: for him, for
me, and for our relationship.
I read the tournament rules mentioned in the tweet announcing the Evolution
Cup and called Marcos to ask when the tournament was, and when the registration
closed. I immediately realised that the tournament had no chance of success whatsoever.
Why? Because the organisers had failed to realise something fundamental: for a player
to register for a tournament, they must have some type of motivation to do so. By the
looks of it, there was no such thing in this competition. We had no money to pay our
players, and therefore had spent four years looking for a way to motivate them. The
truth is that we were not very successful in that regard. This AAP tournament proposed
outdated rules, many which had been vetoed by the 10-goalers, and others which were
totally irrelevant—it made no sense that they should be trialed in a tournament during
the short autumn season. Two or three matches would be played at most, surely. The
truth is that they outlined a sugar coated (and more complicated) version of the rules
they actually wanted to enforce, the ones they knew would be rejected by the high
goalers. These are the two I am referring to in particular:
1. The player who commits six fouls in one match shall be expelled from the field for
the reminder of the chukka.
- What the AAP wanted to achieve: Less fouls.
- The APPL rule that achieved this: An open run to goal for the player who had
been fouled, or the modified version of this that we had devised with the help of the
10-goalers.
2. Limiting the number of horses played per match to eight per player.
- What the AAP wanted to achieve: Even the playing ground to ensure less disparity
in matches.
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- The APPL rule that achieved this: Enforcing a ‘one horse per chukka’ rule.
I believed our rules to be better, mainly because they are easier to apply. Let’s not
forget that for a rule to better serve the sport, it has to be applicable at all levels, not just
for Triple Crown matches. Who is going to head to Martingdale for a 10am medium
goal match and count how many horses each player has? Who is going to keep tally
of how many fouls each player has committed in the opening rounds of the Estimulo
Cup? The umpire, the bellboy? Highly unlikely—and in any case, it doesn’t make sense
economically, because one would need to hire more people to oversee and control these
factors.
That is why I had the feeling that the AAP had not given too much thought to this
tournament, and without money as a reward, it would be surprising if anyone registered
to play. But I didn’t want to fall into the false trap that is competition, nor did I wish them
to fail because they hadn’t contacted us to help them with the rules. Quite the opposite;
in fact, I had bigger worries. On my trip to London, I had begun delving deeper into the
origins of polo and the evolution of the game. I had also focused on learning more about
political economy, and the two topics had started to merge in my head. Whenever I
was out in the garden trimming my lemon trees, adding fertiliser to my tomatoes, or
tending to my medicinal plants, I couldn’t help but picture a devastating scenario: that
the All Pro Polo League, the Evolution Cup, Eduardo, Delfín, Marcos, the 10-goalers,
and I were all planning a grand theatre production, but we were aboard the Titanic. We
couldn’t agree on anything—who would be the director, the writer, the lead actor—and
we were so busy arguing that we were failing to notice the huge iceberg out ahead.
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According to Oxfam, an English NGO that works to alleviate global poverty, the
richest 42 people in the world now own the same wealth as the poorest half of humanity.
Furthermore, 1% of the richest people in the world control 82% of the world’s wealth
(based on data provided by Credit Suisse in November 2017). These statistics are
horrifying, but they are worse when compared to past numbers, because they show how
much the wealth gap has grown. In a few years time, it is likely that only 30 people will
control half of the world’s economy, and instead of the 1%, it will be 0.05%, and so on.
The rich grow richer, and the poor become poorer.
As man has evolved, he has not only depleted natural resources and threatened
biodiversity, killing millions of species of animals and plants, but he is now hurling
millions of his own people into a dark hole of hunger, disease, and suffering. Eduardo
Galeano’s Open Veins of Latin America does a good job of painting a subtle and precise
portrait of the modern Homo Sapiens; he fails, however, to ask the fundamental
question: Why is man like this? I remember searching the final pages of the book, looking
for it, to no avail. I wanted to know what sort of cosmic programming makes us behave
this way. Is it our goal to self destruct? I realised that Galeano probably omitted this
question because he didn’t know the answer, and nor did anyone else. I must take this
chance to recommend two books written by Israeli historian Yuval Noah Harari that
cover this topic in a huge amount of depth: From Animals into Gods: A Brief History of
Humankind, and Homo Deus.
What does this all have to do with polo? I hear you sigh. I have disappeared off into
the branches once again. But I hope that by now, dear reader, you have realised that I
don’t wander off into the branches, I live in them. It is where I sleep, where I wake, and
where I spend many happy days and nights.
After everything my mind had been processing over the past two or three years, polo
had become, apart from a sport, a test tube, where different factors of the socioeconomic
pyramid reacted to all kinds of changes. While I knew that polo was always going to be
an expensive sport, the statistics released by Oxfam made me realise that people are
going to make less money as time goes on. The majority of people who play polo do so
with the money they are making, or the money they have to spare, not with the money
they currently have (excluding those who depend on polo to make a living). If we add
to the equation the fact that the price of maintaining a horse is getting higher every
day, we begin to realise that what we have on our hands is an explosive cocktail, one
we can’t outrun—not even with the best rules, with the APPL, AAP, FIP, USPA, UN,
G20, NATO, or with our beloved but trifling PARLASUR. This information ignited
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my neurotransmitters and merged with other thoughts on my mind, namely, that much
of the polo played today is a complete farce.
*
The word ‘farce’ comes from early sixteenth century French, which in turn has its
root in the Latin farcire, meaning ‘to stuff ’. The term became used metaphorically for
comic interludes ‘stuffed’ into the script of religious plays in the hopes of entertaining
the spectator. Patron based polo in Argentina and around the world is becoming a
farce, not because of the whims of some and the ignorance of others, but due to purely
economic reasons. It is the only way for people in the polo world to continue making a
living from it.
This all reminds me of an episode which may help elucidate where I am going with
this. In 1995, Patrick Guerrand Hermés invited me to play an end of year tournament
at his club in Marrakesh, Morocco. Mono, Pancho, Ale Agote, Faty Reynot, and Rafa
and Topo Braun also travelled out there to play. Our host, alongside Patrick, was his son,
our dear friend el Lacra, whom I mentioned previously in the chapter recounting the
exhibition in Chantilly. It should be clear that, with the lineup of players I describe, this
following anecdote doesn’t have anything to do with polo. The tournament, it should
be said, was an excuse, an afternoon activity that served to clean the system of toxins
consumed the night before, and make room for everything that would be enjoyed as
soon as play ended.
I don’t remember how or why, but one day we were invited to go pheasant shooting
at a farm half an hour away from Marrakesh. We went, devoured a delicious tagine, and
after lunch were led to a place full of caged pheasants. We were told that the birds we
were going to shoot were not wild, but had been bred there over the last year and a half.
It was explained that they would be taken, in individual cages, to the side of a hill, and
while we all waited with our guns in the air in the middle of the valley, the locals would
set them free. The only rule was to shoot upwards at the sky, and not at the hill, as the
idea was to shoot pheasants, not Moroccans. I had never enjoyed shooting or hunting,
and I made my opinions known, but I was told that our hosts had spent a fortune putting
this whole thing together, that there were Germans and Japanese and Americans who
paid thousands of dollars to shoot there, and anyway, if I didn’t kill the birds, someone
else would. I stupidly accepted these arguments as valid, and suddenly found myself
with a 12 gauge shotgun in my hands and a Moroccan man behind me to help with the
loading. The following spectacle was one of the most dantesque experiences of my life.
The poor pheasants peeked out of their cages, scared to death, and were forced to fly for
the first time in their lives. They flapped their wings three, four, five times, squawking
loudly, and BOOM, seconds later they fell to the ground, dead. The birds were so big
and moved so slowly, that they hovered right in front of us. It was a more impressive feat
to miss them than to hit them. Suddenly, we start to hear shrill noises behind us, a type
of human howl. I lowered my gun, turned around, and asked my loader where in God’s
name the noises are coming from.
“Les gens de la village,” he said, with a smile, and gestured to explain that the
pheasants were being poached by the locals for their dinner.
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The people from nearby village had heard about the event, and stayed close to see
if they could grab something to fill the pot. Forewarned that this would happen, the
owners of the farm had placed their minions over the valley to stop them. Ten minutes
later, and not more than two of three pheasants down, I thought to myself, “What am I
doing here?”. I tipped my Moroccan assistant, handed him my gun, and went to the car
to listen to music. That was the last time I ever shot a gun.
I imagine that the reader has already ventured to guess the link between this story,
the term ‘farce’, and the current state of polo. Even though it seems totally crazy, there still
are people in this world who enjoy shooting and hunting animals. As there are no longer
wild pheasants in the world (because we shot them all), there are Germans, Japanese, and
Americans who gladly believe this pantomime, and pay for these shoots, because there
is no other way of doing it. I am using this story to paint a picture of what the future of
polo might look like. That is where we are heading, if we don’t steer the ship. Our sport
is going to become just a stage on which three or four people can, at extortionate costs,
parade their egos. This is not something that happens overnight, however; it is a gradual
phenomenon, which we all accept as a natural progression—a logical one, at that—and
we show up to watch a match that even the Virgin Mary knows is fixed. But no one says
a word about it. The next morning we open the papers or check the digital news portals
to read about the game, and nowhere does it say that it was fixed.
Recently, the Argentine newspaper La Nación interviewed a former 10-goal player
and Open champion, highlighting that he was one of the most experienced players
participating in the latest edition of the Argentine Open. The player spoke about his
team, saying that he decided to play because he thought it was a fun project. Everyone
knows, however, that an American patron is paying him a fortune to play with his son.
That is the only reason why this polo legend is willing to get on a horse and lose by 20
goals every single game. And there is nothing wrong with that; we can’t, however, expect
the spectator to believe that this is a real sport. Does the journalist who writes the article
about the game know about the truth, but chooses not to share it, or does he not have a
clue? This reminds me of the punch line of a Mafalda joke:
“If the newspapers say half of what happens, and invent half of what they say, then
the newspapers don’t actually say anything at all.”
Does a newspaper like La Nación, for example, lie to us when they write about
international politics, the economy, or the environment in the same way that they lie
to us when they write about polo? Do they omit fundamental information, which
would give the reader a wider understanding of the topic? There is nothing wrong with
someone paying a former 10-goaler to play the Open, but we have to be upfront about
it, because the public is not stupid. A sport only survives and grows when it is real, when
the facts are shared openly, when everyone on the field is playing to win, not to lose by a
few in a fixed match, or to win by three so that both teams qualify. If our sport continues
down this path, it will end up just like the pheasant shooting in Morocco. Perhaps that
is the type of game people want, but I want my sport back. And to those who tell me
that this farce provides jobs for many people, I ask, for how much longer? The numbers
get worse every day: less players, less clubs, less spectators. Polo is a sport on the brink of
extinction, and the main reason for it is that it is no longer much of a sport.
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Two days before the registration for the Evolution Cup was scheduled to close, I
find out that not a single team had signed up to play. I wasn’t surprised; as I mentioned
before, they had failed to realise that a polo player needed a reason to play, and this
tournament didn’t offer a single one. The only positive thing about this, I thought, is that
they would realise where they went wrong, and be able to make the necessary changes
before the next tournament. But that wasn’t the case, because the following day, to my
surprise, I received a flyer from my friend Figoli announcing that the AAP had decided
to prolong the registration period of the Evolution Cup, and that the tournament now
had a total prize money of 100,000 dollars.
From the moment Eduardo and his team of AAP directors took over, it had been
very hard not to compare them to the current government in Argentina, that, with Macri
at the helm, had managed to end the toxic hegemony of the Kirchner rule. There was
transparency, management, dynamic teams, blue shirts, dream teams in every area, and,
the most remarkable feature, both in the government and in the AAP, the abundance
of former students of Newman school, beginning with both presidents. This particular
school is very exclusive and prestigious, with a high academic and sporting standard, and
a strong catholic mission. Newman teaches, clearly, that a man must never admit to his
mistakes, and before any confrontation or change in plan, he must state that everything
was previously arranged to be executed in that way, and that in fact no mistake was
committed. The lack of intellect inherent in those who question his decisions prohibits
them from seeing what should be clear: that he knows everything.
That is what happened in the government when they promised that inflation
would be 10% annually and it ended up being 60%; when they said that the dollar was
going to stabilise and it went from 22 to 44 pesos; when they assured that Argentina
was going to grow exponentially, with a record number of external investments, and
now the country is undergoing the worst crisis since 2001. However, Chief of Cabinet
of Ministers Marcos Peña speaks in a way that indicates that they foresaw that this was
going to happen, and that it’s all pretty much part of the plan. To err is human, that is
not the issue. But if I make a mistake once, and then act as if what happened was not an
error, I am making two mistakes. The situation gets worse and worse with every cover
up.
My immediate reaction to the flyer was to wonder which resounding idiot had
given 100,000 dollars to such an insignificant tournament, one that would not last more
than three matches (in the end they just played two) in Pilar, with less than 50 people
in the stands. A tournament that, even with the prize money, would not have more than
six teams participating (in the end, only four played). Had it been HSBC, the main
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sponsors of the Argentine Open? Camilo Bautista? Had everyone on the committee
chipped in? A few days later I learnt the details in full. It so happened that, at the time,
the AAP were closing a deal with ESPN for the rights to the Open, and they came up
with the brilliant idea of asking for an extra 100,000 dollars for the Evolution Cup prize
money. ESPN, wanting to close the deal, agreed. If the AAP had asked the broadcaster
to give them money to donate to charity, or to support a geriatric center in Open Door,
ESPN would have given it to them anyway (and it would have been put to better use,
no doubt about it). All parties involved in that deal knew that not a single penny of that
money would be recovered, and that the AAP were only offering prize money to avoid
admitting that they were going about things the wrong way. Considering the pressing
economic problems that constantly trouble the Association, which are widely known,
throwing away that amount of money was not the brightest of ideas. In the end, due to
bad weather conditions, only one match was played during the autumn season; the other
was played the following spring. And that was the end of that glorious tournament.
It is a real shame, mostly because there are many things the AAP is doing right.
They have made a lot of headway; they journeyed to Argentine provinces during their
campaign looking for votes, and once in power, and to this day, they are still working in
the provinces, helping the sport to grow there. Marcos is constantly travelling around
the country hosting umpiring clinics; the Association provides resources to smaller clubs
when it can; they put together a discipline meeting in Pilar which was very successful;
with Carlitos Menéndez Behety fronting the marketing side of things, they changed the
outdated look of the brand; and they rearranged Palermo, transforming it into a more
inclusive space.
They have made a lot of progress, that is clear, regardless of whether I criticise them
for their lack of trust and support towards the All Pro. Furthermore, I am always going
to respect them because, aside from those in the APPL, they are the only people who are
actually doing something to improve polo. Everyone else just talks, and talks, and talks.
When time comes for action, they vanish. Talking is easy; throwing statements out like
hand grenades, preaching from social media platforms, or hiding behind an instagram
pseudonym is a piece of cake. It is all very original, sarcastic, and entertaining even,
but I would like to see them all actually do something one day, just to see how they get
on. They are so focused on catching someone trip up that they lose sight of the bigger
picture.
During the latest G20 summit, Eduardo Novillo Astrada managed to arrange a
meeting with Xi Jinping, the President of China, in the Quinta de Olivos, the official
residence of the President of Argentina. Eduardo, who was there with President Macri,
gifted Xi Jinping a horse and showed him how to hold a polo mallet. A fantastic occasion,
one which was covered by both national and international media. And what did our little
polo world have to say about the occasion? How could Eduardo, they cried, dressed as
he was in a suit and tie, have worn trainers to meet these two presidents? Are we actually
conscious, I wonder, that we are focusing on such ridiculous details? Who cares if we
wore trainers or rubber boots? The President of the AAP managed to engage with one
of the two most powerful people on the planet, tell him that Argentina is willing to
work to foment polo in China, and encourage the whole business that surrounds it,
and all people can say is that they don’t like his choice of footwear? We need help. This
whole scene reminds me of a joke I heard in which a teenager tells her father, “Daddy, I
am going to have sex with the neighbour who lives across the street,” to which the father
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replies, “Okay honey, just be careful when you cross the road.”
*
Meanwhile, the All Pro Polo League continued sailing smoothly, a ship with no
determined destination. We were moving forwards, albeit to somewhere unknown. This
time the wind was taking us to the tropical shores of our beloved neighbour, Brazil. I had
last visited the country in 2015, before we founded the APPL, to play a tournament that
celebrated the 40th anniversary of Helvetia Polo Club, located about an hour away from
Sao Pablo, in Indaiatuba. The club is undoubtedly the most important in Brazil, the hub
of the local polo world, reminiscent to the area between Pilar and General Rodriguez
in Argentina. The place is wonderful, bursting with private clubs, each more spectacular
than the last. The polo community in Brazil is made up of several families that have a rich
polo history: Bastos, Diniz, Souza Araña, Mansur, Khalil, Cardoso, Klabin, Junqueira,
Coutinho, Piñeiro, and several others. Those four days were enough to make me realise
the huge polo potential Brazil has, despite the fact that they fail to produce, just like
the USA, England, France, Spain, and the other big polo countries, a decent number of
high goal players. The Brazilians had shown interest in the All Pro project from the very
start, and Justo del Carril had travelled there to oversee the organisation of an APPL
exhibition that had been played in September of the previous year.
Towards the end of 2017, Sylvio Coutinho and I had started working to take
the 10-goalers out to play an exhibition in Brazil, with the intention of Helvetia Polo
Club becoming one of the annual stops on our APPL international circuit. During the
tournament in Palm Beach, we had spoken to the 10-goalers and realised that it was
going to be impossible to play the All Pro in the space between the Palm Beach and
English seasons, so we decided to host the tournament towards the end of April, with
the 10-goalers who were not playing the US Open. We wanted to take four 10-goal
players over to play an exhibition with the four best Brazilian players; the following
day, we hoped to host two more matches, with teams composed of the club’s medium
goal players and one 10-goaler per side. Initially, Pelón Stirling, Sapo Caset, Pablo Mac
Donough and Juan Martín Nero were going to play, but these last two were unable to
travel in the end; Pablo could not come because his father, Jorge, had died just a few
weeks prior, and Juan Martín had had to stay in the States as a substitute for Valiente.
Pelón and Sapo did travel to Brazil, however, alongside Facu Sola, who is not
10-goals yet, but he will be at any moment. The trip was short, just three days long, but
it was a lot of fun, and very inspiring. The last time an Argentine 10-goal player had
played in Brazil was in 2000, when Ruso and Pepe Heguy had gone over to compete, 18
years back. It was so long ago that no one remembered it well. It just goes to show what a
total lack of connection we have with our neighbouring country when it comes to polo.
This trip was very special for me, because it was the only time I was able to travel with
Marcos, who had co-founded the APPL with me, and with Justo, for something that
was totally All Pro related. Marcos umpired the exhibition on Saturday, which turned
out wonderfully, and lots of people came to watch. I realised that polo in Brazil is just
like Argentine polo was 40 years ago. They mostly play a type of amateur polo, with few
patrons and professionals, and that comes about because there is a solid number of local
players. All those big polo families I mentioned are made up of good players who are not
only passionate about polo, but they also ride well, and play hard and fast. That is the
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main reason why there are no jobs for Argentine players in Brazil. They don’t need us.
They can rally among themselves and play great 20-goal polo. It is mainly in countries
where local players play at a lower lever that better players are hired.
This trip was also useful because it provided interesting facts and stories that
helped me find answers to my anthropological study on the origins of polo. It is an
indisputable truth that Argentina is the biggest superpower in polo today, and we have
already discussed how hard and expensive it is for a player who is not Argentine to
reach a high goal level. But one question was constantly pushing into the foreground of
my mind: why us, and not them? Why did we become the leaders in this sport and not
Brazil, or the US, or South Africa, or Australia? These countries were certainly richer,
with booming economies, places where polo arrived at more or less the same time as it
landed in Argentina. For years, we had been on par. In fact, if we look back at the history
of the Americas Cup, Argentina and USA won the title almost the same number of
times up until the 1970s, when Argentina’s advantage was so great that the challenge
had to be suspended. Today, Argentina could easily put together six different teams, all
of which would be capable of beating the best USA squad. That is how far into this hole
we have fallen.
Back to the question at hand; I realised that all the countries I have mentioned had
similar conditions in terms of land, climate, topography, and demography as Argentina,
and they were a lot richer than we were. Why, then, does Argentina, an underdeveloped,
poor country, full of injustice and endemic corruption, have the best polo in the world?
My visit to Brazil, plus all the research I had previously done on the topic, clarified a
couple of points:
- The horse as a vehicle for work.
We have already discussed the theory that polo prospered in places where the horse
was used as a vehicle for work, war, and travel, and I realised that the relationship between
horses and work may hold the answer to my questions. At the start of the twentieth
century, the petrol engine revolutionised agriculture; tractors and machines appeared
and replaced the animals that worked the soil. They were still useful, however, in the work
done with other animals, such as cattle. At more or less the same time, cattle-raising stops
being extensive, mainly because the price of land in first world countries increased, and
the feedlot system appears. But in Argentina, still poor and underdeveloped, millions of
cows were still being raised over huge stretches of land, and consequently, thousands of
horses were still needed to herd them. The gaucho traditions, the genetic mix between
the criollo horse and the thoroughbred brought over by European landowners at the start
of the century, and especially the unwavering love for the horse, were also determining
factors which gave many people access to the sport.
- Polo as a source of work.
This is directly related to the previous point. As so many workers had horses for
cattle raising, people on the farm learnt to ride from a very early age, and they did so with
a polo mallet in hand. In that way, polo became accessible for working class people, not
just the rich owners of estancias. That is how many of them became great polo players.
Roberto de Vicenzo, the best Argentine golfer of all time, was from a humble
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background, but he had access to golf because he worked as a caddie at Ranelagh Golf
Club. A member of a traditional golf club in Buenos Aires once asked de Vicenzo why
he thought that the best Argentine golfers had started out as caddies.
“Probably because you guys get involved in sport to lose the belly, while we play to
fill ours,” he answered.
The same concept can be applied perfectly to polo, because today in Argentina,
thousands of people rely on polo to make a living; they pay for food, for their children’s
school fees, for health care, they fix their car, and occasionally travel, all with the money
generated by the sport. And at the end of the day, this is what makes us the best. We live
off polo—it is not a recreational activity for us. This realisation, even if it didn’t seem
overly important at the time, was fundamental for me.
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To keep moving forward in this narrative, I have to go back in time, back to
February 2018, to be precise, to the days leading up to, and immediately after, my trip
to London to see Ecclestone. As I described previously, it so happened that I was on
holiday on the Atlantic coast in Argentina when I got the call to travel to England. My
family and I were enjoying the peace of that magical place where Loly and I had built
a house, a place all us pioneers had decided to attach a slogan to, a type of warning for
overly social potential buyers with a tendency to follow the crowd:
A place where those who wish to be alone, gather together.
The best thing about the place is that, apart from being a natural, wild paradise,
there is always someone, not too far away, that one can visit when a break from one’s own
solitude is needed. The first suggestion for a slogan had been the well known Argentine
phrase, God raises them and the wind unites them, which perfectly described the vibe of
the place (especially the weather conditions), but the founding couple didn’t think it
sounded too attractive from a marketing perspective. It was all good and well that we
were all a bit aloof, they said, but we needed to sell a piece of land every once in a while
for the whole thing to be viable. Very true.
I travelled to and from London straight from there, and as a result my trip became
the main topic of discussion on those mornings by the shore, at those long lunches at
the local beach restaurant, and over those nightly paellas sprinkled with cool white wine,
shared with the friends and neighbours who inhabited this wonderful oasis with us.
One of them was César Levene, who has been a good friend of mine for over 25 years.
He is in no way tied to the polo world, and he slowly began learning about the All Pro
Polo League, the rule changes we proposed, the exhibitions with the 10-goalers, and the
meeting with Bernie Ecclestone.
One afternoon, while we both stared at the sea in silence, probably slightly hungover
from the night before, César says to me:
“You have to launch an ICO.”
I hope I don’t have to explain to the reader that I didn’t have the slightest idea
what an ICO (Initial Coin Offering) was. Eight months prior, in June 2017, Alejo had
described the whole Bitcoin history to me, describing Vitalik Butterin, co-founder of
Ethereum, the second most important cryptocurrency in the world, who was hailed to
be the next Steve Jobs, and persuaded me to buy a few Bitcoins. From that moment, I
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began to take more of an interest in the subject, and it seemed to me, even if I still didn’t
fully understand Blockchain technology (and, like most people, I still don’t), that we are
standing before one of the greatest technological revolutions since the invention of the
internet. The idea of creating a decentralised currency with which to interchange goods
and services, one where no government, Federal Reserve, bank, or human brain could
influence, was marvellous. It would mark the democratisation of finance.
But of course, the insatiable ambition of Wall Street and the financial world had
found fertile ground in cryptocurrency to do what they always do: make money without
working, buying cheap, generating positive rumours, selling at a higher price, and so on.
The humble Bitcoin, created by the ubiquitous Satoshi Nakamoto, a Japanese man (who
no one really knows if he exists), with a purely altruistic intention, suddenly became
another pawn in the game of savage capitalism. As if a whip intended to tame the lions
had fallen into their own paws.
In the crypto world, an ICO was used to raise funds in exchange for tokens or
crypto coins, not equity or shares. One then had the power to buy or sell from a computer,
without the intervention of a bank or state organism. Heaven on earth. César thought
that it would be a very good idea to create a token for the polo world, a polo token, that
the community could use to pay for, and receive, goods and services related to the sport,
thus reaping all the advantages cryptocurrency provides, which are numerous. What
most attracted me about this idea was the possibility of gathering funds to build an
international polo circuit that would be sustainable until brands or patrons (owners of
the teams, who participate off the field) could invest and make it economically viable.
I would not have the need, therefore, to find a Bernie Ecclestone, a Jamie Packer, or a
hedge fund to make the initial investment. An ICO would allow me to ask many to
invest a little, similar to the crowdfunding model, but with the hope that it would be
a good business and that the investments pay off for everyone involved. But beyond
whether I managed to raise enough capital to start the league, blockchain technology
boasted a few innovations which I thought could really help the community and
economy of polo. The best, by far, are the smart contracts, agreements where payments
are made automatically, on a date predetermined by both parties.
This point forces me to delve into a sour topic: the way many patrons delay
payments. This is yet another aspect of polo that must not be discussed, even though it
is a phenomenon that occurs regularly. Keep calm, I am not going to share names; it is
unnecessary in this context and it is not my place to do so. Everyone knows perfectly
well who the offenders are. However, in an activity such as polo, where a few individuals
are responsible for the economy of many, the damage caused when two or three patrons
fail to pay is considerable. The pay chain—players, grooms, horse breeders, clubs, tack
shops, vets, lorry drivers—breaks. It is not strange to hear of someone waiting months,
or even years, to be paid. In that time, polo players fall into debt just trying to keep their
show on the road, and everything goes to hell from there. There must exist a sociological
explanation to help us understand why patrons don’t pay their bills on time, but I would
dare to say that it has something to do with the relationship between low self esteem
and insecurity, both which are common among people with a lot of money. As if owing
people money is the only way they achieve what they failed to do the right way: be the
number one topic of conversation. The curious thing is that these guys, even though
they owe millions, continue buying horses and playing one, two, three seasons more
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with the same professionals that they have so far failed to pay. Polo contracts are so
precarious and informal (and there is a massive lack of jobs, clearly), that continuing to
play with these patrons is the only way players have of being paid: if they lose that job,
they have no hope of receiving the money.
If one of these patrons happens to read this, know that I speak with authority,
because I sell horses and have been affected by these bouts of insecurities maintained by
patrons, and I just want to clarify that there is no easier way to become hated by all than
by not paying your bills. Let’s go back to quantum physics, and zero point energy. When
a person earns the hate of many people, that hate travels through time and space until it
hits the cells in that miserable soul’s body. That is when the pain starts, the insomnia, the
disease. When that happens, it doesn’t matter who has the biggest boat in the marina at
Sotogrande, or the shiny title of a Sultan, or Prince, or Maharaja of a country in South
East Asia. It becomes painfully clear that these people have no class, no heart, and not
the slightest trace of empathy; they won’t stop for a second to put themselves in the
shoes of the person next to them, and realise that they are playing with the livelihood of
not only the professionals (whose family will never die of hunger), but that of humble
people who work hard and barely scrape a living. It seems that these patrons have never
heard of the universal law of cause and effect called karma, from which no mortal being
will escape, and which manifests our past actions into our future circumstances. In other
words, we are all going to have to pay for our negative deeds, in this life or the next. And
no, the pay date for karma is not flexible.
*
Over the following months, César talked me through the mystical world of
crypto and all the digital platforms. Thanks to his help and that of his team, I was able
to understand how important it was for everyone in this community to have access
to this virtual currency. By making it attractive for them, we could create a circular
economy. For example, brands could offer discounts if their products were bought with
tokens; these tokens don’t necessarily have to be purchased, however, they can be won
by generating traffic on social media, or through a certain number of likes. Everything I
learn confirmed my initial intuition: this was revolutionary, and a perfect match for the
All Pro Polo League.
Also, I had always felt that we were at a crossroads in polo, because the majority
of people with money that I knew in the sport were patrons. Asking them for money
to launch a project that, seen superficially, intended to take them off the field, was not a
viable option. If I could raise funds with the help of the rest of the people who made up
our community, then we could be in business. In fact, there had been a number of friends
and acquaintances who had contacted me to say that they were interested in getting
involved and supporting the project in one way or another. If we did manage to launch
an ICO and have our own virtual currency for polo, then people could invest whatever
they wanted, from a dollar to an infinite amount. It was a good way of democratising the
fund, in tone with the innovations that are growing steadily around the world, like Uber
and Airbnb.
On the other hand, I had already started a process of strong self-criticism, analysing
in depth the ways in which I had been handling the project from the start. I knew that
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many things had turned out well, but I was conscious that several others had not. For
years, I had been thinking profoundly about a certain concept, one that had been going
around in circles in my head, but that I had never been able to crystallise or express
properly. Thanks to the All Pro Polo League, I might now be able to put it into words,
and I hope that it will help me understand the behaviour and conduct of many people,
as well as my own. My line of thinking relates to the capabilities and incapabilities of the
human being.
It is very clear to everyone on this earth that no one is perfect. We usually refer
to a person’s imperfections calling them defects, but I realised that they are in fact
incapabilities. There are things that one is capable of doing, and others that one is not.
When we hear the word ‘disabled’, we immediately recall someone who is unable to walk,
or see, or speak, because those are the disabilities that are apparent straight away. The
question therefore, must be, how many people in the world suffer from disabilities that
are not so easily perceived, but that in some cases are much more scarring and serious
than the ones I have mentioned? How many people are incapable of giving love, or
receiving love? How many people are unable to forgive and forget, or unable to mature?
How many people cannot trust? We all suffer from some form of incapability, regardless
of how evident it is to the outside world. I also realised that the majority of virtues
that thrive, and the talents that grow—in other words, the capabilities—exist precisely
because there is an absence or lack of something else. It is common for blind people,
for example, to develop an acute sense of hearing, or for those diagnosed with autism
to have a prodigious memory. In my case, my strengths shine when the time comes
to create something new, when existing structures can be broken. I am not afraid to
innovate, or to risk it all trying something new, because, as it happened with the APPL,
I was in a position where I had nothing to lose. These are my talents, or capabilities, and
they could only exist in a spirit and mind that lacks other attributes: a strong analytical
side, for example, the ability to interpret graphs and power points, to compete with
others, to plan long term, or understand a business plan. That was why, unconsciously, I
had been searching for partners who would have the qualities that I did not. That is why
so many people had joined the team, not only the players, our rowers and the 10-goalers,
but Marcos, Justo, Tincho, Alejo, Carolina, and now César.
Those who know me are aware that I am a confessed atheist. One day, to put an
end to a friend’s monologue about why I should join the Church, I said, “God doesn’t
have my phone number,” as a way of explaining that I had never received the call from
the Almighty. But that does not mean that I don’t believe that Jesus existed, and that he
was a fascinating person, full of love and wisdom. My aversion to Catholicism was not
going to blur the lessons that this great man had to teach me. The story of Jesus and the
woman taken into adultery, for example, describes what Jesus says to the Pharisees who
were about to stone a woman for committing adultery.
“He that is without sin among you, let him first cast a stone at her.”
The story taught me something that relates to what I am talking about now. If we
change the word ‘sin’ (which sounds more like a tool for controlling guilt than anything
else), for incapability, then we might be able to catch a clearer glimpse of the human
condition.
We all have certain incapabilities, because we are all human, and it through these
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incapabilities (or defects) that our capabilities (or virtues) shine and flourish, like a
garden where plants and flowers grow because they have space to do so. If we have a pot
full of daisies, we can’t complain that there are no salvias, because if we had salvias, we
would not have daisies.
I soon began realising that this type of law was applicable not only to people,
but also to the circumstances that surround them. That is why, when my partners, or
potential partners, brought up the fact that I lived on a farm, 400 kilometres from
Buenos Aires, as if it was something negative, and that, if the All Pro Polo League took
off, I would have to consider moving, I could not help but laugh, because I knew that
everything that had happened since 2009 had come about precisely because I lived far
away, far from it all, surrounded by my family, my medicinal plants, my tomatoes, and
with plenty of time to think and create. When I lived in Buenos Aires, I spent half
my day on the motorway, going to Pilar five times a week, crossing the town on the
Nestor Kirchner Road, always chockablock with lorries, and organising auctions to sell
my horses, which, like all the remates, were a great farce. Did I ever happen upon a great
idea, when I lived in the rat race of polo? Never. As soon as I went to live on the farm,
however, putting my daughters in a local school, building a vegetable garden and a green
house with Loly, growing medicinal plants, deciding to dedicate our time to watching
our daughters grow, eating well, and being surrounded by nature that is when the ideas
started appearing, like stars in the evening sky. Did my partners pretend that I now turn
into a yuppie or an entrepreneur? Laughable. That was not who I was, and it wouldn’t
benefit anyone in the slightest for me to be that way. I had to stay put, in my farm,
conjuring up rules and prizes and symbols and speeches. I understand that any microbusiness needs the person in charge to do a bit of everything, but as it grows, one must
learn to let go, delegate, and bring in others to take decisions. That is no easy feat, it is
a capability that you either have or you don’t. I realised that if I didn’t act, I was going
to go from being the founder and the leader of the All Pro Polo League, to being its
nemesis. That is how thin the ridge we are walking is.
César’s vision, his ludic mind, his good intentions, and the team he put together,
helped me see this clearly. I quickly realised that he was a very capable man. What, then,
were his incapabilities? First of all, much to my dismay, he supports River Plate Football
Club. Terrible, I know. He is a bit stubborn, and he is constantly competing with his
neighbours on the coast to see who has the best beach, camping, or outdoor gadgets.
But he knows a lot about cryptocurrency, and that is why he began gathering a team of
talented people with a lot of potential, like Diego Gutierrez Zaldivar, Agustina Benedit,
Bernie Chapar, Nico Belgrano, and a few more. There exists a huge digital world which
is totally unexplored in polo—one that might be able to help the sport reach a lot of
people who, at the moment, don’t even know that polo exists. I think that much of
the volatility found in cryptocurrency is a result of the belief that it is only used for
speculating and making easy money. That is not the case. Eventually, everyone who got
into crypto for the wrong reasons is going to abandon ship, and that is when we will
realise that it is a powerful tool that will improve our quality of life. I don’t know when
this shift will occur, but know that it is only a matter of time.
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One day in March 2018, I get a call from Carolina informing me that Roderick Vere
Nicoll had been appointed Chairman of Cowdray Park Polo Club. Roderick and I have
known each other for years, and he is a good friend of mine. He had been a solid 3-goal
player, and now owns a magazine called Hurlingham Polo. He is very well connected in
the international polo world, and from the first moment I told him about our All Pro
Polo League at Patrick Hermés’s club, La Palmerie, in Morocco, back in 2015, he had
been extremely supportive, understanding straight away what the motivations behind
the project were. Carolina told me that Roderick had offered us the fields at Cowdray
to put together an event with APPL rules.
At first, considering that we had just come from Palm Beach and Brazil, I imagined
a tournament of four to six teams, composed of one 10-goaler per side, and completed
with up-and-coming English players. But I soon realised that that was going to be
impossible. The English season is much tighter than the American one, mostly because
there is so much medium and low goal polo. This makes it very hard to find a field to
use. The other option was to organise a 40-goal match like the one we had put on at
Pilarchico. I told Roderick my idea and he liked it; he asked me what the 10-goalers
were likely to expect in exchange for playing. I told him that the players were all pretty
aligned with the project, and they knew that in this first stage we could not afford to pay
them to play an exhibition. If we found a sponsor for the match, however, I did think it
fair that we should give them the money, plus a percentage of the ticket sales, once we
had covered the costs of the event. Roderick agreed.
After deciding on a plan of action with Roderick, Carolina and I began organising
everything. The first thing I did was message the 10-goalers via the chat I had put
together for the exhibition at Pilarchico. The day after the match, after sending a thumbs
up emoji, AC had bowed out: A. Cambiaso has left the group. Everyone else had kept it
going, and with the tournament in Palm Beach and Brazil, and a couple more that never
got past the planning stage, the chat had become a dynamic space where ideas could be
exchanged openly.
I particularly remember one potential 40-goal match that never materialised. One
day, I received a call from Alfredo Goti telling me that he had made contact with a
Russian who owned a polo club on the outskirts of Moscow, and who wanted to organise
a 40-goal APPL match that coincided with the fixtures of the Football World Cup. The
initial proposal was nothing short of spectacular. The Russian would send a private jet
for 12 people—I think it was a Gulfrstream G5—and fly us out of Gatwick the day
before Argentina’s first World Cup match. We would all be put up in suites in a five star
hotel in the city. The next day, we were invited to watch the Argentina-Iceland match
from a private box, before going into the dressing room to meet Messi and the rest of
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the team. The following day, a polo exhibition for 5,000 people. Then, onto the airport,
and a few hours later, we would be back in England. It sounded too good to be true. As
if this wasn’t enough, the Russian asked what fee the players expected to be paid to play.
It’s clear that after everything the Russian proposed, everyone was willing to go free of
charge, but we wanted to show that we were serious, so I asked him for something to be
shared between the eight players.
A week later, I get a message from the Russian saying that he is struggling to get
sponsors, that he didn’t think he would be able to cover the fees, or the private jet, but
the rest of the deal was still standing. A few days go by, and he tells me there might be
an issue with the five star hotel, because everything was fully booked for the World
Cup, but that he could put us up in a three bedroom house 40 minutes from Moscow.
Another message, this time saying that the private box in the stadium was no longer
available—we could perhaps get tickets for the game, but it was unlikely that we would
be seated together. I asked him if we would still be able to go into the dressing room and
meet the players after the match, but he said that he couldn’t remember that being part
of the deal. He told me to find out the cost of EasyJet tickets for the players, because the
sponsor situation was trickier than he thought, and finally, he said that the exhibition
could only be three chukkas long, because he was short on horses. The whole thing was
ridiculous and nothing came of it in the end, but reading the messages from the What’s
App group, with the players commenting on the ups and downs of the Russian, was
almost more entertaining than the whole plan he had initially proposed.
This type of scenario happened more than once. There are certain types of overly
enthusiastic, optimistic, and overall strange people in this world, and I am one of
them (luckily). So when the second or third project that I proposed the 10-goalers fell
through, I addressed the topic:
“Guys, every time I see a duck flying across the sky I take a shot, no matter if it
is near or far,” I wrote. “Let’s not lose confidence; of every ten plans, only one thrives,
while the other nine dry up, but you never know which is the one that is going to be a
success.”
We all agreed that the only time we would be able to host the 40-goal match in
Cowdray was between the end of the Queen’s Cup and the start of the Gold Cup,
around June 20. We would have to approach the subject with caution, asking patrons
for permission, and letting them know that other patrons were willing to let their
professionals play. Of the nine 10-goalers, not including Cambiaso, the only one that
was not in England at the time was Pablo Mac Donough, so there were exactly eight
players who could participate. That meant that we had to go about organising the
exhibition properly to make sure that all the 10-goalers could play, because a 79-goal
match doesn’t quite have the same ring to it.
There was also the fact that several of these players were rated at 10-goals in
Argentina, but not in England, and there were a few people who questioned the ethics
of promoting a 40-goal match in a country where the sum of each team was not exactly
40. My answer was simple: in the country where the best polo in the world is played,
the most competitive level of the sport, every one of these players was rated 10-goals.
If they don’t hold that handicap in England, it is only because of the perverse nature of
the polo model, and a repugnant system that encourages players to be rated at less than
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what they actually play, so that that can secure jobs—another thing that has to change
in polo, because it encourages cheating and corruption. We were inviting people to see
eight of the ten best polo players in the world play at Cowdray for the first time in the
club’s history, anyone who wanted to watch the match was welcome to do so.
I was also asked many times by friends, journalists, and people on social media
why Cambiaso was not playing. We did not invite him to play because there are eight
10-goal players who are more committed to the project than he is. That was the official
response, and the total truth of the matter. I said that, somewhat naively and a bit too
boldly, before having confirmed the other eight players. All it took was for one patron to
come down with a bout of egocentrism and prohibit the Pieres, Pelón, Juanma, Hilario,
or Sapo from playing, and our first option would be to call Cambiaso, who, as he had
previously said, was willing to do us the favour of playing. I would have had to eat my
words, which at this stage of my life I am not too fussed about doing.
But, luckily, none of that happened. Cambiaso was not having an easy season, first
with the helmet scandal (where he tried to stage another demonstration of power, but
the English fought back, making their Anglo-Saxon rigour known), and second because
he didn’t have a good team and it was clear that he was not going to win anything that
season. There were rumours flying around that he was not going to go back to play
in England the following year, and that he was going to Denver to play a season that
would probably resemble more of a Polo-harmonic Orchestra than a competitive sport.
I began using this term instead of the word farce, because I thought that it seemed less
confrontational, but also because it was a good description of this type of game, where
everything was rehearsed and the outcome known, and everyone played their part to
produce a piece that would please the listener, or in this case, the patron.
*
I am going to share a story that highlights this phenomenon, so as to give the reader
a great sense of how far it seeps into polo. One sunny morning, a while back, I bumped
into a friend at Pueblo Polo, in Argentina. He was wearing his whites, so I asked him
what he was going to play, the Metro Alto, Gazzoti, or Gold Cup? He tells me that he
isn’t involved with any of that, but he is playing a little tournament in a well known club
in that area. I am surprised to hear that he is playing there, since he had never done so
before, and I tell him this.
“The deal is that the patron of a friend of mine has been playing at that club for
four years and he has never won anything, so they’ve put together a tournament with
four teams and it is fixed for him to win,” he clarifies, as if this was the most normal thing
in the world.
“What?” I reply, totally shocked and fascinated, not only because of what he was
telling me, but because of the coolness of tone he had used when he said it.
I ask myself, what would Hubert Perrodó, Alex Ebeid, Galen Weston, Bill
Ylvisaker, Peter Brant, Rober de Balcaní, or Packer have said if they found out that
their professionals were fixing not just a match, but an entire tournament, with three
fictitious teams, for their benefit? A tournament where 15 of the 16 players are not
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actually playing, but pretending to do so, so that they can win a tournament? I don’t
even dare to think about how they would have reacted, because these men, beyond
being patrons or millionaires, were real polo players, sportsmen, who saw polo as a real
sport. Sometimes you lost, and sometimes you won, and this uncertainty was part of
the charm. That was why they spent the money they did. And win or lose, they always
had fun, because not only did they play on the same team as the best professionals, but
because they were playing the same game: polo. A full speed, hit and run, pass the ball,
score goals type of polo.
But slowly, the sport began to change. The rules didn’t grow with the sport and the
patron became encased in a permeant cloud of dissatisfaction. If they wanted to win,
then the professional would let the patron know (sometimes without actually saying it)
that the best way of securing the victory was for the latter to stay as far away from the
ball as possible. If they wanted to get involved, fine, but their chances of winning would
diminish considerably. So, at the end of the day, there was no way to keep the patron
happy. On top of this, polo was becoming more and more expensive. This resulted in a
rather abrupt change of patrons; many left the sport and others, looking for new things,
came into it.
But now we have, paraphrasing Alvin Toffler, a third wave of patrons, who don’t
even care about competing. They somehow find satisfaction in lying to themselves by
pretending that they are playing polo when in fact they are just in a theatre production
where they are the star of the show, and everything else is organised to revolve around
their egos, like in the case of this patron in my story, who I am not acquainted with, where
the professionals organised a whole tournament just so that he could win something.
That is not polo; that is not sport. I must return to quantum physics once again, and
zero point energy, which in this case would tell us that it would have been impossible for
this patron, even if his conscious and ego deny it, to find satisfaction in this tournament,
because he spent all weekend surrounded by people who were lying to him.
*
To understand that this is not an isolated incident—on the contrary, this trend is
on the rise—we need only to analyse the brilliant World Polo League (WPL), the first
edition of which was held during the latest season in Palm Beach. I was not present to
watch any of the league’s matches, so I find myself unable to comment on the state of the
play. However, I can share the feedback I received from those who did witness the games,
and the comments heard flying around, perhaps not Cañuelas, but definitely the areas
surrounding Ellerstina, Open Door, Monte, Dubai, Wellington itself, and every stable
where there are more than three people, with time on their hands, drinking mate, and
talking about what is happening in polo. And what do these people say, exactly? They
say that this is a complete and utter farce. They say that these are ‘white trouser practices’
and that almost every player is terribly mounted and that they are doing anything but
playing polo. They say that several of the players managed to get a significant discount
when renting horses by assuring that they would be playing easy games. How else, they
say, would the number 1 on the Flexjet team, an amateur player rated at 0 goals, be able
to score nine goals in a single match, especially considering that the opposing number
4 was none other than the best player in the world? They say that the clearest example
that all this is fixed came when an external patron, one not part of the Jornayvaz/Ganzi
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dynamic, hailing from a country in North Africa—who from what I have been told puts
together his string in Argentina buying horses at sale prices, does the rounds finding
out which player charges the least, and loses drastically in the IPC 20-goal—suddenly
shows up to the WPL, promises a few bucks, and automatically gets to play with AC.
He ends up winning the second cup of the season, in a league that, according to its
website, boasts “a new breed of intense, competitive polo,” “the best in North America,
with the sport’s top players and the most athletic horses in the world.” Now that is what
I call luck.
Even if it were not the case that the matches and tournaments were fixed, what
most stood out when watching the league—according to those who were present—
was that the players were not competing. They didn’t care about the end result, so they
played without pressure to win. They didn’t have a fixed patron who would or would
not pay them, and no club demanding that they claimed a title. That could all be seen
on the field.
I am not against players doing this, but I am against them doing it in the name of
a sport that is 2,500 years old, especially because, if we consider the name of the league,
it implies that they intend to spread this around the world. If that happens, polo will
become something very similar to the pheasant shooting scenario in Morocco. The first
thing these players will tell me, of course, is that this is valid because it gives people a lot
of jobs, so it is not that bad. I will reply that I understand, but all the changes we have
proposed have also been created with the goal of producing more job opportunities,
not less. How many people make a living from football, or golf ? Millions more than the
ones who make a living off polo, so I would like the reader to see that what we propose
will generate more work, not less.
Furthermore, if this model prospers, who is going to buy expensive horses? What
necessity will players have of spending hundreds of thousands of dollars if all they will
be doing is galloping down a field, pretending to play polo? They are most definitely
going to end up playing on bad, cheap horses, because they won’t care what they ride.
And when there is no one willing to buy a good horse for what it is really worth, all the
breeders that haven’t done so already will go bust, including yours truly.
An article published on March 21, 2018, in the Argentine newspaper, La Nación,
said the following:
Seven French tennis players have been taken into custody as part of an
international investigation that began in Belgium linked to a criminal web of
Armenian origin suspected of manipulating the results of hundreds of matches
and being linked to betting. An initial group of players was first detained in France
in January. According to the French newspaper L’Equipe, five of the French players
questioned so far have admitted to taking money in exchange for losing matches or
sets. This case is just one example that illustrates a dark and complicated scenario,
reported by Argentine tennis player Marco Trungelliti, victim of an intended
bribe. The tennis players were released a few hours after the interrogation, but they
will soon have to return to testify. The interrogations requested by the Belgium
authorities will continue on from the first ten hearings held as of mid January. In
total, 17 players, including one woman, were investigated by the French police for
sporting corruption, in a case which is unprecedented in tennis. Belgian authorities
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say they’ve requested assistance from the FBI.
This is how a real sport handles match fixing. What would a high goaler say if they
were warned about match fixing because they might end up in jail, or have the FBI on
their case? They would not stop laughing at the thought. It is clear that in tennis there is
money from bets involved, but the reality is, beyond the money, the worst thing about
this is that they are lying the spectators who paid to watch that match.
In our case, this simulation is born from structural issues, and transcends the
players. ESPN, for example, is filming this league and promoting it as if it was a real polo
revolution. The question is, do they know that it is all a farce? Does the same happen
in the other sports that they transmit? Let’s imagine that in the Italian futbol league, a
match between Roma and Milan is fixed, because it benefits both teams to predetermine
the outcome of the game. Will the ESPN commentators say this on air? Or will they
pretend that that this is a real match? Does it happen in other sports, too? Is this normal
in rugby, hockey, in the PGA? Do you think that the commentators would sit quietly
if they found out that this was happening, that the players had conspired to arrange the
outcome of the match before hand? Do you think they wouldn’t say something about
it? Why, then, do polo commentators not say anything when it is clear that a match is
fixed?
They don’t say anything because they all serve this model, and they suffer from the
same disease all Argentines suffer from: believing that the rest of the world are idiots
and that nobody sees what we are really doing. Nobody says anything because they
are petrified. I understand that Clickpolo, Pololine, Polohub and all the other digital
portals can’t go out and talk about this. But why can’t ESPN? Why not La Nación?
Do they know that this takes place, and if so, why are they keeping quiet about it? This
is not a sport, it is a theatre production. To clarify, this is not the fault of the players.
There are several 10-goalers playing in the WPL who have supported me in the All Pro;
a couple of my rowers are there, too, such as Jero del Carril and Juan Martín Zubía; as is
Jejo Taranco, a great guy who has helped me out on more than one occasion. This is not
against them, because they are just victims of the system. They don’t deserve this—they
are sportsmen, not actors.
*
While we are on the subject of Palm Beach, we can mention the official side of the
winter season, the series of tournaments called the Gauntlet of Polo, composed of the
CV Whitney, Gold Cup and the US Open, now all 22-goal tournaments (something
which, added to Cambiaso’s absence, motivated many patrons to sign up and play,
resulting in a record number of teams competing). Cambiaso left, but Facu and his team
Pilot remained. With two 10-goalers, a 3-goaler who actually played 5, and a string
of horses greatly superior to any other in the competition, Pilot won all three of the
high goal tournaments. Just to remind those emboldened patrons to think twice before
signing up for the 2020 season.
But at least this is polo. More often than not, all four players on the team want
to win, and they usually take on four players who are also craving victory. This is the
foundation of competitive sport. The root of the problem here is different to the one
mentioned before. In this case, the players are the ones at fault. While the tournament is
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still competitive, it is still patron based polo, where half of the players on a team are bad
players, or mediocre, but we’re being told that they are all superstars. This statement can
be found on the USPA website:
This heart-pounding competition is a true survival of the fittest as the world’s
preeminent teams, most skilled athletes, and finest horses will come together for three
months to battle head-to-head for the coveted C.V. Whitney Cup, USPA Gold Cup®,
and the CaptiveOne U.S. Open Polo Championship®.
This is not consistent with what we see on the field. The tournaments will not include
the ‘most skilled athletes’ or the ‘world’s preeminent teams’—polo was once like that,
but that was lost long ago. It used to be a team sport, with four players taking on four
others, but today it might as well be two against two, because the two professionals
spend the majority of the match dodging the bad players on the field. I applaud the
determination, energy, and money Bobby Puetz, Charlie Muldoon and everyone in the
USPA has invested, but it’s time to open our eyes to the reality of the matter. People are
not stupid. The USPA has sufficient funds to reformulate the sport, and that is what they
should be doing. They should encourage the good players to compete among themselves
in a particular tournaments, they should film the matches as well as they are filming
their current polo, and the footage should be shared on all their digital platforms. They
should put together a tournament for players to compete seriously, where the objective
is to win, as it is in every other sport in the world. Only then will they have a real and
authentic sport. Bob Marley’s Get Up, Stand Up sums up what I am trying to get across:
“You can fool some people sometimes, but you can’t fool all the people all the time.”
And that is just what we are doing—all of us—in Argentina, the US, England, and
Timbuktu. But our time is up. I have come to accept this because I now understand
why this happens, and I must reiterate: no one is to blame. The reality we are living in is
purely a consequence of economic circumstances.
For that reason, I came up with a plan of action to change our situation, and it has
to do with lowering the number of horses per player. That way, polo will stop being a
sport only accessible for billionaires. Once that limitation is put in effect, the sport will
become more accessible, and it will finally become a real sport again—a real competition
where the best players gather and everyone plays to win. Only then, my friends, will we
have a spectacle on our hands.
Lastly, I can’t move on before mentioning the furious wars being raged between
the WPL and the USPA. The last thing I heard on the matter, was that the WPL were
prohibiting the 10-goalers from playing the annual 40-goal charity match that is played
to raise money for players and grooms who have suffered severe injuries, only because
the USPA and IPC were organising the event. I know, it’s hard to believe. In a world
where so many people are suffering, and where those who are more fortunate are able to
give their time, talent, and money to help others, the notion that they don’t participate
because of a cheap fight and battle of egos is truly despicable. There is no chance in
hell that we are going to progress as a sport, or as a race, no less, if we continue acting
this way—it doesn’t matter how many millions the USPA amass with their clothing
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brand, or how many teams register to play, or how many jobs are generated. I speak with
authority, because here in Argentina we are experts at fighting among ourselves; we are
so busy looking at what our internal rivals are doing that we never even manage to take
one step forward. And then we wonder why our sport is in the state it is.
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A few days before travelling to Europe, in conversation with Flaco Hoeffner, a great
friend of mine who I don’t see nearly enough, he said something to me that stuck.
“Polo is never going to grow because it is a sport that lacks critical mass,” he stated.
Critical mass is one of those many terms that, at least in my case, one repeats like a parrot
believing to understand its significance. Surfing the cosmic cloud that is the internet, I
came across an explanation of the concept, one which also gave me the inspiration for the
title of this essay:
One can witness an example of critical mass in a big city. When one person stops on
the side of the street and looks at the sky, nothing happens. People continue walking
by. When three people stop and look at the sky, a few people might turn around
before continuing on their way. But only a small number of people (dependent on
culture, time of day, the width of the street, and other factors) is needed, say five to
seven, to make everyone who walks by stop and stare at the sky as well. This number
is referred to as the critical mass.
Critical mass, therefore, refers to an exact number, one which enables the growth of a
phenomenon—as if there was an inflatable boat which required a particular air pressure
in order to float, not a single PSI less. When it comes to polo, using the example of people
looking at the sky, I realised that our sport is so small, there are so few players and spectators,
that we are never going to reach that magic number, the critical mass, needed for our sport
to grow out of relying on patrons (pay per play) and be able to make a living from spectators
(pay per view).
According to reliable numbers from the FIP, there are currently 22,000 polo players
registered in associations around the world. Let’s say that there are a number of players
who play without paying the handicap fee, and in that case this figure might reach 30,000.
In the US alone, there are 30 million golfers, and over 30,000 golf courses around the
world. We can say that for each polo player, there is one golf course. I mention golf because
the socioeconomic standing of those who play it is similar to that of those who play polo. It
requires big green spaces which are expensive to maintain, and the necessary equipment—
omitting the horse, of course—is similar in cost to polo gear.
This information helped me see the true dimension of where we are standing, and
I was able to send information from one side of my brain to the other, link unconnected
phrases, and that was how I came up with my title: Four Lonely Souls Staring at the Sky.
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For a while I had been saying that when we looked at the bigger picture, those of us in the
polo world were just four lonely souls. The example given to explain critical mass showed
me that we were just staring at the sky, and there was no chance that a fifth, sixth, or seventh
soul would join in and help turn this sport into something great.
This information was like a cold bucket of water to the face, soaking me in a dark,
depressing reality. All those hopes I had been carrying around for so long—those fantasies
about building a circuit where only the best would play this wonderful game that combined
the virtues of two living beings, where adrenaline, danger, passion, technique, imagination,
and talent mixed with cold numbers and statistics—were crushed. This caught me off
guard, because I was about to leave Argentina and the fixture of the All Pro Polo League
European Tour (as Carolina had christened it) was set to be quite full on. To start, the
French had already taken the initiative; I had received an e-mail from Philippe and Benoît
Perrier asking to host a tournament over the length of their season in Chantilly, with All
Pro rules, in which only French players would compete. We then had the 40-goal match at
Cowdray, before moving on to Sotogrande, where we would host the annual Black Eagle
competition, as well as a Golden Age tournament. I had asked those in charge at Santa
María Polo Club if we could play the traditional Manuel Prado Cup, scheduled in August,
with our Golden Age format, for players aged 40 and over, and they had accepted.
The tournaments and exhibitions all went ahead as planned, but in the midst of
the action I started realising that the first stage of this project was coming to an end, as
I mentioned at the start of this essay, and that it was time to move onto the next level, or
help other people to do so. I couldn’t escape the realisation, however, that we were just four
lonely souls staring at the sky, and I knew that that would be very hard to change.
*
Finally, the day of the eagerly awaited 40-goal exhibition at Cowdray arrived, and
the truth is that it could not have turned out any better, even if I had dreamt it. It was a
radiant Sunday (a Peronist day as we say here in Argentina, “they even stole the clouds!”), and
Cowdray shone brighter than ever. Liz Higgins, Janey Delow, Pip Menzies, and Carolina
took care of the logistics and the press of the event. Thanks to Roderick, we had secured
our first sponsor: Hurlingham Polo 1875. The event promised to be great.
Many people came out to watch the new type of polo format we proposed; the matches
were dynamic and entertaining. Before the 40-goal match, we put together a medium goal
Young Guns exhibition, with up-and-coming players from all over the world, which was
fast and fun. Then, it was time for the main event. The 10-goalers put their heart into the
match and played with intention, because that was what we had spoken about. The best
way to show this alternative format of play, and put across its potential, was by playing
hard, fast polo; always keeping safety as a priority, but playing to win by scoring more goals
than the opposition, because that is what this is about. Hernán Amorrortu flew over from
Buenos Aires, as did César Levene and his wife, all giving me a clear demonstration of
support. Kenny Jones, the drummer of Faces and The Who, awarded the prizes, and that
night we ended up in London, eating and drinking at the restaurant Isabel, owned by our
good friend Juan Santa Cruz, toasting with friends, and in my case, thanking them all for
accompanying me on this journey.
I remembered the time, four years ago, when I started sharing this idea, repeating
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over and over again how fed up I was with the current state of polo, and the rage I felt
when people just sat and talked, instead of getting up and doing something about it. I
remembered Marcos, Justo, Alejo, Tincho, Carolina, Hernán, César and everyone who
had been (and still was) a big part of this: Juancito Monteverde and Juanma Obregón in
USA; Topo Braun and Pancho in France; Gato Lahulé in England; Martín Zubía, Mono,
Justo Saavedra, Pococho, Juanchi and the PARLASUR gang. I knew that this first stage
would always be remembered as something magical.
The only downside of the event related to the film footage of the 40-goal match,
something which I am not too keen to talk about, but I must, mainly because I think it
important that people know what happened, and so that a similar situation be avoided
in the future. One day before the big match, Carolina tells me that there is a company
called PoloCam, owned by a certain Greg Hughes, that films polo and could livestream
the 40-goal match in exchange for keeping the rights to the footage. They would provide
all the visual material for us to share on our online platforms. PoloCam was working with
Cowdray covering the Gold Cup, and they seemed to be the real deal. We accepted. I
only asked that the match be filmed with one camera, using a wide angle lens during the
plays, so that they didn’t fall into the trap of changing shots constantly, like the geniuses at
ESPN. They agreed.
The morning of the match Carolina tells me that Greg would not be able to live stream
the game because he didn’t have the right equipment, but that the whole thing would be
up on the website three or four hours after the event concluded. No problem. The match
came and went, time ticked on, and people on social media were asking where they could
watch the action. Late that evening, with still no sign of the footage, Carolina writes to
Greg. He tells her that there was a complication, but assured that everything would be up
and running the following morning. Unfortunately, this wasn’t the case, either. Two days
after the match, Carolina calls me and breaks the unbelievable news. She had been told
that the day after the 40-goal match, Greg and PoloCam had gone to Guards to film the
final of the Royal Windsor, and in the press tent after the match, according to what Greg
told Cowdray, a bag full of equipment and digital content had been stolen. That included
the whole footage of the APPL 40-goal match.
“Sorry, what?” I could not believe what I was hearing.
To add insult to injury, the fact that this Greg didn’t have the decency to pick up the phone
and call us personally was more than I could handle at the time. He wasn’t even capable of
replying to our messages or returning our calls. I tend to be pretty understanding when it
comes to things like this, I just remember thinking that it was a real shame that we didn’t
have a record of the match, especially considering how difficult it is to get eight 10-goal
players on a field—and even more challenging to get them to play hard and fast competitive
polo.
But that was not the end of it. A couple of days later I get a call from a friend who
works in that industry. He tells me that what I had been told was not true, Greg had not
had anything stolen. He had reformatted the tapes on which he had filmed the match and
in doing so, deleted everything.
So it turns out that, as well as being totally useless and rude, Greg had lied about the
footage being stolen. This is why I am calling him out, to warn the polo community about
the way PoloCam handles their business. There is no filmed record of the highest rated
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match in the history of Cowdray, played in 2018, because of the negligence of this man
and his business. Luckily, we had had the forethought of hiring Tito Isla and Jaime Cabrera
of Rupestre Films to document the backstage of the event, so we at least had some content
to share on social media.
		
But it must be obvious that this story does not end here. I hope that the reader
has become a little more acquainted with my character and knows that I do not intend
on speaking badly about someone just for the fun of it. There is always more to it, a new
lesson to glean, a masterclass to be understood through the actions of others. I once heard
the Dalai Lama speak about how our enemies can be our best teachers. It is thanks to
them that we can cultivate tolerance, patience, compassion, and begin to understand
the traits inherent in ourselves. You might recall that when I described the 40-goal
event in Pilarchico, I mentioned that we had become tied up in a rather cheap conflict
with the AAP and ESPN, with accusations flying in all sorts of directions, and for some
incomprehensible reason, by June 2018, we still had not been given the footage from the
Pilarchico exhibition, held nearly a year prior.
*
My eldest brother is called Gonzalo Tanoira, after my father, but everyone calls him
Talo. He is a very capable man, and he has spent his whole life developing completely
different parts of the brain to the ones I have developed. It would be akin to us working out
at the same gym, but using completely different machines; the result is that our strength
comes from completely different sets of muscles. He is analytical and rational in ways that I
am not. He knows how to study the feasibility of a business and break it down from a timespace perspective, he has the necessary objectivity to see the truth behind the numbers, and
at this stage in his life he doesn’t let himself be fooled all too easily. He has seven children,
and more friends scattered around the world than Roberto Carlos. He has accumulated
more air miles than any rockstar, he is on the committee of about five or six different clubs
and charities, and he is a fast paced amateur polo player (the best value for money 2-goaler
I know). What he doesn’t have much of, as you can imagine, is time. But he has a huge
heart, and he carries polo in his blood, just like I do, so he made the time to listen to my
doubts when my All Pro Polo project was moving towards something out of my comfort
zone: a room full of power points, business plans, meetings in English, spreadsheets with
annual budgets, registration forms, partnerships, stocks, and so on. From that moment,
Talo became a sort of advisor (he is also very good friends with Tincho), and I have got
used to having long phone conversations with him. I am usually watering my plants in
Frontera, while he happens to be in Singapore, Salta, or who knows where.
“Javier, you have to realise something,” he said to me when I told him about the
PoloCam fiasco. “You are putting together a project to aid the development of polo, trying
to turn it into a spectator sport, and give it a place on television. But you happen to have
absolutely no material from neither of the two most important events that you organised,
the two 40-goal exhibitions! In one case, it is because they won’t give it to you, and in the
other, it is because they deleted it. You’re not going to get anywhere like that.”
Too true; tough, but true. His words usually force me to analyse myself completely and
objectively, to look in a metaphysical mirror and see all my strengths and talents, but also
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my imperfections and my shortcomings. This also goes back to what I was slowly beginning
to understand, about the capabilities and incapabilities of people, and Talo’s observation
clearly highlighted which were mine. The reality is that a capable person would have signed
a contract with ESPN, and another with PoloCam, detailing conditions, rights, timings,
and so forth. If this was not respected, a capable person, would have sent them a legal letter
demanding that they carry out the terms of the contract. A capable person would have set
the playing field, and spoken in the language of business, of companies—just like Talo did.
And I was not that capable person.
When I say, half jokingly and half seriously, that I am an artist, this is what I am trying
to explain, because to me, an artist is someone who, no matter what he or she does, jumps
off the diving board every day, not knowing whether the pool below is empty or full. An
artist creates to create, plays and enjoys life without worrying about the reach and scale of
their work, where it is going to go, how much it is going to cost, or how long it is going to
last.
But reality can sometimes sting, and this conversation with Talo opened my eyes to
see that the only solution to all this was to find a partner, a capable person, who could do
everything that I was not able to. I also realised that there were possible candidates out
there, but I was not giving them the space or the freedom to get involved. This related to
my feeling (because I still had an incomplete view of the world) that success, in any of its
forms, had to do with backstabbing, stepping over people, waking without scruples, and
going to sleep with a cold heart. That is what the capable (and successful) people I knew
were like; the Mr Burns of the world. And I didn’t want a partner like that. I preferred
failure, which up to now has left me with much more authentic, profound, and lasting
sensations. If on top of all this we consider the impact Flaco Hoeffner and his critical mass
observation had left on me, then you might get a notion of how that explosive cocktail
activated the neurons on both sides of my brain, and how that night of insomnia in a flat
in South Kensington showed me that stage one of the All Pro Polo League had come to an
end. We couldn’t continue doing the same thing over and over again, mainly out of respect
for the players, but also, out of respect for myself, because, like all creatives, I get bored
quickly.
I called César (Hernán had already returned to Argentina) who was staying in a flat
in Notting Hill with his wife, and we went for coffee. I briefly outlined what I was on my
mind. Also, his investigation into the possibilities of launching an ICO with a polo themed
crypto currency required an investment that exceeded not only what I was able to put into
it, but what I hoped to raise with the sum of small donations from many people, those who
were willing to lose it all, considering that this was an extremely high risk project. I knew
that I had a lot of friends, but not that many. On the other hand, if we went out to look
for the seed capital (I’m already learning the lingo) among the wealthy of the polo world,
it was clear that the largest percentage of people in this biome would be patrons, in other
words, the people we wanted off the field. On top of all this, the Bitcoin had been free
falling for the past four months, and all the ICO projects were falling to pieces, so even if
we had decided to give it a shot, it would have been an almost impossible task.
It was then, on the tube back to South Kensington from Notting Hill, that I realised
that it was time to sit down and write. Time to think back and record everything that I had
experienced over those last four years. I sent the 10-goalers an message saying that I would
be in Cowdray that Sunday, and that I wanted to see them. I met with Juan Martin, Pelón,
and Gonza at the clubhouse at Great Trippetts Farm, and I met the others at the polo that
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afternoon. They understood the situation straight away. Furthermore, if they were going
to be part of the All Pro, the stars of the league, and the people to persuade their patrons
to put money into a project like this, they would also be putting their jobs at risk, the jobs
they relied on to keep their organisations afloat. I didn’t want the APPL to be the reason
why one of them lost a patron. I told them that this was far from over, that I was going to
take some time out to write, that we were still in this together, and that it had been a real
pleasure watching them play and carry out the idea that Marcos, Justo, and I had thought
up three years ago. While our rowers always played fantastic polo—and I am certain that
several of them will reach 10-goals—the current 10-goalers showed that, if it is played well,
there is no sport in the world that can match the true wonder of polo, at least for me.
*
This second trip to Cowdray, apart from the meeting with the 10-goalers and the
mutual decision to press pause on the project, brought with it a wisp of optimism in terms
of sporting advancement. I was able to watch two Gold Cup matches (one was the Facundo
VS Cambiaso game), and I realised that polo was starting to look a bit more like it had
done in the past. The HPA, with Robert Graham in charge, was taking steps forward and
was boasting something that had always seemed impossible to achieve within the AAP
and the USPA: good umpires. With more tools in their box—the anti-blocking rule in
the hit ins and spot penalties, the ‘play it’ rule, and the elimination of the throw-in, for
example, all which were well enforced—the matches became more dynamic and fluid than
they had been in years. Talent was rewarded, there were passes, there was speed—despite
the fact that there were still bad players on the field. Furthermore, the high goalers, used
to choosing rough and ready third players, were rethinking their strategy and, on a few
occasions, as they could not be sent to block, made the third player hit in. Consequently,
these young boys were forced to do something they had never done before: play polo. Now
the talented boys, the ones with good stick and ball skills, who rode well and fast and used
their head, were being hired. I still don’t understand why the blocking rule is not used
in the whole field, like it is in the All Pro and in polo in Argentina, but I think it’s only a
matter of time; the umpires will soon realise that it is not too hard to call.
A month later, in Sotogrande, I also saw a better level of polo and a more appealing
spectator sport, in spite of the Argentine umpires. But it was during the latest season in
Argentina that I realised that we are slowly starting to recover the sport we had lost. There
are good and bad matches, of course. To my judgement, we still need to incorporate new
rules, such as a more severe punishment for fouls, one that would discourage players from
fouling in the first place; another which reduces ‘dead’ time, mainly between the whistle
and the start of play; and I also think it fundamental that the players hit in after a goal,
especially as it is so easy to control. The work Marcos Aldao, with the support of the AAP,
has done with the umpires, has a lot to do with the improvements we see on the field.
Besides, at the start of the last high goal season in Argentina, the stars aligned, because
Cambiaso didn’t have a better idea than to hire the Old Guard of umpires to direct the
WPL, giving the AAP the excuse they were looking for to take them off the field, something
that should have been done over 15 years ago, because an umpire should not be allowed to
be employed by any player, in any tournament, anywhere in the world. That brought to an
end one of the saddest chapters in Argentine umpiring, one filled with corruption, cliques,
betrayal, an eternal wave of thumbs up or down from the players, but first and foremost,
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it marked the end of an era of totally incompetent umpiring. The AAP and Marcos are
forming a new generations of umpires that have already shown to be far more superior
than those who came before them. Pepe Araya, Guillermo Villanueva, Gastón Lucero,
the incorporation of Englishman Jason Dixon, as well as a few who were there before, like
Matías Baibiene, Rafa Silva, and Martín Aguerre—they all performed well over the Triple
Crown, especially in the finals, a tough test to say the least.
Most of all, teams started realising that there is no better tactic than playing open
polo and hitting the ball straight away. I say this with a sense of pride, especially because the
revelation of the tournament was a La Ensenada, a team composed of my beloved rowers.
Not only did they qualify for Hurlingham and Palermo, but, being the team with the
youngest average age to ever play the Argentine Open, claimed several victories, beating
teams with a handicap difference of more than five goals. This obviously relates to the
pure talent of those four players, but I am sure that those initial talks at Pilarchico, where
Marcos, Justo (not coincidentally, Jero’s father), and I explained the benefits of team play,
spreading out over the field, and passing the ball, left an impression on them. They learnt to
play that type polo—thinking fast and anticipating the movements of their teammates—
in the first APPL matches. That was the root of the game that was being salvaged, that
which Horacito, in those epic AAP meetings, maintained had been lost, stating that we
now had two or three generations of polo players who were damaged beyond repair.
Happily, we have seen that this is not the case. We have seen older players, rulers of
slow polo and kings of blocking, finally begin to understand the aim of the game, and
start playing open polo. As of last year, Cria Yatay have been playing a type of polo that
is pleasing to watch, and in the latest Open, against Las Monjitas, they maintained their
open style of play, even when they were down, which more than anything highlighted the
inferiority of their horses. La Albertina, even with their rustic style of play, played good
polo, but the clearest example of this global shift was seen in La Dolfina Polo Ranch. In
2017, they had played a horrible, slow style of polo, where each player who reached the
ball would come to a grinding halt; instantly one teammate would position themselves in
front, and one behind, and so the terror train would start. I remember a match they played
against Ellerstina as being one of the ugliest matches I have ever seen in my life, mainly due
to the way La Dolfina Polo Ranch played, but also thanks to the contribution of Negro
Ferrari. In 2018, however, with the new ‘play’ rule well applied and this new mentality
in the air, they started hitting the ball straight away. Being the talented players that they
are, and being as well mounted as they are, they started winning and finished in fourth
position, ahead of La Aguada, who in any case had also played a more open style of polo
than they had been doing in years. With a couple of new rules, the bad habits and vicious
circles had been transformed. I must clarify that I watched all of these matches (except the
final of Tortugas) on television, and considering the terrible way in which ESPN film polo,
there may be a significant margin of error between what happened on the field and what I
saw through the screen of my television on those spring afternoons in Daireaux.
Lastly, a hugely positive fact: after over two years of travelling the world, explaining
our mission to recuperate the quality of polo by limiting the number of horses played per
match (with little success), Delfín, Marcos, and I were finally able to sit down and formalise
the structure we had used in our first tournament in Sotogrande, back in 2016. Eight 4
minute chukkas, where each player could only play a maximum of four horses. And so the
4/8/4 format was born. The first to adopt this form of play weren’t the 10-goalers, or a
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patron based tournament, but the wonderful players of women’s polo—the only segment
in our sport, thanks to the empowerment of women (sometimes slightly radicalised),
that continues to grow. New female players are constantly coming into the sport, and
the number of women’s tournaments around the world is increasing, bringing a growing
enthusiasm into polo. Delfín shared our idea with the AAP’s sub committee of women’s
polo, and the first tournament, called 4/6/8 testing, was played last autumn (in this first
instance, we allowed six horses instead of four). Everyone was more than happy with the
results, to the degree that it has been adopted in every women’s tournament during this
coming spring season. Lía Salvo and I have spoken a lot about the subject, and we agree
on almost everything. I have no doubt that women are going to be the protagonists of this
new era, and not only when it comes to polo.
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One afternoon in late July 2018, I was in Sotogrande digesting the fact that stage
one of the APPL had ended, and starting to write this essay, when I received a message
via instagram from a Japanese journalist named Mika Mori, explaining that she wanted
to reintroduce polo into Japan, and asking how she could contact me. The sport had
disappeared from the country over a century ago, and she hoped to form a Japanese Polo
Association, find a location fit for a field, and, with my help, host an All Pro Polo League
exhibition. She told me that she had sponsors willing to finance the project. The only
Japanese polo player I had ever met was Junichi Iwasaki, a patron who in the late 1990s
had bought a place near Martingdale, advised and managed by Rodrigo Rueda, but I
knew that he had not been involved with polo for a long time now. I replied to Mika
saying that it was a great idea, that she could count on me, and suggesting that we find out
how to take horses to Japan from a neighbouring country.
I got in touch with several contacts in nearby countries where I knew there was
polo, such as the Philippines, Thailand, and Singapore, and I was given the contact
of a Japanese vet who worked in the racing world. I contacted him to learn about the
regulations and costs related to the temporary importation of polo horses to Japan. After
a brief exchange of emails, this kind man helped me see that there was absolutely no way
of temporarily taking horses into Japan—an island with extremely strict sanitary laws,
demanding long, expensive periods quarantine, and thousands of tests from the country
of origin. When I realised that it would be cheaper to organise a Formula 1 event than an
All Pro Polo League exhibition in Japan, I bowed my head, thanked everyone involved
for their time, and told Mika Mori that I valued her vision, but reintroducing polo into
Japan was impossible, at least for now.
But the idea, although not viable, stuck in my mind. I clearly recalled the solemn
words used by Berni Eccleston and David Hill when describing the reality of polo, and I
also had the information from my anthropological investigation on the evolution of polo
clear in my mind. What followed, then? That sweet insomnia, so familiar by now, took
hold of me once again on the third floor of Paseo del Mar 44, in Sotogrande, bringing
with it the most magnificent idea so far. Something similar to what happens in discrete
mathematics occurred, a phenomenon know as transitive relations, when an element (in
this case, a concept) relates with another, and the latter with a third. This therefore links
the first concept with the third. The only difference is that in this case the third element
was not a concept, but an idea that I came across, uniting the former two elements, which
are the following:
1. Since the invention of the combustion engine and the development of motor
vehicles, polo had stopped being an accessible sport.
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2. In Japan, the third largest economy in the world, one of the countries which had
replaced the horse in the most successful way (Honda, Kawasaki, Yamaha, Suzuki), there
were still people who wanted to play polo, but were unable to do so because there were no
horses, and it was almost impossible to take them over from other countries.
It was like adding two and two together. I thought of inventing a sport that was just
like polo, to be played on the same fields, with the same mallets, goalposts, rules, and so
on, but in place of a horse, a vehicle—or better put, a mechanical horse. We polo players
could offer all our knowledge of the sport, and the Japanese could share their expertise in
technology and mechanics. Together we could invent a new sport. That was what sped
through my mind during that night of insomnia, with the hours flying by, and only when
the sun began to rise was I able to drift off into sleep, happily, with the feeling that I had
hit upon a great idea.
But the following day, things didn’t seem quite so clear. I started to consider all
the advantages that a sport like this would have, and I realised that there were so many
convincing arguments in favour that it was probable that this sport would be a direct
threat to traditional polo. That was the last thing I wanted. I realised that this was not
only an idea, but a vision of the future, since it was likely that in a hundred or so years,
polo would no longer be played on horseback, but on machines or robots—but that is
something that neither I, nor anyone reading this, will witness, at least in our present
physical states. But that didn’t worry me. At times, I felt that by developing this idea, we
would actually be helping the current state of polo, and at others, I felt the opposite.
I realised that this idea was forcing me to profoundly analyse the relationship I had
with horses, and consider how real my love for them was. Do I love horses? Of course
I do, they are part of my heritage, a sacred family legacy. But, do they love me? I doubt
it, because the reality is that there is a fair amount of ill treatment towards horses in the
game of polo, and while I love thinking (and saying) that horses enjoy playing polo, I
think that only the very best can be considered to do so. Do the bad horses—the ones
that stop due to pain, the ones that jump and shake their head, the ones that put their
head between their legs to defend themselves—enjoy polo? I don’t think so.
So I reached the conclusion that, in reality, I don’t love horses. I love myself, my
family, and my friends, and horses are an instrument for me to cultivate that relationship
with other human beings and canalise that egotistical love. I speak for myself, of course,
and I am not saying that other polo players have to feel the same way. I would rather not
elaborate further, because it is a complex subject, and after all, this is not the original idea,
but a consequence of it (I have several particular theories about ecology, the extinction of
species, the vibrational energy of matter, and animal philosophy, which I might discuss at
a more appropriate time).
I spent several months with this vision growing clearer in my mind. It became bigger
and harder to ignore. I didn’t dare tell anyone, but spent many hours thinking, and asking
myself simple questions, trying to challenge the idea from every angle possible, while
reflecting on the characteristics of the sport that I care so much about. I realised that one
word cropped up often in my thoughts: exclusive. From a young age, we are taught that if
something is exclusive, it is must be good. An exclusive club, an exclusive party, an exclusive
sport, an exclusive jewellery or watch brand. But if we turn the adjective into a verb, and
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begin using exclude instead of exclusive, the word no longer sounds so nice. I exclude,
you exclude, he/she excludes, we exclude. And that’s when I realised something: since I
can remember, polo hasn’t done anything other than exclude a large number of people.
I thought about those friends who played polo with me as a kid, in the Copa Potrillos
or the Intercolegiate, but who no longer play, largely because it is a sport that became so
expensive that it was impossible for their parents to continue supporting them. The only
people who carry on playing polo are those who have a lot of money, or who some way
or other live off polo, be it as a professional or through the commercialisation of horses.
I was attracted to the idea of creating a sport similar to polo that would also be more
inclusive and accessible.
Time passed. I continued writing this essay and thinking about every possible
argument in favour and against my dreadful idea, still unsure if I would ever share it. I
suddenly realised that it had been nine months since that night of insomnia in Sotogrande,
and that the moment of truth had come. I slowly started telling my close friends. The first
thing I learnt was that there are two types of people in this world, just as Herman Hesse
describes in Narcissus and Goldmund: the optimists—those who are not afraid, who see
the advantages of any new idea, beyond the risks—and everyone else. I had experienced
similar reactions with the All Pro Polo League. I learnt a lot from people’s reactions. I
realised that if instead of detailing the pros of my idea, I stopped talking and let the person
in front of me discover what the advantages were, the result was surprising, because they
almost always came to the same conclusion as I had. The clearest and most convincing
were the following:
1. It would be a cheaper sport than polo played on horses.
Much cheaper, in fact, because if we take the horse out of the equation we eliminate
85% of the costs of polo. It would become a sport almost similar in price to golf, tennis,
all the aquatic sports, ski and snowboard.
2. It would be a safer sport than polo played on horses.
This is obviously an assumption, and it would be up to us to achieve this, but working
with machines instead of animals means that we have access to all the tools technology
has to offer: anti-crash sensors, stabilisers, gyroscopes, airbags, and so on. And this is
when I lean on the time when humans replaced horses with machines, at the start of the
XX century. It was an outright success, from every point of view—even an ecological
one, since the environmental contamination of the faeces and rubbish from the feed in
big cities was problematic. This new sport will only be able to work if it is safer than polo.
While creating a machine that imitates what a horse does on the field, and making sure
that it is safer to use, will pose a huge challenge, I believe that it is possible. Man invented
a vehicle to take him to the moon, and July 16, 2019, marked 50 years of this feat. Let’s
keep that in mind.
3. It would be a more even sport than the one played on horses.
One of the negative factors of our sport relates to the disparity between the good
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(and better mounted) players, and everyone else. This results in a countless number
of pointless matches, with previously arranged results between the teams, as we have
discussed, and this undeniably puts players and spectators off polo. One day, I was
explaining this disparity to a friend (who is unrelated to polo), and he made a clever
observation.
“It would be like giving Messi the best football boots, the best bed to sleep in, the
best food, and the best gym to train in,” he said.
A machine can have buttons, a horse cannot. I can think of a thousand variations
that will allow players to show their talents, but we need there to be a global baseline
where everyone starts off with the same possibilities. Only then will things like strategy
and team work begin to matter.
Beyond these three points, what encouraged me to share this idea was the belief that
this sport could introduce the experience of polo to many people who are not currently
involved with it. It is a real shame that such a wonderful sport be practiced by such a
small number of people. I also began thinking about the number of sports that were
influenced by an existing sport. Far from being a threat to the original sport, the new idea
complemented the old. Let’s take snowboarding as an example. It was born in the late
1970s, conceived by a skater called Tom Sims and a surfer named Dimitrije Milovich.
It gained support rapidly among skiers, windsurfers, and skaters. Today, snowboarding
and skiing coexist, they share the same mountains, lifts, restaurantes, hotels, equipment,
and so on. Something similar happened with kitesurf. A Dutch windsurfer called
Gijsbertus Adrianus Panhuise realised that by lifting a wind catching parachute to drag
him along, he could make his board considerably smaller, and as a result, he was able to
go out to sea even on days with little wind. In 1977, he patented the idea, and a sport was
born, practiced by windsurfers on days with little wind, surfers on days with few waves,
paragliders when they were near the coast, and many other people around the world who
were not involved with any of those three sports, but were attracted by the novelty of
the activity. Of course, neither windsurf, nor surf, nor paragliding disappeared—on the
contrary, kitesurfing complemented and enriched them.
Still, I feel as if I have to be careful and not take this subject too lightly, because I
know that this idea will not be well received by many people, and it is not my intention
to confront or displease anyone. There is such a thing as free will, and every one of us
can decide what to do or not to do, and in this case, no polo player will be forced to
dismount his horse and get on a machine to play polo. The person who plays polo just
because it is an activity carried out on horses, and because they feel an intense love and
passion for those animals, will continue to play the traditional form of polo until the
end of their days. I only ask the reader to remember that there are many more people in
the world beyond our polo bubble, and to not forget the original motivation behind the
idea: Japan. The third largest economy in the world; a place where polo on horses does
not exist.
According to statistics gathered by the FIP, polo is only played in 70 countries
around the world (in 60 of those countries, there are less than 100 registered players). If,
by means of this safer, more accessible, and level sport, we can reach the countries where
polo does not currently exist, then that will surely encourage a Japanese, Norwegian, or
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Turk to get off the mechanical horse and ask what it feels like to play on a real horse. And
there will always be an Argentine, American, Australian, or English professional at the
ready to invite them to their home country and show them how polo is played. I have no
doubts that, if this works, the sport of polo played on horses will grow.
At the moment, the only sure thing I have is a name: Motion Polo. I also have a
preliminary model of what the machine could look like, designed by two young, brilliant
Argentine industrial designers, Kevin Nemkansky and Manu Goglino, who have been
working with Alejo and I for over six months, giving our vision a form.
I am willing to sit down and debate this idea, confront any positions against it, share
our designs, discuss alternatives, and dream about possibilities. I invite everyone to join
me; a project headed by polo players can never be damaging to polo. I would love to get
associations, clubs, high goalers, professionals, amateurs, and the whole polo community
involved. I want this to be a sport that grows organically, from the bottom up, and for
it to first be a game that is fun to play, with amateur players. Slowly, the best will come
through, and maybe that is when it will become a sport, like every other practiced by
man. I doubt that I will live long enough to see this, but I believe in reincarnation, and it
is probable that in my next life, I will be a mechanical horse.
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32
Back to polo played on horses. I have now shared all the facts of my story: names,
places, dates, rules, tournaments, matches, players and prizes. Facts that, as I mentioned at
the beginning of this text, I set out to describe with utmost sincerity, even if it costs me a
few friends and earns me several criticisms. While it is true that I don’t speak too highly of
the behaviour of many people, I think that it is clear that I am a part of this, and I am also
at fault. Hopefully this acknowledgement will shield me from the negativity that may be
sent my way. I do apologise, however, if anyone takes offence to anything I have written.
What I write must not be taken personally; it is not my wish to hurt anyone. At the end of
the day, I realised that progress can only be made when things are spelt out exactly as they
are, or at least as one perceives them.
The All Pro Polo League did not work because cold numbers came between our
vision and the current reality, and those numbers showed us that we are four lonely souls
staring at the sky. It could be, however, that this is not true, and that polo as it is can be
transformed into a spectator sport, but that we were not able to do it because of our own
incapabilities.
A possible answer to this question might arrive very soon, when the first edition of
the Xtreme Polo League (XPL), a tournament supported by the AAP, kicks off. What is
the XPL? It’s an international polo circuit, for professional players only, with franchises,
cash prizes, TV rights, global sponsors, and so on. Sound familiar?
Before continuing I must clarify something, because I have recieved several phone
calls lately, from friends who are worked up about what they consider to be a “copy” of
the APPL. That is not the case. The XPL is being spearheaded by a Swiss-Argentine called
Juan Zavalía, a long time friend of mine. In 2012, Juan worked in a private equity fund
called Genii Capital, which some time ago had bought the Formula 1 Lotus Renault team.
Working there, he learnt about franchise systems, sponsors, fixtures, and everything relating
to the legal and financial side of motor racing. In 2014, he founded, alongside Gerard
Lopez, a company called Nekton group. Being a talented amateur polo player, Juan, within
that company, came up with a scheme to develop an international polo league, one very
similar to the one we came up with. That is why I don’t believe that the XPL is a copy of our
idea—and, if we’re honest, we can see that there is not much to the subject, anyway. Every
sport that works has the same structure. Furthermore, I had always said that our idea was an
open source project, one that we would give away to the first person who wanted it. Juan is
an extremely capable man, and he is putting his heart into the XPL, so I believe that he has
the potential of getting further than we did. He is also an exemplary rock and roll guitarist,
although we hope, for the sake of his league, that that doesn’t qualify him as an artist. We
speak regularly, and I try to advise him as best I can. He is constantly inviting me to join
him in the project. I tell him that it wouldn’t make sense to work alongside someone who
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doesn’t believe that the league has even the slightest chance of success; if I thought that it
could work, then I would continue with the All Pro Polo League. The curious thing is that,
in a type of inverse synchronicity, at the exact same time that I realised that our idea was
not going to work out, the AAP set off fireworks announcing that they were embarking
on a project to do exactly the same thing we had been doing for four years. Good luck to
them; I sincerely hope that they manage to find brands who are willing to invest money in
the tournament (and that they don’t lose more money than they already have), and that it
all turns out to be a huge success.
I hope that they won’t repeat the mistakes made during the Evolution Cup, that they
won’t double the bets just to cover their mistakes. I hope that they prove me wrong, and
show that polo can be economically viable without patrons on the field. If this all comes
about, and they feel that they need the help of a messy person, I will be there. I will leave my
ego at the door, and join the team.
They certainly don’t have an easy task ahead of them. The best player in the world is not
involved, and he is not allowing any of the players tied to his regime to play. Furthermore,
the first boycotting attempts—so familiar and recurring in our beloved Association of
Argentine Polo—are already appearing. Any wise guy with some ostentatious role at a
small, provincial polo club and time on his hands starts a group chat inviting everyone to
air their doubts and display their mediocrity by criticising the President, Vice President,
and the committee. That is when the rumours start. Towards the end of last year, Eduardo
travelled to India with an Argentine team to play a few exhibitions. Something happened
on that trip, I am not sure exactly what, and I don’t care, but I have already heard about six
or seven stories about the President’s behaviour: that he lost his head during a match, that
he wanted to fix the result because they were losing badly, that he travelled with his son in
first class, that he charged 200,000 dollars for going, and so on. For all that to be true, two
or three clones of his would have to have travelled with him (and Crestview Genetics, as
far as I understand, don’t clone humans—yet). People can be evil when they want to be,
especially when they have nothing better to do than to sit and plot about how to bring
someone down. It makes you realise how unrewarding the role of President can be.
The truth is that, beyond the criticisms, it is clear to see that there are many things
the AAP committee are doing right. They had a very difficult 2018 season, with all the
fixture changes due to the River Plate - Boca Juniors debacle, and the complications caused
by the G20, and they managed to pull it all off. They put together the After Polo parties
to stay afloat and pay the wages at the end of the month. The concerts at Palermo have
also been very positive, especially because it gives many people a chance to experience and
enjoy a place in the center of Buenos Aires that has always been reserved for a very select
portion of society. Beyond the differences of opinion that I have with the Association, I
support them, because they work hard, putting all their time and energy into what they do.
Everyone else just talks.
I imagine that a continuation of this essay will only be possible if Motion Polo finds
support. If this does not happen, then I think this will be my last contribution to the
subject. Many challenges and adventures lie ahead, regardless. But if my idea does find
footing, however, and it revolutionises the sport the way I think it will, then, dear reader,
my story will continue, and I will carry on fighting, like that ingenious Spanish nobleman,
against the windmills on the hill.
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I cannot end this commentary without sharing something very personal. From
2000 to 2004, I witnessed how my father took on the role of President of the Argentine
Association of Polo. I saw how the situation gave birth to terrible moments of misery,
how it spawned deception and ignorance in so many people. Those four years were
undoubtedly the worst years of my father’s life; I had never seen him so sad and bitter.
Coincidently, they were the last years of his life. He died on December 17, 2004, at 60
years of age, from a heart attack during a spinal operation. The cause of death is largely
uncertain from a medical perspective, but clearer from other points of view, because
logic would have us believe that bad blood is not all that good for the heart. We can’t be
sure that his death was the result of the heartaches and disappointments he experienced
over those years. Maybe he would have died then anyway. There is something within me
that believes that he loved polo so much, that he carried it so deep in his being, that he
was willing to give his life for it. And in the end he did, literally. And I have no doubt
that he would give it all up again.
I have never said anything on the subject, because I didn’t want to use it as a low
and sentimental blow, but I think that the time has come for me to say it, so that it be
clear exactly why I embarked on this journey: I am making sure that he didn’t die in
vain. When people tell me that they are so impressed with my courage, I thank them,
but the truth is that I don’t know what that word means. This isn’t courage, this is love.
I am doing this because I want to and I enjoy it, because I am doing it for him, in his
memory. He was one of the most talented men I have ever met, and without a doubt, the
most honest and upstanding one. And today, beyond the APPL, when I watch a match
like the last semifinal between Las Monjitas and Ellerstina, when I watch the rowers play
in La Ensenada, or when I see La Dolfina playing open polo, I turn off the television,
wander out into my magical forest, look up at the sky, and I am happy, because I know
that somewhere beyond the milky way, where the dead live, he is smiling.
Whatever happens with the All Pro Polo League, or with Motion Polo, I can
only say that these four years of my life have been unforgettable. I have met many kind
people, visited incredible places, shared magical moments with friends, with my wife
and daughters, I have sat and thought for hours and hours, I came up with hundreds
of ideas, I felt joy, sorrow, frustration, hope, but most of all, I felt alive. I felt like I was
doing something of worth, something in the name of progress. I love this sport more
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than anything in the world. I have no doubt that it will eventually transform back into
what it always was, and that our children, and our children’s children, will soon step
forward to take the torch, to love and cherish polo the way our fathers taught us.

Thank you all for your time.

Frontera Sur, October 2019
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